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Message from the Honourable Minister of Posts, Postal
Services & Muslim Religious Affairs
Sri Lanka is the country that gives a prominent place and takes various steps to impart
religious studies. One of the steps is to introduce Sunday religious classes for Buddhist,
Hindu, Christian and Muslim children to gain knowledge of their own religions. It paved
the way to conduct these religious classes at the respective places of worship, public
Schools and private institutions.
Further, the government has been assisting these religious Schools by conducting
the programme of teacher training, supplying teachers' guide books, syllabus, text books,
students’ uniforms and paying teachers’ book allowance annually. It is praiseworthy
that the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs is looking after the interest
of the Muslim Religious Schools called as Ahadhiyyah Schools Islandwide and provide
the above stated facilities.
Supplying proper text books and teachers’ guide books to these Schools is
indispensable for the success at all levels of education system.
The Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has taken steps to
publish text books for the upper level of exams conducted by the Department of Exams
since 2008, namely Ahadhiyyah Schools’ Final Examination and Dharmacharya
(Teachers) Exam. Although they have printed and supplied a considerable number of
the books in this regard the department is still in the process of publishing rest of the
books in the coming years.
As the Minister responsible for Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs, I am
indeed happy about the performance of the Department. I thank all in the Department
for their contribution for the success of the tasks entrusted to them.
Al Haj M. H. Abdul Haleem (M.P.)
Minister of Posts, Postal Services and
Muslim Religious Affairs.
Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R. Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Honourable Deputy Minister of Posts,
Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs
At a time when people belonging to all four major religions of Sri Lanka are making
efforts to make an ethical society with icons of multi religious and cultural symbols, I feel
it is a great privilege in expressing my message of greeting when the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs is publishing syllabus and syllabus based text
books for the students of Islamic Religious Schools called Ahadiya Schools.
It is our duty to contribute through our ministry to fulfill this long standing need
and enable the teachers and students to carry forward their educational task.
I strongly feel that the development of a country can last long only when the
development is combined with social development along with economic and political
development.
If we have to safeguard the moral standards of our society, Religious and Cultural
welfares must also be taken care of. The service rendered by schools such as Ahadiya
in protecting religious and cultural traditions is invaluable.
By training children from their tender ages to live with religious principles, we
can expect to create a new generation that will protect the moral traditions of our
country.
In a country like ours where people of multi-cultural religious communities live,
it is a great service rendered by these religious schools to enable Buddhists, Hindus,
Muslims and Christians to provide their respective religious knowledge and experience
to their children.
I wish to express my thanks to the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural
Affairs and all those who participated in the task.
Duleep Wijesekara (M.P.),
Deputy Minister of Posts, Postal Services & Muslim Religious Affairs.
Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message of the Secretary, Ministry of Posts, Postal Services &
Muslim Religious Affairs
Religious Education plays a vital role in creating an ethical, well-disciplined just society.
If we could inculcate religious thoughts in the minds of children from their childhood it
would not be difficult to make better social atmosphere always. Religious education is a
medium to offer useful experiences. It is a difficult task to impart religious education
along with the formal education focused on tests and exams. As a complement to this
formal education, religious education conducted on Sundays have yielded great success
in this field.
Separate religious schools have been operating in Sri Lanka in order to develop
the religious knowledge and religious atmosphere among each and every child either
Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim or Christian children. Providing equal facilities for the children
of each and every religion and catering to a long standing need for syllabus based text
books have been published by the government and distributed among students of Muslim
Religious Schools under the patronage of the Department of Muslim Religious & Cultural
Affairs.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all who are actively engaged in
the exercise of providing ten text books for Deeniyath Certificate Exam which is an
equivalent to Dharmacharya and Ahadiya (Daham) Final Certificate of Exams in Muslim
Religious Schools.

D. G. M. V. Hapuarachchi,
Secretary,
Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs.
Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Director of the
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs
At a time when religious, spiritual and cultural renaissance is much needed for the country
and the world, the department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has prepared a
set of text books in English for the benefit of the students and teachers of Ahadiyya
School. I consider it a privilege to praise their efforts with a complimentary message.
Ahadiyya schools have been functioning successfully in our country over the
past fifty years. It is commendable that the department has provided a proper syllabus
for the betterment of the Ahadiyya schools. This offers an opportunity for implementation
of the same syllabus of studies in all the Ahadiyya schools in the island.
In order to avail the right benefit from the syllabus, the publication of text books
is Tamil for the FCEI and IDCE exams is a matter of praiseworthiness. These publications
will be of great value for the students who pursue their Islamic education in Tamil at the
Ahadiyya schools and their teachers.
I understand that the government has spent approximately four million rupees
for the translation of these text books into English for the benefit of students who follow
their education in the English medium at the Ahadiyya schools.
I thank the team of writers and translators and the staff of the department who
rendered their services for the efforts of organizing these text books.
I sincerely pray to the Almighty Allah for the optimum benefit from these text
books for the students and teachers of all Ahadiyya schools in the island.

Ash Sheik M. R. M. Malik,
Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
No. 180, J. B. Jayah Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Former Director of the
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs
Today’s world is suffering from spiritual poverty and emptiness. It will not be an
exaggeration of the facts if we say that the fundamental reason for all the problems of
the world now is the spiritual degradation and its consequence of moral and ethical
decay.
We are witnessing a draw back in spiritual, ethical and moral spheres because
of the influence of anti-religious policies such as materialism, consumerism and secularism.
The society that worships knowledge now ignores spiritualism. The society that takes
care about the body, forgets about the heart. The society that loves the world, rejects
the world after death.
It should be mentioned that Ahadhiyyah schools jointly with Arabic Colleges
that are the training centres create a religious based society capable of guiding mankind
with knowledge, expertise and personality to face anti-social challanges.
Ahadhiyyah Schools have been functioning for more than fifty years in Sri Lanka.
Everyone knows that the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has
published complete syllabus for guiding these schools property.
In order to gain the full benefit of the syllabus, the department has arranged to
publish the necessary text books for Religious School Final Exam and Islamic Deeniyyath
Certificate Exam. I am happy at this occasion in expressing my thanks to the committee
members compiling these books, the team of editors, and to our Assistant Director As
Sheikh M. H. Noorul Ameen for his continued efforts and to all those who contributed
their share for this task. I pray to Almighty Allah to accept their deeds and reward them
all.
Ash Sheik M. H. M. Zameel,
Former Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
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Message from the Former Director of the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs
Islam is a way of life. It is important to acquire the knowledge of Quran and Hadees if a
person is to live as a Muslim. The prophet’s sayings such as ‘Seeking knowledge is
mandatory for every Muslim’ and ‘The best person among you is the one learns the
Quran and teaches it others’ insist the importance of it. Ahadhiyyah school is a very good
place to learn Islam during young age in Sri Lanka. It is a well known fact that the
Department of Religious and Cultural Affairs has been doing a commendable service
towards the development of Ahadhiyyah Schools. The services rendered annually by the
Department of Religious and Cultural Affairs are a great support to the growth of
Ahadhiyyah schools.
Some of the services are designing the syllabus from pre-grade to the university
for 14 years, organizing the Final Certificate Examination of Islamic Studies and the
Islamic Deeniyyath (Dharmacharya) Final Examination through the Department of
examinations, conducting in district levels workshops and seminars for Ahadhiyyah
teachers, providing payment to the teachers for book purchase and providing uniforms to
them.
Publishing Text Books according to the national curriculum is a milestone in the
history of Ahadhiyyah schools.
I am highly delighted to see the fulfillment of the first phase of the unanimous
appeal of the Ahadhiyyah society. It must be commended that four books are published
on Aqeeda, Masaadhirus Sharia, Fiqhul Islam, Seera Waththarikh, and Akhlaq for the
Ahadhiyyah Final Certificate examination. For Deeniyyath Final examination, in addition
to these four books another two books on Arabic and Islamic Literature are published. I
firmly believe that these efforts will continue under the leadership of the new director.
Ash Sheik M.H.Noorul Ameen, Assistant Director who was actively engaged in
this task from its inception, the staff of the Department, the Panel of writers and editors
deserve my thanks. May Allah accept their endeavors. I consider it a great opportunity
granted by Allah for me to serve with them in this task.
I am prepared to render my service in this regard in all possible means.
I pray for the blessings of Allah to all of you.
Ameen.
Ash Sheik Y.L.M.Navavi,
Former Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
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Message from the President of the Ceylon Islamic
Instructions Society Limited, Central Federation of
Ahadiyyah Schools in Sri Lanka
Bismillah Hir Rahuman Nir Raheem .................
It gives me immense pleasure to send this message on the occasion of the publication of
the Sinhala & English translation of the Tamil version of the Ahadhiyyah Textbook for
Ahadhiyyah Final Examination & Ahadhiyyah Dheeniyaath (Dharmacharya) Examination,
These publications complement in a very significant manner the available material for
students of Ahadhiyyah.
These publications are sponsored and financed by the Department of Muslim
Religious & Cultural Affairs who have in the recent past come to the aid of The Ceylon
Islamic Instructions Society Limited ( Central Federation of Ahadhiyyah Schools in Sri
Lanka ).
In addition, the Department of Muslim Religious & Cultural Affairs had taken up many
issues with the relevant Authorities on our behalf, after representation being made, in
respect of Ahadhiyyah Schools System and we appreciate and remember with gratitude
their untiring efforts in resolving our issues.
Since the establishment in 1951, the Ahadhiyyah Schools activities, being accepted and
acknowledged by the Community as essential to the community, have continued to
grow in strength by the voluntary and motivating efforts of its functionaries as well as the
tremendous support and enthusiasm of its sponsors.
Al Haj M. Shibly Aziz, PC
President,
The Ceylon Islamic Instructions Soc. Ltd.,
Central Federation of Ahadhiyyah Schools in Sri Lanka.
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Forward Note
All Praise belongs to Almighty Allah. Alhamdulillah.
"I have only created Jinns and men, that they may serve Me" (Al-Quran 51: 56)
The purpose of creating mankind in the world is to obey the commands of Allah and
follow the foot steps of the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him) properly and return to
Allah. As slaves of Allah, every Muslim should live his life with righteous deeds and
spiritual thoughts. This is evident from the saying of the Prophet Muhammed (peace be
upon him), "If Allah desires good for a person in this world, he grants him clear understanding
of religion" (Al-Hadeeth)
According to the above divine verses and the teachings of the Prophet (peace be
upon him), living according to the religion is compulsory. As such, to live with the qualities
of fear of God, patience, tolerance, morality and good dispositions, it is important to receive
religious education properly. There is no doubt in the fact that receiving a good religious
education will guide a person to live as a true Muslim. It is commendable that in order to
build up such a righteous society, many Islamic Sharia Education Institutes and private
organizations are doing their part islandwide.
Focused on the above purpose, we appreciate the efforts of the chairman of Central
Ahadiya Federation and their administrative team in implementing plans for the enhancement
of the Ahadhiyyah education for more than six decades.
The constructive activities undertaken by the Department of Muslim Religious and
Cultural Affairs for this purpose are noteworthy.
The department takes keen interest especially to enhance the standard of education
in Islamic educational institutes such as Ahadhiyyah Schools, Arabic Colleges and Quran
Madrasas and expand their physical resources. The department has implemented many
plans for the benefit of the students also. In this regard the department took its foremost
task of publishing the syllabus for these institutes in 2003 for the first time and allocated
fund and made arrangements to conduct the Ahadhiyyah Final Certificate Examination in
2005. It also made arrangements to conduct the Deeniyath Dharmacharya Exam through
the Department of Examination in 2008. A comprehensive Syllabus for grade one onwards
was prepared and published in all three languages in the same year.
This department also provides books and uniforms to Ahadhiyyah teachers every
year and arranges workshops and seminars for them.
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The students who wanted to sit for the Ahadhiyyah Final Certificate Examination
and Deeniyath Examination had difficulties without proper textbooks. Taking this into
account, our department embarked on a task in creating textbooks for these examinations.
I express my warm gratitude to the former Directors of the department Ash Sheik
M.I.Ameer, Ash Sheik Y.L.M. Navavi and Ash Sheik M. H. M. Zameel for pioneering
the efforts and advising with the necessary guidance and to the present Director of the
department Ash Sheik M. R. M. Malik for implementing the tasks necessary for the
speedy realization of our efforts.
My heartiest and sincere thanks to the team of translators and editors for their
remarkable effort taken in succeeding this task.
 Mr. Seyed Zafarullah Khan, English Trained Government Teacher (Rtd),
Accredited Media Consultant, Copywriter and Graphic Designer - Translator
 Mr. M. M. Shazuly B. A. Social Sci. (Ind), English Trained Teacher (Rtd),
Principal, Amal International School - Editor
 Mrs. A. I. Fathima (B. Ed), Special Trained Teacher, Muslim Ladies College,
Colombo 04 - Editor
After successfully publishing the text books in Tamil in 2015 , now is a great pleasure
to fulfil the requirements of the English medium students by publishing the following text
books in English for their benefit:
1. Aqeedah and Masadhirus Sharia ( Islamic Principles and Sources of
Jurisprudence for FCEIS)
2. Al Fiqhul Islam ( Islamic Jurisprudence for FCEIS)
3. Al Akhlaqul Islamia (Islamic Ethics for FCElS)
4. As Sheera Wathareeq (Islamic History for FCEIS)
5. Aqeedah and Masadhirus Sharia (Islamic Principles and Sources of
Jurisprudence for IDCE)
6. Al Fiqhul Islam ( Islamic Jurisprudence for IDCE)
7. Al -Akhlaq wassuluq ( Ethics and Sociology in Islam IDCE)
8. As Sheera Wathareeq (Islamic History for IDCE)
9. Al Adabul Islami (Islamic Literature for IDCE)
10. Al Lukathul Arabia wa Ah Kabuth Thajweed (Arabic Language and the
Rules of Recitation )
xv

My sincere thanks go to Ash Sheik M.M.M. Mufthi (Naleemi), Mrs. Mirsiya
Thajudeen (Financial Assistant), Mrs. Faheema Junaideen (Former Management
Assistant), Al Haj A.A. M. Azrin (Store Keeper), Miss M. N. F. Farmila (Management
Assistant) and all others in the department who sincerely contributed for the successful
outcome of the publication in many ways.
I also sincerely request you to send your opinions and suggestions for the enhancement
of the textbooks on the second publication to the department.
May Allah accept the sincere efforts made by all for this cause and bless us with
His rewards. Ameen !

Al Haj Moulavi M. H. Noorul Ameen,
Assistant Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs,
180, T. B. Jayah Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK
Islam and Islamic civilization are inseparable from one another. This book on Islamic
history has been written by taking all aspects of history including Islamic civilization,
history , and the contribution of Muslim intellectuals and scholars to history.
This is a text book for the subject of As Seera Wathareeq for the students sitting for
Islamic Deeniyath (Dharmacharya) Certificate Examination. This book
incorporates the history of the Islam since Jahaliya period and covers exciting events of
history of Islam including the contribution of Muslims to science and philosophy.
The contents are arranged to meet the requirements of the candidates facing the
examination. Although the book is prepared for students of a certain level, still the book
is useful for those who are below and above the prescribed level for gaining insight into
the history of Islam. This book has been written by professionals well versed in their
areas of knowledge for its authenticity. The contents of the books are confined
appropriately to the prescribed syllabus of the Department of Muslim religious and
cultural affairs. It is great that this book provides an opportunity to learn Islamic history.
On behalf of the preparatory team of the book,

Al Haj M.I.M.Ameen,
Former Senior Lecturer,
The University of Paradeniya, Kandy.
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1. The Islamic Perspective of History
(The Unique Characteristics of Islamic History)
History from Islamic point of view
The advent of history is as old as Man. It has been transmitted from generation to
generation through a range of media evolving gradually as Man himself. First it was
transmitted through oral communication. Then it was preserved through symbols, icons
and signs over many ages. With the discovery of paper, writing instruments and ink it
became transferred through languages.
Islam has given importance to this field urging its followers to pay attention to historical
facts. The Holy Quran states, “We reveal to you the news about the Messengers of
God in order to strengthen your belief; there is a lesson for those who think in all
their stories”
The Holy Quran claims that there is a lesson in the history of the earlier generation for
people to ponder over and realize the truth. Many instances of history in the lives of the
Prophets and their communities are firmly stated in the Holy Book.
Every generation in the world has a history which it leaves behind for the benefit of the
following generations. If such history is not properly preserved, it will be lost over time
and the next generation will be ignorant of its past.

Compilation of Islamic History
As a globally wide spread community, the history of Muslims need to be preserved
properly. When we take into account the compilation of their history and the
trustworthiness of it, we find the following three important stages for our studies.

The First Stage of Islamic History
During this first stage, history was not recorded separately. At the time of the Holy
Prophet (peace be upon him) and the rightly guided companions called Khulafa-eRashideen historical instances were spread only orally. However, the Holy Quran and
the sayings of the Prophet (peace be upon him) referring to the verses were written
down. Since the Islamic history is closely connected with the Holy Quran and the sayings
of the Prophet (peace be upon him) concerning the verses, many instances of Islamic
history are also recorded and preserved through these noble sources of Islam. However,
history as a separate field commenced as a Science mostly during the rule of the Umayyad
Caliphs. Even then it depended on the endeavor of individual scholars.
1

During the earlier times of the Islamic civilization, news about important occurrences,
instances and compositions regarding traditional events and battles were carried forward
orally in the discussions held in mosques, learning circles and public discourses.
Some earlier day learned men such as Akeel Ibnu Abuthalib, Amr Ibnu Khawla, Al
Akhrah ibnu Hafeez, Makhrama bin Naufal and Zubair bin Mu athim contributed to the
oral history as their lives covered both the Jahiliya as well as the Islamic periods of time.
Further there existed individual historical record compilers such as Afban bin Usman,
Urwa bin Zubai, Sharhabeel bin Hasana and Shuhuri during the Umayyad rule.

The Second Stage of Islamic History
The second stage of the Islamic History continued till the second century Hijrat. During
this time the orally transmitted history was being compiled as books. However the
historians of that era first focused mostly on the life story of the Holy Prophet (peace be
upon him). A few books were also compiled on the events of the Jahaliya period,
ancestral events, earlier societies but they were not perfect.
History books during this time were small and contained about individual events. Some
compilers of this nature were Aabu Mukneeb, Al Haiythamn bin Adee, Al Wakidi and
Nasr Ibnu Mazaahim.

The Third Stage of Islamic History
At the third stage of development in the writing of Islamic history, books were composed
of historical events in chronological order. The special characteristics of such books are
reflected in the book 'As Seera AnNabaviya, written by Ibnu Ishaaq.This trend continued
till the third century Hijrat. History expanded as a unique field then onwards. The book
'Tareequth Thabari was such a book of chronology. The discovery of paper was a
contributory factor. Some outstanding books of the period were: 'Thareequth Thabari ,
'Ath Deenuri , 'Al Yaqoobi' and, Ibnu Thaiboor . Schools for the study of history were
established in Syria, Iraq and Hijas.

Special Characteristics of Islamic History
Unlike other histories, Islamic history is closely connected with the Holy Quran, the
Sayings of the Prophet (peace be upon him), other religious scriptures and the lives of
believers – it stands out different with special characteristics.
 The history of Islam is related with the divine messengers and the Prophets (peace
be upon them). Islamic history is actually the history of all the Prophets (peace be
upon them) and their adherents since Hazrat Adam (Alai) with the uncompromising
principle of the oneness of God. This fact has been emphasized in the Holy
Quran and the sayings of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
2

 The history of Islam is not confined to the records of events connected with
people and their activities. It is imbibed with a comprehensive record of all events
relating to creation and the hereafter.
 The History of Islam is recorded with utmost care and discipline. The disciplinary
rules and order followed in the composition of Islamic history is not followed in
other records. Since it is connected with the Holy Quran and Al-Hadeeth its
trustworthiness has been preserved. Its integrity is maintained by the compiling
of the records of the narrators of events themselves – as a unique feature of
Islamic history. Compared with this sublime characteristic many other histories
do no possess the records of the narrators of events. Their narrations are easily
mixed with imaginary compositions of events and conjecture.
 The opportunities to do research, review and verify these records are available
at all times.
 Islamic history can always be renewed and rejuvenated. This helps the history to
be constantly updated with newly authenticated facts.
It cannot be denied that there are long and comprehensive records of history of Islam
are painstakingly preserved with wisdom and foresight.

3

Stages of History
The Time of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
Before the advent of the Prophethood
The Islamic history has had many different periods. Each period was full of special
historical events and ensuing particular characteristics. The first stage of the Islamic
history comprises of events from the Jahaliya period till the time of the Prophethood.
The Jahaliya period was fully devoid of any religious guidance and proper civilization.
Although the Prophet (peace be upon him) was born and brought up in this period, his
personality development was devoid of Jahaliya characteristics and this could be called
a divinely guided miracle.
He had not seen his father who passed away before his birth. Losing his mother at a
tender age of six, he was brought up first by his grandfather and then by paternal uncle.
Unlike those of the ones brought up in luxurious surroundings with all the necessary
facilities, the characteristics of the Prophet (peace be upon him) were noble and spiritually
matured. Hence he was able to shoulder the great tasks in his future with the necessary
character ingredients.
These noble traits and attributes won him an acknowledged status of respect among the
people of Jahiliya. He also had the intuition not to burden the shoulders of those who
took care of him and employed himself as a shepherd guiding the sheep for others or
other minor jobs to earn.Hence he did not have the opportunity like other children to
obtain tutoring on reading and writing. When he became an adult, he joined his paternal
uncle and involved in trade. The honesty and sincerity he naturally possessed attracted
him to the wealthy noble lady called Khadija who proposed to him. The transformation
to a wealthy environment through this marriage did not make him fond of lavish living;
on the contrary he spent whatever came his way for social welfare and to enhance his
noble characteristics.
Living a harmonious life throughout his married life, his noble virtues earned him fame as
a man trustworthy to entrust valuables and fit for mediation in social issues.
Even before he was appointed by God as His messenger, he embodied qualities of
Prophetic excellence and displayed signs of Prophethood.The learned Christian priests,
after studying the scriptures, prophesized about his prophethood by understanding the
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signs and his characteristics. On account of these developments, the family of the Prophet
(peace be upon him) became cautious and took care about his security.
Observing the social disorder and the moral decay around him, he became worried and
sad. He used to isolate himself from the society and took solace in solitude contemplating
about God and the social environment around him. Under these circumstances he spent
his life for forty years before he was chosen for the divine mission of reforming the
world as the last of the Messengers of God.

After the Prophethood
After being chosen as the Prophet (peace be upon him) by Almighty Allah, his life story
spans two periods of importance: the life in Makkah before the Hijrat and the life in
Medina after the Hijrat. Understanding the history of these two periods is essential for
Muslims.
First the Prophet (peace be upon him) received the revelation about his choice as the
Prophet (peace be upon him) when contemplating in the cave Hira. The commandments
were received by him to propagate the message of the Oneness of God (Thauheed).
He gathered his relatives, friends and known people and after ensuring his social status
among them, he proclaimed the message of the Oneness of God to them.
After proclamation of the message of Islam, his social life took a totally different turn.The
people who praised him for trustworthiness, now blamed him. The people doubted him
and questioned him according to their whims and fancies. The tribal leaders considered
him as a threat to their authority and embarked upon the task of defeating him.
As a consequence of the changing attitudes of the people of Makkah who saw him then
as an enemy to their traditional hierarchy, he and the small group of people who followed
him were persecuted mercilessly.
It was difficult for the people who lived immorally and liberally without any order of
discipline to digest the concept of the oneness of God and the subsequent life based on
discipline and morality. More than anything else they could not tolerate the rejection of
the idols worshipped by them with devotion.
As a reaction to this new revolutionary concept of the oneness of God, they became
suspicious of the same person whom they held as 'AlAmeen' –the trust worthy. The
love they had for him earlier was transformed into hatred and oppression. In addition to
physical assault and persecution they also imposed economical and social boycott and
sanctions for more than three years on the Prophet (peace be upon him), his followers
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and the people who belonged to this family clan. This unethical oppression burdened
the people on the side of the Prophet (peace be upon him) with miseries and hardship
hitherto unknown to the people of Makkah.
All these harsh measures did not change the attitude of the Prophet (peace be upon
him) and his small band of followers; but further strengthened the resolve for them to
uphold the truth of Islam.
As the oppression increased and the wicked actions caused severe hardship and pains
of mind to his followers, he sent some of his people to Abyssinia to seek shelter.
However, with all the difficulties of persecution and oppression, people joined the rank
of the Prophet (peace be upon him) out of conviction of the truth preached by him.
The enemies of Islam in Makkah became frustrated by these developments but even
then never questioned the honesty and trustworthiness of the Prophet (peace be upon
him). They objected not the person but the new concept of his teachings. In fact they
had assured this not only in their own city but also outside Makkah. This was a victory
for the personality of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
In this way thirteen long years rolled away, a new chapter of turning point came in the
history of Islam.
Life of the Prophet (peace be upon him) in Medina
This was the beginning of statehood in Islam. This became a reality after careful
negotiations and well planning for more than three years. Before the Hijrat, for over two
years were spent by the Prophet (peace be upon him) in secretly meeting the Haj
delegations from Medina and clarifying their doubts about Islam. After receiving
satisfactory answers on their position with regard to Islam, the Prophet (peace be upon
him) sent his first emissary Musab bin Umair (Rali) to Medina in order to teach the
people about Islam, Holy Quran and religious observances. Musab bin Umair (Rali)
was successful in converting a large number of people to Islam in a short time and made
a favourable ground situation for the Prophet (peace be upon him) in Medina.
After receiving positive indications from Medina, the Prophet (peace be upon him)
entered into two agreements called ‘Akaba 1’ and ‘Akaba 2’ with the delegations
from Medina for the safety of Muslims and the propagation of Islam from Medina. Even
at a time when he was cornered with the continued violence of the Quraish, he never
sought a deal with the Medina people only for his protection. The agreements laid down
conditions that were uncompromising from the prophets part about the concepts of
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Islam such an Oneness of Allah and obeying the commands of Allah.A few months after
these agreements, the Prophet (peace be upon him) received the permission from God
to migrate to Medina.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) left Makkah accompanied by his close friend Abu
Bakar (Rali) after reluctantly compelled to leave his beloved birth city where he spent
his 53 years, his kith and kin, the Holy Ka ba and his belongings with a heavy heart
through life threatening and dangerous journey to another strange city not known much
to him.
There were many reasons for the people of Medina to accept this swift change. Aws,
Khazraj and Jews were prominent among the different groups of people living in Medina.
Jews were successful in treacherously setting up the Aws and Khazraj against one.
Under these circumstances the people of Medina were on the look out for a new
leadership that would bring peace and tranquility to their region. Further unlike Quraish,
they also had the maturity of the mind to understand the concept of Tahuheed – the
oneness of God.
After entering into Medina as refugees, they were faced with numerous problems in
starting their normal life there. Although the Arab people of Medina were favorably
disposed towards the migrant population, the Jews had a tremendous economic influence
in the society. The Arabs of Medina had been weakened by internecine battles and
economically weakened. Therefore the new Islamic society in Medina had to bear a
burden beyond their normal power. However because of their faith in Islam and devotion
to the divine messenger they courageously encountered all the problems.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) had to face the following problems in Medina:
1. Ensuring the existence of Islam in the new environment
2. Establishing a relationship between the Muhajirs (Migrants) and the Helpers
(Ansars) without creating a conflict.
3. Confronting the Makkahn Polytheists who were bent on destroying the Muslims.
4. Handling the Jews who had a pre-conceiving ill feeling and grudge against the
Prophet (peace be upon him) and the newly found religion of Islam.
5. Defeating the efforts of the Hypocrites who were involved in secret conspiracies
to harm Muslim.
6. The Economic hardship faced by the migrants.
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The Prophet (peace be upon him) had to lay the foundation of a viable Islamic state in
Medina amidst these serious challenges.
As a first step the Prophet (peace be upon him) established a spiritual bond of
brotherhood between the individual migrants and ansars according to their social and
economical level in society and removed the social distance between them. He also
eliminated the contradictions remaining between the tribes Aws and Khazraj and
established a bond of relationship between them. He also brought the Jews under a
common charter so that they could not continue their conspiracies against other
communities in Medina. The Prophet (peace be upon him) did not just accept these
agreements as an oral tradition but gave them the sign of authority by committing them
into writing. The Charter of Alliance with Jews of Medina is historically significant and
an example for a future Islamic State with diverse communities.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) who was accepted as the spiritual leader and honored
by all for his excellent characteristics and conducts also acted as the secular leader of
the new State in Medina.
Immediately after his arrival in Medina, the Prophet (peace be upon him) purchased a
piece of land and built up a mosque as the centre for worships and other social purposes.
The mosque functioned as a place of worship for the five times congregational prayer, a
school for learning Islam, a court for dispensation of justice, as a consultative assembly
of the state and as a reception hall for the foreign delegates. Through this set up, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) was able to build a society totally abiding by his commands,
within the short period of ten years of his rule in Medina.
He also created unity and strength among his citizens so that they could easily defeat the
enemies who waged several battles within the border and outside of Medina. With the
spirit of Islam among his follower strongly enshrined, he was also able conquer the
polytheists of Makkah who persecuted the small number of Muslims with their man
power and resources.
The rise of the Medina Islamic State attracted the attention of the then super powers
Rome and Persia and made them contemplate the elimination of the state emerging with
their power.
After establishing internal normalcy and peace, the Prophet (peace be upon him) paid
attention for the development of the relationship with foreign countries and sent emissaries
with messages of the oneness of God to them. At the same time he took efforts to
strengthen the Muslim army to face any eventual threat by the foreign powers such as
Rome and Persia.
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Through these efforts he acquainted the foreign powers of the ability of the newly found
state to defend itself against any foreign aggression.
After successfully establishing a society of Islam, the Prophet (peace be upon him)
desired that the society should be united and strong even after his demise. In this regard
he gave the necessary spiritual as well as physical training and guidance and created
men of vision and intellect to lead the society after him. Although he did not appoint a
successor after him, he still had given the necessary training and guidance for people to
act with justice and righteousness.
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2. The Time of Khulafa-e-Rashideen
The first Islamic society found solutions by the immediate, clear and firm guidance by
the divine revelation of Wahi pouring now and then through the exalted messenger of
God and his inspiring directions for all their problems. After the demise of the Prophet
(peace be upon him) it found itself compelled to find new solutions in the absence of
direct divine revelations and their leader. At such a critical stage, in the absence of the
divine revelations that guided them up to then, there was a need for new thinking without
deviating from the established principles of Islam.
Choosing the Caliph
Before elaborating how the Caliph was chosen, it is important to understand the position
of Caliph in Islam, the qualities needed of the person to be a caliph, those who have the
right to choose a Caliph, the role of a caliph etc.,
Khilafat, Imaamat and Imaarath are terms used to denote the leadership in Islamic
creed. From the verses of the Holy Quran (Sura Bakara 30, Sura Sa ad 26 and Sura
Noor 55), Al-Hadeeth and Utterances of the companions, the word caliphate (Khilafat)
has been mostly used.
Islam gives importance to leadership and matters connected with it. It is not allowed for
the Muslim society to be without a leader. Even there are only three people, Islam
emphasizes to appoint a leader among the three people. Islam also commands its followers
to abide by the leadership even if the acknowledged leader is involved in sinful activities
as long as he is firm in the concept of the oneness of Allah. Once the Prophet (peace be
upon him) advised, “If you happen to be with a community without a leader, avoid
staying there”
In the political creed of Islam, the vacant position of leadership after the Prophet (peace
be upon him) is filled by the caliph chosen by the companions and is called 'Khalif or
'Khalifatur rasuloolllah . His basic service would be to preserve and propagate Islam
around the world and attend to the worldly affairs concerning the Muslim community.
Suitability to be chosen as a Caliph
To be chosen as a Caliph, a person should fulfill the fundamental requirements:
1. The Caliph of Muslims should be a Muslim (Al Quran 04:141)
2. The Caliph should be a male
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3. He should have attained adulthood.
4. He should be knowledgeable and intelligent
5. He should not deviate from Justice. An unjust person should not be recommended
for this position
6. He should be an independent free person ; not a slave.
7. He should have the ability to discharge the duties and be patient.
A person who could meet all the above conditions is only suitable to hold the office as
Caliph.
Suitability to be in the Selection Committee for Caliphate
Islam has made the Caliphate compulsory and provided the necessary guidance for the
selection of the Caliph. Islamic history records the example of the pious companions in
implementing this guidance.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) introduced a people’s assembly called, ‘Majllisu
Shura’ and practically indicated the suitability of people to be members of such an
assembly. A group of people called ‘Ahlul Hal wal Akth’ in the forefront with social
recognition were consulted on many a social problems by the Prophet (peace be upon
him) during his rule. The acceptance of their recommendations on all social levels
exemplifies their status. When mentioning about his companions Hazrat Abu Bakar
(Rali) and Hazrat Umar (Rali), the Prophet (peace be upon him) compared them as,
“They are like my eyes and ears”. Those two companions spent most of their time with
the Prophet (peace be upon him) and assisted in leading the Muslim nation.Apart from
them pious companions such as Hazrat Ali (Rali),Hazrat Usman (Rali) and Hazrat Abu
Ubaida (Ral) also contributed their time and service for the sake of the state.
After the demise of the Prophet (peace be upon him), the Caliphs followed the conduct
of the Prophet (peace be upon him) firmly and gave the Majlisul Suraa its special place.
Those who participated in the Majlisul Suraa were people recognized by the community
at large. Therefore their decisions were accepted by the general public without any
opposition.
Duties and Powers of the Caliphs
Islam has well defined the rights and duties of the caliph chosen by the forefront leaders
of the community recognized by the community.
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When a Caliph is chosen, all adult citizens should pledge their allegiance to him.
Immediately it will be abiding on them to follow the rules of his administration. They
should not in any way betray the Caliph as Islam has firmly reiterated about this. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) said, 'Whosoever dies in a state of contradicting the
Caliph, in fact he or she dies in a state of Jahiliyath death”. So it becomes incumbent
upon Muslims to be faithful to the Caliph and follow his guidance.
The Caliph is entrusted with the duty of preserving the religion and administrating the
world. He is duty bound to ensure the requirements of food, clothing and shelter for all
the citizens. In the same way he has to ensure that religious observances are followed
and divine commandments are implemented in the world. If the Caliph fails in his duty to
do this, the Sura council could review about his continuance as the Caliph.
The Choice of Khulafa-e-Rashideen
The Prophet (peace be upon him) entered his journey towards the next world, only
after creating a society with moral and ethical disciplines. As for the companions, the
demise of the Prophet (peace be upon him) was a great shock and deep sorrow. There
was a need for a long time for them to overcome this shock and sorrow. However the
manipulation of the enemies to take advantage of the situation to destroy Islam and the
rebellious attitude of a section of the people within the Islamic state were real threats
then. The companions had to move faster and take quick decisions to ensure the safety
and sovereignty of the state before any other considerations. Therefore the pious
companions in the forefront took upon them the responsibility of preserving the religion
and protecting the people and guiding them on the way of the Prophet (peace be upon
him) from where he had left. Indentifying the responsibilities facing them, they were
ready to sacrifice anything and everything for the cause of Islam. They are called the
Khulafa-e-Rashideen.
The four first Caliphs of Islam called the Khulafa-e-Rashideen ruled altogether for thirty
years administrating and expanding the state with their dedication and devotion to the
Muslim world. The manner is which they were chosen takes an important part in the
political creed of Islam.
The First Method of Choosing the Caliph
The choice of Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali) could be described as a direct method of choice
by the people. Although the Prophet (peace be upon him) never appointed a successor
to rule after him, he had many an occasions indicated that it would be Hazrat Abu Bakar
(Rali) after him. During the time of discussions and deliberations between the Muhajir
and Ansars at Sakeebthu Bani Sa ada, Hazrat Abu Bakar was prominently recognized
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among all the companions. After the passing away of the Prophet (peace be upon him),
realizing the danger of the leadership vacuum, both Muhajirs and Ansars gathered at
Sakeebathu Bani Sa Ada. The long standing feud between the two tribes of Medina,
Aws and Khazraj had ended only after the arrival of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
in Medina. The reason for the gathering of the two tribes, previously at Sakeeba Ban Sa
ada was to avoid the emergence of the enmities once again. However coming to know
of this meeting, the prominent companions Hazrat Umar(Rali), Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali)
and Hazrat Abu Ubaida (Rali) rushed to the spot and explained to the Ansars that it was
important to choose a Caliph acceptable to the whole of Arabia from the Quraish. After
being convinced of the proposal, without any opposition all the companions pledged
their allegiance to Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali). The second day the Bai ath of the general
public took place at the Masjidun Nabavi. (Baihaki)
Even though Medina was a place belonging to the Ansars and there were suitable and
respected persons from themselves for the choice, the Ansars pledged the allegiance to
Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali), a man from the migrants among a small branch of the Quraish
tribe when Hazrat Umar (Rali) proposed his name for the position without proposing
any alternate name for the position.
The Second Method of Choosing the Caliph
“The incumbent Ruler names his successor after consulting the prominent
leaders” After consolidating the Caliphate during the very short period of his rule with
his capabilities, Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali) on realizing the end was near, decided to
appoint the most suitable person of his time as his successor. He called prominent and
pious companions like Hazrat Abdur Rahman Ibnu Awf (Rali) and Hazrat Usman Ibnu
Afwan (Rali) to get advice. Hazrat Umar (Rali) appeared the most suitable person
according to their unanimous opinions and ideas. Hence, Hazrat Abu Bakar announced
to the people the choice of Hazrat Umar Ibnu Khattab (Rali) as his successor and the
people whole heartedly approved it gave their pledge of allegiance accordingly.
The Third Method of Choosing the Caliph
The third method of choosing the Caliph was introduced by the Caliph Umar (Rali). He
offered the community leaders the opportunity to choose the Caliph by making
consultation freely and in groups. On that basis he selected six person highly respected
by the two Caliphs and all the Muslims and were among the most prominent companions
called Asrathul Mubassaraat, as suitable candidates for the Caliphate.
Reporting about this Ibnu Umar (Rali) mentioned, “When the second Caliph was in a
distress after being struck with a poisoned knife, he was asked if he would not appoint
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his successor. He replied that there was a better method by shown by someone better
than he – the Prophet (peace be upon him). Ibnu Umar stated that he understood
Hazrat Umar (Rali) would not appoint anyone as he mentioned the name of the Prophet
(peace be upon him). (Buhari, Muslim)
After appointing the six people about whom the Prophet (peace be upon him) had
prophesized the paradise, Caliph Umar also insisted that none of his relatives should be
appointed as Caliph. His action was a great example to be followed not only by the
Muslim world but the entire world.
The Fourth Method of Choosing the Caliph
“Handing over the Caliphate to a suitable person during difficult times”
When Hazrat Usman (Rali) was assassinated by the rebels and the situation became out
of control, and there was fear and panic in the capital, the people insisted that Hazrat Ali
(Rali) should become the Caliph. Although reluctant at first to accept the responsibilities,
he realized his moral duty toward the community and finally accepted the Caliphate.
After taking over the Caliphate, he endeavoured to safeguard the Muslims and the state
from the immediate dangers surrounding them.
All the above four methods were employed in choosing the rightly guided Caliphs.
From this it could be understood that Islamic civilization possesses solutions for diverse
situations and prominent people with social recognition play a pivotal role in the political
decisions taken for the choice of the Caliph of the Islamic state.
The Expansion of the Islamic State
The Islamic State established in Medina by the Prophet (peace be upon him) had not
crossed the Arabian peninsula till his demise. But the Prophet (peace be upon him) laid
the foundation for the expansion of the state by prophesying that the powerful Roman
and Persian Empires will fall into the Muslim hands. He also sent emissaries to other
countries with the call to Islam during his lifetime.
When we look at the background for the expansion of the Muslim state, the following
factors are noteworthy:
1. Since Islam is divine religion revealed by Almighty Allah for the guidance and
salvation of all mankind, Muslims are duty bound to carry forward message to all
corners of the world.
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2. Being a community chosen by Allah to implement the Divine laws in the world,
Muslims are entrusted with the responsibility of implementing the Islamic laws.
3. The Muslim state then was surrounded by polytheist and other forces bent on
destroying Islam and Muslims at all costs, Muslim were compelled to take defensive
positions by expanding their territories as a preventive measure.
4. When the message of Islam spread far and wide, people entered the religion in
large numbers and the areas occupied them naturally came under the control of
the Caliphate.
5. The request by the people in certain surrounding countries to Muslims to liberate
them from the oppression by some rulers and establish just and fair rule of Islam
in the liberated territories.
When we look at history of the expansion of the Muslim State, it is obvious that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) or the companions never employed transgression or
violence for the purpose of expansion. They undertook their task in a soft manner with
humanity according to the teachings of Islam.
In the first instances they corrected the feuding Arab tribes around them. They had to
confront the people who refused to pay the Zakat tax and were reformed to abide by
the religious teachings and pay zakat accordingly. They also acted upon the rebellious
people who claimed false Prophet hood to create chaos in the state and controlled the
rebellion. They brought the buffer zones between them and the super powers of Rome
and Persia as a strategy of defense. Then they gradually entered the areas under the
control of these powers and liberated the people from the oppression. In the same
manner they launched their invasion into North Africa and liberated the people from the
oppressive regimes and brought prosperity to them.
Whenever Muslim forces tried to enter a region, they first conveyed the message of
Islam to the people of the region and encouraged them to accept Islam as their religion.
When the people under their administration refused to submit to Islam, they were asked
to pay a tax called Jizya and they were often offered time for the payment. Whoever
rejected the offer and opposed them in fighting, they subdued them and brought them
under the control of the Caliphate. The ethical and moral conducts displayed them
towards the conquered people were excellent and contradictory to the cruel practice of
oppression practiced by the conquering armies of the time. This moral conduct and
ethical behavior infused a positive attitude towards Islam in the minds of the conquered
and eventually they adopted Islam as their way of life and became champions of Islam
in due course of history.
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Systems of Administration, Finance and Justice during the Caliphate
The Time of Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali)
There was a need to make changes in the systems of Administration, Finance and
Justice as the state expanded and became stronger than during the time of the Prophet
(peace be upon him).
Hazrat Umar Ibnu Khathab (Rali) assisted the Caliph in matters of Justice and Law.
Hazrat Abu Ubaida (Rali) was in charge of the treasury – Baithul Mal, till he was
appointed the commander of the Muslim forces in Syria. Hazrat Seyed Bin Thabith
(Rali) and Hazrat Usman Bin Afwan worked as secretaries responsible for matters
connected with writing.
Governors were appointed for each province and their responsibilities were well defined.
– Hazrat Idhab bin Uzaid (Rali) was appointed as the governor of Makkah
– Hazrat Usman bin Abil Aaz (Ral) was appointed as the governor of Thaib
– Hazrat Muhajir Bin Abi Umaiya (Rali) was appointed the governor of Yemen
– Hazrat Ziad Bin Labeeth (Rali) was appointed as the governor of Hadramaut.
– Hazrat Alaa Bin Hazrami (Rali) was appointed as the governor of Bahrain
– Hazrat Jareer Ibnu Abdullah (Rali) was appointed as governor of Najraan.
The Governors were also appointed to newly conquered regions. The governors were
chosen with much scrutiny since they had to shoulder great responsibilities of law and
order, justice and financial matters of the respective region and act as the chief Imam of
the region.
In his selection relatives and close associates were not given priority. Only suitability of
the person to the position was taken into consideration. Such positions were not offered
to those who solicited them. Hence during the Caliphate the appointed governors were
people of abilities and good faith to the nation.
The Time of Caliph Hazrat Umar (Rali)
Taking over the Caliphate after the demise of Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali), he followed on
the foot steps of the previous great leaders and established a government in the Islamic
Empire praised by all. During his period the state witnessed great expansion in all fields
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including administration, finance and judiciary. He built up on the achievements of his
predecessors enhancing the caliphate with the introduction of new systems and methods.
He followed strict criteria in the selection of governors to ensure proper administration.
He placed four fundamental conditions for the appointment as governors:
1. The ability to earn his living in a halal ways – permissible ways.
2. The ability to spend the wealth in a proper manner.
3. Should be strict but not oppressive.
4. Should be gentle but not weak.
Before granting the position of governorship, he examined the person openly and secretly.
He also emphasized that the door of the governor should always be open to the public.
He also adhered to the principle of the Prophet (peace be upon him) that positions
should not be offered to those solicit them.
He also reiterated that the governors should be kind and gentle and those found faulty
were removed without hesitation.
The following top official positions existed during his time:
1. Khatheeb – Secretary of State
2. Khatheeb Dewaan – Secretary of Defense forces
3. Shahibul Kharaj – Tax Collection Officer
4. Shahibul Ahdaad – Police Chief
5. Shahibul Baithul Maal – Secretary of the Treasury
6. Khazi – Chief Justice
Since these positions were filled in all regions, the governor was given the responsibility
of supervising them and guiding them.
The Treasury during the time
The tribute goes to Hazrat Umar (Rali) for establishing the first treasury in the history of
Islam. Income to the treasury came from Zakat, Jizya, Kanimath, Kharaj and wealth
left by those with heir. Assessment and documentation processes were introduced for
the proper distribution of these collections to deserving people.
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Land Administration
As a result of effective military campaigns, a vast area of lands came under the control
of the Caliphate. There were also cultivatable agrarian lands among them. The tradition
those days had been to share the lands conquered by the army among the fighters but
Caliph Omar changed this system. He gave back all lands belonging to individuals to
their legal owners and acquired to the state the lands that did not belong to any individual.
The legal owners were allowed to continue the usage of the lands for cultivation and
farming but were required to pay the state a small amount as a tax from the income
derived from these lands.
Army
For the first time in the history of Islam an army was organised in a professional level
during the time of Caliph Omar. He held the policy that it is compulsory for all Muslims
in the Islamic administration should serve the army. He divided the army into two
categories, the permanent army and the volunteer army. The first permanent army was
divided into eight divisions and accordingly determined the salary to be offered to the
soldiers. The volunteer army was called to serve only when there was an urgent
requirement.
He made a department called Deevanul Jund with its branches in all the major cities to
administer the army. Quarters were built for the soldiers and settlements were established
for their benefit. Apart from this maintenance centres for four thousand horses were
made to ensure their fitness level is kept up to a standard to take part in war activities.
Judicial Administration
Caliph Oman is perhaps the first ruler who separated Judiciary from the clutch of
administration and preserved its independence. He chose the people who excelled in
the Knowledge of Sharia and ordered to judges to give their verdicts based on Sharia.
He also paid the judges attractively so that corruption would not creep into the judiciary
system due to their inability to meet their needs properly.
Treasury and Currency
During the time of Caliph Umar (Rali) the Islamic state expanded in all directions and as
a consequence the income and expenditure of the state also increased. As a result of
prosperity the income of the state was more than the expenses incurred by it. Therefore,
Caliph Umar submitted the idea of the establishment of a treasury to the Shoora Council
and finally the treasury was set up with the necessary officers, assistants and accounts
people to make it a reality. The treasury over a period of time extended its activities to
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provinces and districts. The surplus income collected in the branches was directed to
the central treasury. As such it was possible to pay the remuneration of government
servants, judges and soldiers regularly. Hazrat Umar also introduced a system of
supporting the elders and the weak in the Caliphate through state grants.
Apart from this, a currency of the Islamic state was printed and distributed by the
Caliph.
Many benevolent schemes were implemented during the hard times to ease the burden
of the people. Especially during the time of famine that affected the regions.
Caliph Hazrat Usman (Rali)
Hazrat Usman (Rali) accepted Islam at the age of thirty four by the persuasion of Hazrat
Abu Bakar (Rali). He was one of the first ten persons to accept Islam in Makkah. Being
a wealthy trader, he spent a great part of his wealth for the cause of Islam and the
benefit of Islam. He was held in high esteem next to Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali) and
Hazrat Umar (Rali) by all the pious companions of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
Apart from spending his wealth for the cause of Islam, he also rendered a great service
by writing the revelations for the Prophet (peace be upon him) sitting beside him. During
his time he arranged for the collection of authentic copies of the Holy Quran to maintain
its unanimity and distributed to several parts of the Islamic Empire to overcome the
complexities arising from the death of many hafiz in wars. He also established the first
Muslim navy to take the struggle against polytheism across the sea to countries beyond.
This served as the stepping stone for the later day achievements of Muslims in crossing
the Mediterranean Sea and conquering parts of Europe and Constantinople.
After assuming his duties of Caliphate, Hazrat Usman continued the noble work of the
earlier two Caliphs and continued the expansion of the Empire by annexing new territories
to the Islamic empire.
He also made some changes in the administrative systems according to the demands of
the changes taking place in the expanding empire.
By nature Hazrat Usman (Ral) was gentle and kind and adopted a soft approach with
the people. Some people who were used to the strict disciplines imposed by the previous
Caliphs, viewed the third Caliph as soft and weak and tried to take advantage of his
nature. They tried to be liberal in their attitude and the increase in the wealth of the
people was also another contributing factor for this mind set that prompted lack of
ethical thinking on the parts of many people.
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His predecessor Hazrat Umar (Rali) had not allowed prominent and influential
companions to leave Medina and immigrate to other places. Since Hazrat Usman (Rali)
adopted a flexible approach, many prominent companions started leaving Medina for
other cities in the Caliphate.
The Caliph also preferred people with a flexible attitude like him and replaced the strict
governors appointed by the former Caliph with people of flexible nature. At the same
time he also allowed long experienced governors to remain in their posts. It should be
noted that some of these governors belonged to the Umayyad clan.
During the rule of Caliph Usman (Rali) the Islamic state had become prosperous and
the savings of the treasury also increased manifold. As the number of horses and camels
in the state custody increased, there was a need to expand the state pastures and
implement changes in the administrative methods.
With the treasury saving increasing, the expenditure and payments also rose. Some
people with extremist attitudes insisted that the payments for the deserving should be
made then and there and there should not be any saving in the treasury.
The Caliph did not make any changes in the judiciary but followed a flexible way in
dealing with issues. Even punishments meted out were lenient and the rebels viewed the
Caliph as a weak person on account of this attitude. The Caliph also implemented many
changes to meet the demands of the time and evolving new situations. In fact his aim
was to do good for Islam and Muslims but it provided an advantage to the people like
Jews who had harbored a chronic grudge against Islam and Muslims.
Although the Caliph had the opportunity to accept the demands of the rebels and save
his own life, he abided by the Prophetic advice of the messenger of Allah. He heeded
the Prophet (peace be upon him) saying to the letter, “When the oppressors seek you to
remove a dress given to you by Allah, do not agree to it: persevere with patience till you
join me” and sacrificed his life for Islam in Hijri 35.
Caliph Hazrat Ali Ibnu Abu Thalib (Rali)
Caliph Ali Ibnu Abu Thalib (Rali) took over the reigns of the Caliphate under tragic
circumstances. As a consequence he was compelled to face many rebellions and conflicts
during his time of rule and was constantly involved in disputes and opposition to his rule.
Although he played a pivotal role as a trusted adviser to all the three Caliphs and took
part in the administrative affairs of the State, he was not allowed to perform his duties as
a Caliph in a peaceful and conducive environment by his many enemies.
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He removed the governors who did not extend their support and assistance to his task.
But some governors opposed his decision and aggressively withheld support for him
and persisted in the posts by force. They also gathered the people of their region in
support of them and opposed the Caliph vehemently.
Hazrat Ali (rali) was compelled to resort to internal battles to control the deteriorating
situations and bring normalcy to the Caliphate.
The Personality Characteristics of the Caliphs and the Challenges faced by
them
After the demise of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), the Muslim nation had to
face many challenges to their nascent state. The knowledge and experience gained by
the companions under the Prophet’s (peace be upon him) leadership provided them the
necessary characteristics and vision to face these challenges and consolidate the powers
of the state.
The actions taken by them in this regard are exemplary and inspirational to the Muslim
world.
1. At the first instance, the hearts of the companions were unable to bear the loss
of their beloved leader. They had to overcome the perplexing thoughts and
debilitating feelings of emptiness with the loss of their leader and the end of
divine revelation. Even a prominent companion like Hazrat Umar (Rali) was
highly disturbed by the news of the death of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
and displayed high sentimentalism in rejecting the reality. However at this critical
juncture of Islamic history, the spiritual personality of Hazrat Abu Bakar was
helpful in alleviating the emotional confusion of the people and bringing them to
their good sense. With his meaningful and forceful speech he proved his ability
to rise to the occasion.
2. The personalities of the companions were put into test at the crucial meeting
held at Sakeebathu Bani Sa’ada and the visionary deliberations avoided a
major split in the ranks of the Muslims.
3. There was a dispute whether the troops under Usama (Rali) organized by the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) should be dispatched to the border of
Rome or stationed for the protection of Medina. Hazrat Abu Bakar was firm
in his decision and sent the troops to the border of Rome. This preemptive
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action scared the enemies at the border and discouraged their invasion of the
Muslim state.
4. Some men aspired for high social positions and in order to achieve their ambition
claimed Prophethood and misguided some people and formed parallel societies
in the State. As Caliph responsible for the protection and preservation of the
Muslim community and their religion, Hazrat Abu Bakar took a strong decision
to eliminate these poisonous elements from the land without allowing them to
mushroom further.
5. Some converts to Islam were weak in their faith and refused to pay the
compulsory Zakat tax after the demise of the Prophet (peace be upon him).
Hazrat Abu Bakar viewed this refusal as a traitorous move and took serious
action to confront them. Due to his timely action the state enforced its rule in all
aspects of life as prescribed by the divine law.
6. The need to preserve the Holy Quran in a book form was felt by many
companions. However Hazrat Abu Bakar viewed this as an innovation and he
could not make up his mind to do anything not done by the Prophet (peace be
upon him). But however after deep contemplation and realization of the
atmosphere and reality, he gave his consent for the collection of the Holy
Quran revelation and authorized its compilation into book form.
By successfully facing the new challenges both internal and external, the first Caliph
proved the stable nature of the Islamic state and the effectiveness of its ideology in
resolving new problems.
When Hazrat Umar (Rali) took control of the state, he had to face the serious challenge
of redeeming the Muslim troops from their critical battle situation in Persia. He sent
another troop comprising about four thousand soldiers to help the entrapped Muslim
Army.
He also successfully liberated the people in many regions under the oppression of the
Rome and Persian super powers.
He defeated the Persian forces of over a hundred thousand soldiers in the Kadiseeya
and Nihavanth battles and consolidated the power of the Islamic state and expanded its
hold.
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1. During his time Jerusalem came under the direct rule of the Muslim Caliphate
and its protection was ensured.
2. When the Islamic state expanded with the capture of Roman and Persian regions,
he faced the unique challenge of bringing the administrative, financial and judicial
systems under a well planned structure. The Caliph with his wisdom and abilities
established an administrative structure for the smooth functioning of these affairs
in all the territories of the Islamic Empire with its increasing population and vast
land areas.
3. As a result of effective military campaigns, a vast area of lands came under the
control of the Caliphate. There were also cultivatable agrarian lands among
them. The tradition those days has been to share the lands conquered by the
army among the fighters but Caliph Omar changed this system. He gave back
all lands belonging to individuals to their legal owners and acquired to the state
the lands that did not belong to any individual. The legal owners were allowed
to continue the usage of the lands for cultivation and farming but were required
to pay the state a small amount as a tax from the income derived from these
lands.
4. When he was assassinated by an enemy, he was concerned about the future of
the Islamic Caliphate. In order to ensure the stability of the state, he laid the
foundation for the choice of the next Caliph through a consultative assembly
comprising of prominent and indisputable companions of the Prophet (peace
be upon him).
After the assassination of the second Caliph, the third Caliph Hazrat Usman Ibnu Afwan
was chosen by the consultative assembly.
He took over a government with great responsibilities of administration, because the
Islamic state had expanded far and wide up to North Africa in one side and Asian
regions on the other side. The magnitude of the Caliphate was also matched by the ever
increasing wealth within the state. Lifestyle of the people also underwent many changes.
And under these changing situations, it was a great task for the Caliph to administer the
Caliphate
New converts to Islam poured in and the state had to face new problems on account of
this too. The non Arab converts had difficulties adjusting themselves to the new Arabic
cultural influences. There was the language issue and traditional customs of the people.
Caliph Usman had to face these new problems with a totally new approach
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The clandestine opponents of the Islamic state were not able to realize their conspiracies
against the last two Caliphs as they had imposed rules and regulations strictly. With the
flexible attitude of the new Caliph Hazrat Usman, they were able to operate in the
shadow and create troubles in the state.
Although the Caliph had the power to quell and suppress the rebels with an iron hand he
preferred to adhere to peaceful and flexible ways to find a solution to the problems.
However the faith he had in Islam and his belief in the Prophet s (peace be upon him)
saying made him stand firm in his principles without compromising the Caliphate to the
rebels. Because of his staunch determination, the rebels and the conspirators could not
succeed in harming the state, although he paid for it with his precious life.
Caliph Hazrat Ali (Rali) also had to face several challenges to the Islamic state and his
position as a Caliph more than that of the challenges faced by his predecssors.
The conspiring rebels after assassinating the Caliph Usma (Rali) were creating chaos
and blood shed in Medina. These armed men dictated the security situation of Medina
and were an immediate direct threat to the Caliphate and the people.
However Caliph Ali (Rali) did not possess enough power in his hand to quell the rebels
with force or expel them from Medina immediately.
Under such complicating atmosphere the Caliph could not oblige the demand of the
people to punish the murderer of Usman (Rali) at once.
Added to his problem was the unwillingness of some of the governors in provinces to
cooperate with him in the administrative measures.
It is obvious from later actions that the Caliph did not want to act in haste but acted very
carefully to get rid of the rebels from Medina.
The Caliph was compelled to face an internal battle with the forces of some ambitious
governors on account of their negative activities in the Caliphate.
He also had to face the extremist Kwarijis who in the name of Islam transgressed all
boundaries and were bent on creating chaos in the society, politically as well as religiously.
The Jews induced some discontented elements and conspirators to form a group identifying
themselves as 'Shiat Ali” – the alliance of Ali and created unrest and confusion in the
Muslim world.
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All these and more challenges confronted the Caliph from various fronts and tried to
dislocate the Caliphate. However Hazrat Ali (Rali) did not swerve under these pressures
but firmly stood his ground in protecting Islam and the Muslims. Frustrated by the
failure of their schemes, they assassinated the Caliph through a secretly hatched plot.
All the four rightly guided Caliphs successfully faced the manifold challenges during their
Calipahte by divine help, guidance of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) and their
staunch faith in Islam and thus saved Islam and the Muslim world. This is a historical
fact.
When we analyze the facts of events during the rule of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen, it is
obvious that the Caliphs displayed leadership characteristics of the highest order in their
time unparalleled in the annals of history of mankind. They were men of the highest
characteristics moulded by the greatest man ever walked on the earth.
Other Caliphs of Islam
The Islamic Empire was ruled under a continued chain of Caliphs after the Khulafa-eRashideen in 661 A.D till 1924 A.D. During this long period of time Caliphs from the
Umayyad dynasty, Abbaside Dynasty and Ottoman dynasty ruled over the vast Empire
along with some sultans and kings.
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3. The Umayyad Caliphate
The Rise of the Umayyad
The dynasty Caliphate of the Umayyad commenced with the rule of Mu’avia in 41
Hijrat.. The Umayyads were the descendants of Abdus Shams, one of the two sons of
Abdul Manaf from the famous Quraish tribe. Abdul Manaf was a famous Quraish person
who had two sons named Hashim and Abdus Shams.The descendants of Hashim were
called Hashimites and the descendants of Abdus Shams were called Umayyads.
After the assassination of the Caliph Hazrat Ali (Rali) the Umayyads captured the rule
of the Caliphate and their rule is called the rule of the Umayyads when Imam Hasan
agreed to step down from the highest office for want of peace. There were many Umayyad
people of importance employed in important positions during the time of the Holy Prophet.
Mu’avia was one of the companions employed by the Holy Prophet (peace be upon
him) as one of the writers to commit the revelation into writings. During the reign of
Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali) he was sent as a commander of an army division to Syria. He
was appointed as the in-charge of the province of Jordan by the Caliph Umar (Rali).
The third Caliph Usman (Rali) appointed him as the sole governor for the entire province
of Syria.
After serving the people of Syria for a long time, he earned the respect and support of
the Syrian people. He wanted to take advantage of the assassination of Hazrat Usman
(Rali) to strengthen his own leadership. Hence he insisted on his demand that the
murderers of Hazrat Usman (Rali) should be immediately punished and waged a battle
against the Caliph in Sifyeen in 37 Hijrat.
When Hazrat Ali (Rali) was assassinated in Hijri 40, his son Hazrat Hasan (Rali) was
chosen as the Caliph in the city of Kufa and received the allegiance of pledge by the
people. The people of Makkah and Medina approved this choice and pledged their
support too.
At the same time, Mua’via had declared himself as the Caliph in Syria and in order to
establish his Caliphate all over the Muslim State, he launched a battle against Hasan
(Rali) in Kufa. The peace loving Hazrat Hasan entered into a peace agreement as he
wanted to avoid blood shed.
By becoming the sole Caliph of the entire Muslim nation, he laid the foundation for the
Umayyad Caliphate in Islam.
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Important Caliphs of the Umayyad
Caliph Mu’Aviya
He is considered the founder of the Umayyad rule in the Islamic State. He was the son
of Abu Sufyan and Hinda, sworn enemies of Islam and prominent leaders of the
polytheists. He was born 15 years before the Hijrat and accepted Islam in Hijrat 8,
along with his parents after the conquest of Makkah by Muslims.
After accepting Islam, Mu’avia functioned as one of the writers of the Messenger of
Allah. During the time of the Caliph Hazrat Abu Bakr (Rali) he assisted his brother
Yazeed by leading a battalion to Syria and conquered some places. When his brother
died, Muawia was appointed to his late brother s position as the In Charge of Damascus.
He had good administrative ability and was honest. During the time of Caliph Umar
(Rali) he was appointed as the administrator to some part of Syria. The Third Caliph
appointed him as the governor to the whole province of Syria.
In this way, Muavia ruled Syria as governor for twenty years and as Caliph for another
twenty years. During his rule, a considerable number of people were dissatisfied with
him.
When the third Caliph was assassinated by the rebels, he shrewdly insisted that the
murderers should be arrested and punished in order mount pressure on the new caliph.
On account of this he refused to pledge allegiance to the new Caliph Hazrat Ali and
entered into a battle called Siffeen against Caliph Ali.
After the murder of Caliph Hazrat Ali, his eldest son Hazrat Hasan was chosen as the
Caliph by the people. Being a peace oriented person Hasan did not want to enter into
a battle with Mu’avia and gave up the Caliphate to Mu’avia. After the abdication of the
Caliphate by Hasan, Mu’avia became the sole leader of the entire Islamic state.
As a first step, after assuming his office, he transferred the capital to Damascus from
Kuufaa for his own advantage as he had the support of the people of Syria including the
Christian population there. He appointed new people to the administration, including
the following:
1. Amr Ibnu Aaz – the governor of Egypt
2. Mugheera bin Shafa – the governor of Kuufaa
3. Ziaad bin Sumaya – the governor of Bashra
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With this all foreign affairs and local affairs under went a dramatic change.
A department for postal services was started in order to streamline the postal service. A
department for registration was created in order to safeguard government documents
and written orders with government seal.
Caliph Mu’Avia established a strong army consisting of forces from several tribes, clans
and ethnic groups and made arrangements for a monthly salary for the soldiers.
He also made efforts to increase the cultivation and encourage trade affairs.
After the change of capital from Koofa to Damascus, the Caliph enjoyed a very close
relationship with the Christians in Syria. He accommodated non Muslims as well as
Christians in the state sector. His royal poet named Al Akthal was a Christian and his
physician Ibnu Udhal was also a Christian.
He extended his fullest assistance to the Christians to perform their religious obligations
and renovated and built churches for them. He was much liked by the Christians and
had great influence among the population of Christians. He was popular to the extent
that the Christians brought all their problems to the Caliph to get a verdict and find a just
solution.
He brought the entire Caliphate under a single leadership and reformed the military and
administration affairs in line with that of the Byzantine structure and made many changes
in all spheres of administration, finance and judiciary.
Due to internal conflicts after Hijrat 30, he could not concentrate on the externl
enemies.The Romans exploited the situation to their advantage and recaptured their lost
territories in north African regions. They also oppressed the local population with their
harsh rule. As a result the people complained to the Caliph about the situation taking
place in those areas.
Mua’via decided to recapture these regions and bring them under his rule. A force
under the command of Ukba marched to North African region and gained many victories
and established a city called Khairuwan. This became the capital of North Africa under
Muslim control. The establishment of this city enabled the Muslims to effectively counter
and defeat the naval attacks of the Romans.
Commander Ukaba led a force to the North African region and conquered Morocco.
Caliph Muavia ruled over the conquered regions of North Africa till the demise of the
commander Ukaba.
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During the period of Hijri 51,53, 54 and 55 regions of Easten Afghanistan, Balk,Buhara
and Samarkand came under the rule of the Umayyads.
Attempts were made to capture Constantinople during the time of the Caliph Muavia.
During this attack , Muslim army captured islands of Cyprus and Rhodes. They made
Cyprus the main base for their naval activities against the Romans.
Mu’Avia ruled for twenty long years and appointed his son Yazeed as his successor to
the Caliphate. This conduct of the Caliph was totally different from the conduct of
earlier Caliphs.The companions of the prophet opposed this innovative method of
appointing his son as the heir to the state while he was still alive.Allegianc to the newly
declared heir was obtained by threats as well as by seduction with gifts.
This appointment was contrary to the Islamic tradition and the precedence of the Khulafae-Rashideen. Some people say that Mu’Avian appointed Yazeed to avoid conflict among
the companions of the Prophet (peace be upon him) who were also eligible for the
position. After appointing his son Yazeen as his successor Caliph, Mua via gave a speech
as follows: “O God! I have appointed Yazeed considering him suitable for the position.
If his rule is good – accept it. On the other hand if I had appointed him on account of my
love for him – do not approve it.” (Mubassir Ibnu Hazeer)
With the appointment of Yazeed majority of the people became dissatisfied with him.
The expression of such deep resentment was witnessed in the later tragedies in Karbala
and Naharwan, in Hijri 61 and Hijri 63 respectively.
After the death of Yazeed, his two sons Muavia and Khalid ruled as Caliphs one after
the other only for a short time. The Umayyad clan chose one of the prominent Umayyads
Marwan Ibnu Hakam as the Caliph.
At the time of Marwan assuming power as Caliph most of the territories except Damascus
and its surrounds were under the control of Abdullah Ibnu Zubair. When Marwan waged
a battle against Abdullah Ibnu Zubair at a place called Marjrahid, Marwan achieved
victory. But he could not rule for a long time as he passed away in 685 A.D ( Hijri 65)
Caliph Abdul Maliq bin Marwan
1. Following the death of Marwan, his son Abdul Maliq became the ruler.He is
one of the three Caliphs who ruled for long years. Born in Hijri 26 in Madina, he
had the requisite qualities of a ruler with vast knowledge and was held in high
esteem among the Umayyads. As his four sons followed him as rulers one after
the other he is also called "The father of Kings”. When he came to power the
Islamic state was like a building on a weakened foundation. He restructured the
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Caliphate and made the Islamic state strong. Hence he is acknowledged as the
second architect of the Ummayyad rule.
Abul Maliq assumed power at a time the Caliphate was entangled in a multitude of
complex problems. The challenges faced by him can be categorized as follows:
1. He did not have the full support or the cooperation of the people of Syria or
Umayyads. This is because of the divisions called Subiyania and Marwaaniya
appearing amongst the Umayyads. This situation created a strong opposition
within the Umayyad. Khalid bin Yazeed and commander Amr bin Sa id became
his opponents.
2. Abdullah ibnu Zubair had consolidated his rule in Arabia and Iraq. He was a
great challenge to the Umayyad rule and was ruling an area larger than that
ruled by Abdul Maliq. Under his control were areas of Arabia, Kufa,
Basra,Quraasaan, Mesopotamia, Iraq and Egypt.
3. The Thawwabeens and Shias living in Kufa were gathered together by Mukthaar
and demanded revenge for the murder of Imaam Hussain and rebelled against
the rulers.
4. Kharijees with extremist ideas were creating trouble in another front.
5. Sensing the internal strife in the Islamic state; the Romans wanted to exploit the
situation and were involved in efforts to occupy Muslim areas.
Methods of facing the challenges
He solved the enmity with Khalid bin Yaseed by killing his commander Amr Ibn Sa'id .
He brought under control the rebellion by the Thawwafeen under the leader Mukthar
by sending a force under the command of Ubaidullah bin Ziad. The Thawwafeens
murdered Ubaidullah and fortified their hold.
At this time the forces loyal to Abdullah Ibnu Zubair defeated the Thawwaffeens and
brought Iraq under the dominion. It was also involved in defeating the Kharijees.
At the same time a force under the command of Hajjaaj was sent to fight against Abdulllah
Bin Zubair. Under this terrifying ordeal, Abdullah Ibnu Zubair fought valiantly to protect
Makkah but was murdered. With the death of Abdulla Ibnu Zubair, Caliph Abdul Maliq
became the sole ruler of the Islamic Caliphate.
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Caliph Abdul Maliq also sent a force to control the Kwarijiees and defeated them.
When the Romans tried to penetrate the borders of the Islamic State, he acted
against them and brought their areas also under the flag of the Caliphate .
There was a woman named Kahiha with mighty power as the leader of the tribes of
Berber in the areas of Mount Atlas in the North African regions. During the time of
Abdul Maliq she challenged the Muslims to battle. Accepting the challenge of hers, the
Caliph Maliq sent a force under the command of Hasan Ibnu Nuhman to North Africa
in A.D.702. In the battle between Khahina and Hasan, she was killed at the spot called
Kahina well.
The Service of Abdul Maliq
As he was interested in literary pursuits, he cared for poets and poetry and appointed
the world famous poet Farasthaq as the state poet in his royal palace. He also appointed
the Christian poet Akthal and an music expert named Ibnu Miska to his royal court.He
also instructed the collection of poetry belonging to the Jahalliya period.
The dome called Qubbathus Zahra constructed by him on the rock at Jerusalam is a
proof of his passion for architecture.
Under his nationalization scheme he declared the Arabic language as the official language.
Before that state administration was written in the languages of the respective provinces.
In order to simplify the administrative process, he made Arabic as the official language.
Because of this move, Arabic language was widely learnt and spread in other countries
under the Empire. He minted coins with Arabic letters and distributed the Islamic currency.
Before this the coins were minted with other languages.
For the first time he established minting press for minting Islamic coins.
He reformed the postal service introduced by the regime of Mu avia first. He made
arrangements for the delivery of letters with horses and trained doves. This expedited
information gathering throughout the Caliphate and facilitated communication.
There was reform of the judiciary during his time. Before him the full responsibilities for
the judiciary were vested with the judges called Qaazis. Caliph Maliq paid special
attention to this field and vested the final authority of the judiciary with himself as the
chief justice and dispensed justice with his verdict in most cases and disputes. A separate
board was established by him to preserve the documentation connected with judiciary.
Separate courts were also established by him.
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After the restoration of normalcy in the Caliphate he released the surplus soldiers from
service and made arrangements for them to be employed in trade and cultivation.
Gradually these soldiers increased their income level to the extent of being eligible for
paying taxes on wealth and land. As a consequence the strain on the finance of the
Caliphate was also removed.
Although the policies of nationalization and the implementation of Arabic as an official
language made administration easy and smooth, it became an obstacle for the growth of
the Umayyad. The non Arab Mawalis became dissatisfied with the Umayyads. Especially
the Mawalis living in Iran and Iraq were much affected by these policies and this
dissatisfaction and inconvenience to them became a cause for the decline of the
Umayyads.
He appointed his eldest son Al Walid as the Caliph on the basis of dynastic lineage.
After ruling for twenty years as a successful Umayyad Caliph, Abdul Maliq died in Hijri
86.
Walid Ibnu Abdul Maliq ( Hijri 86 -89)
Among the Umayyad rulers, he was the only Caliph who held office without any
disturbance or trouble during his rule. As most agitation and rebellion were put down
during the time of his father, he held his office in a peaceful atmosphere.
With peace prevailing in the Caliphate, he focused his attention on the development of
the Caliphate.
During his time the rule of Umayyad has reached it zenith. After the Caliphate of Hazrat
Omar, the Islamic State never expanded so much as it did during the rule of Walid Ibnu
Abdul Maliq.
Many regions including Sindh, Spain and Central Asia came under the control of the
Caliphate. Commander Thaariq bin Ziaad conquered Spain and brought the territory
under the Caliphate. Commander Khuthaiba captured the central Asian territories and
brought the Islamic State s control over there. Commander Moosa bin Nuzair brought
most of the North African territories under the Islamic State. The forces led by Mazlama
brought Armenia, Caspian Sea territories under the control of the Caliphate. The force
under Mohammed Bin Casim conquered the Sindh territories and expanded the Empire.
During the rule of Caliph Walid Ibnu Maliq there was much development in the country.
High ways, hospitals, schools and buildings were constructed in most places. Water
problem was addressed by digging of more wells. Relief allowances were offered to
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widows, orphans, patients and the poor. Accommodations for the blind, the deaf, the
orphans and the mentally sick people were arranged.
Being passionate about architecture he built numerous buildings in the caliphate. The
world renowned Damascus Jaamia Mosque with architectural excellences was
constructed by him. He also renovated the Ka ba and the Majidun Nabavi whilst
establishing mosques in all the towns.
The Caliph himself visited the market place to observe the prices of commodities and
arranged a pricing system. He paid attention for the development of cottage industries
in the Caliphate and sponsored activities connected with arts, literature and culture.
The capability of his famous commanders such as Moosa, Thaarique and Khudaiba
and the efficiency of his governors Hajjaj and Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez were very much
instrumental in the success of his Caliphate.
Caliph Walid died in Hijri 96. Following his death, one of his brothers Sulaiman Ibnu
Malique became the caliph. His reign lasted from Hijri 96 to Hijri 99.
Caliph Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez (Hijri 99- 101)
But following the death of Caliph Sulaiman, Abdul Azeez became the Caliph.First he
declined the appointment of himself as the Caliph but later with the approval of the
people he accepted the office of the Caliphate.
He was a unique personality with great qualities.
Caliph Umar ibnu Abdul Azeez never considered himself as the heir of Caliph Sulaiman,
instead he considered himself the heir of that great Umar Ibnu Khattab, the second
Caliph of Islam. He modeled his life following the second Caliph Hazrat Umar-e-Farook.
He did not accept the expensive horse offered to him as the state horse but instead
chose to ride on a simple mule for his travelling. Without going to the royal palace for the
Caliph he was content to live in his own small house. This was the residence as well the
office of the Caliph. He also declined to take the state security offered to him and
declared the protection of Allah was good enough. Such characteristics of the Caliph
show that he had the intention of establishing again the Caliphate of the Khulafa-eRashideen.Two things can be mentioned for his rule being excellent.
1. The wisdom of religion in him
2. The experience he gained when working as a governor of Hejaz.
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He considered the removal of injustice on the population by the earlier Caliphs as his
prime duty and set forth to the task with dedication. He cancelled all the special privileges
granted to the Ummayyads during the rule of the earlier Caliphs.He made dramatic
changes during his rule. He listened to the people and understood their problems first
hand. He solved their problems sincerely and dedicatedly. He removed additional taxes
imposed on the people. He corrected the administrative short comings and worked
against corruption.He stopped the practice of collecting taxes by inflicting sufferings on
the people. He stopped the interference of governors in the judicial process and gave
the full responsibility ot dispensing justice to the judges. Because of that the dictatorial
actions of the governors stopped. He also called for asset declaration by the provincial
administrators. He handed over the religious places of Non-Muslims to them back. He
was concerned in putting Islam into practice in its original form and undertook the
preaching of Islam by himself and sent preachers to toher parts of the Caliphate to
inform and educate people about Islam. He sold his personal assets for 23000 Dirhams
and deposited the amount in the public treasury.
He also treated the non-Muslims, the Dhimmies, with respect and offered full religious
freedom in the state. Their welfare was looked into and the levy imposed on them was
reviewed. The Caliph showed strictness in the management of the Baithul Maal, or
treasury funds, but stopped collecting tax by inconveniencing people.
He officially started the task of collecting Hadeeth in order to preserve and pass the
moral traditions and laws of Islam to the next generation. He started schools for this
purpose and granted scholarships to students to follow Islamic studies.He provided
remuneration to the teachers for their service.
He also paid attention for the development of agriculture and small industries in the
country. Zakat fund was collected with a proper plan and schemes were implemented
for the proper distribution of the zakat fund through the Baithul Maal.Due to his efforts
in streamlining the proper distribution of Zakat, a situation was created where none was
in need and eligible to receive Zakat help. The Zakat fund was collected and sent to
other countries for distribution during his time.This was a magnificent achievement of his
pious rule.
Because of the reformation undertaken by him his own Umayyad people felt that their
own influence was being eroded and therefore hated him. Once they tried to mix poison
in his food to kill him.
After accomplishing great tasks, he passed away in Hijri 101.
All the Umayyad rulers who came after Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez were very weak. They
could not successfully face the difficulties and challenges posed to the state.
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The second Yazeed became the caliph but was not liked by the people as he ruled like
his predecessor the first Yazeed with harsh methods of oppression. The conflict between
the groups Himyaariyar and Mulaariyar was taken advantage by the Abbasides. During
this time the Abbaside people impressed upon the minds of the people that the Caliphate
should be with the Ahli Baith or the descendants of the Prophet (peace be upon him).The
Caliphs following the second Yazeed were Hisham, third Yazeed, Ibrahim and second
Marwan and they were not strong enough to build up the Caliphate or withstand the
opposition brewing in the Caliphate against them. In the period of the second Marwan,
the Abbasides started an open struggle to topple the rules of the Umayyad. After capturing
Kufa and defeating the government forces and killing the Caliph second Marwan , they
finally succeeded in dismantling the Umayyad from power.The Umayyad Caliphate
ingloriously ended in Hijri 132 in the annals of Islam.
The Expansion of the Umayyad Caliphate and the Consequences
The dynasty rule of the Umayyad Caliphate was imposed on the Islamic Empire with
the ascension of Mu’avia as the Caliph. During the rule of Mu’avia the Islamic State
expanded its territories up to Buhara, Samarkandh and Kwarism in the east. And up to
the North African region in the west under the commander Ukba bin Nafee. Forces
under the Commander Muhallab captured Hirath and Kabul in Afghanistan.
During the time of the Umayyad Caliph Walid, the state expanded further. The forces
under the command of Mohammed Ibnu Cassim conquered the Sindh territories. This
victory brought the regions Multan and Punjab also under the Islamic Empire and paved
the way for the march of Islam into the Indian continent.
In the conquered territories of India, a fair and just system of administration was
implemented providing job opportunities to both Muslims and Hindus. The provinces
of Sindh and Punjab were affluent and a fair taxing system was administered. Owing to
the fair administrative mechanisms people of India were drawn towards the religion of
Islam.
In North Africa there was a prolonged frustration and unsettled situation due to the
instigation of the Romans since the time of Mu’avia. The Barber tribe of North Africa
offered a strong resistance to the advancing Muslim forces and only after continued
struggle Muslims were able to bring the territories under their full control under the
leadership of the commander Musa bin Nuzair. Satisfied with the efficient rule of Musa,
the Barber community also accepted Islam as their religion.
After being defeated in the North African regions, the frustrated Romans tried to recapture
the lost territories by launching attacks on Muslims from the island bases in the
Mediterranean. In order to contain the situation from developing further, commander
Nuzair attacked the Romans with a naval force. The islands of Majoka and Mainako
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were brought under the domination of Muslims. As a result the military and trading
power of Muslims increased in the Mediterranean region.
Spain was conquered by the commander Tahriq bin Ziad and the Muslim Empire spread
far and wide up to Freeness mountain range in France. The expansion of Muslims into
the European border country of Spain later paved the way for the influence of Muslim
Science and culture to make inroad into the lives of the Europeans and laid the foundation
for the renaissance of Science and industry there.
The Consequences of the Umayyad Rule
The rule of Khulafa-e-Rashideen was totally in accordance with the teachings of Islam
and was a true reflection of Islam in action. But this situation drastically changed during
the Umayyad Caliphate and the subsequent events were the result of this change.
With the advent of Mu’avia, the Caliphate of Islam was transformed into a dynasty rule.
The choice of Caliphs with the consent of the people came to an end. None of the four
Caliphs of the Kulafa-e-Rashideen appointed their close relatives as their successors.
But the action of Mu’avia appointing his son Yazeed as his successor paved the way for
dynasty based Caliphate in the Islamic world. This trend of family rule continued in the
history in all periods under different dynasties such as the Abbasides,Ottamans and the
Moguls.
The Capital was also shifted to Damascus by the Umayyads. With this change the
earlier capital cities of Medina and Kufa lost their status as the central cities and their
influence in the political history of Islam was also diminished. The people of Medina, the
descendants of the Ansars and the Muhajirs, gradually lost their power and influence in
politics and the people of Syria became prominent in the elite circle of the rulers and the
Christians also played a role in impacting the decisions of the Caliph.
Muslims who were attached to the simple way of life became attracted to the lavish
wealthy life style of pomp and show. During the righteous rule of the Khulafa-eRashideen, the Caliphs and the people of the Muslim State valued and adopted a simple
way of life devoid of vanity and luxury. During the time of the Umayyads, with the
expansion of the Empire bringing in wealth to the people, emphasis on lifestyles shifted
to luxury and vanity. Most of the Caliphs and the higher authorities became fond of
materialistic pomp and show with extravagance indulgence in material life with worldly
preference.
The reign of the Umayyad Caliphs also sowed the seeds of differences based on tribes,
families, clans and languages contrary to the Islamic teachings which had eliminated
such social differences and claims of superiority based on ethnicity. This kind of Jahiliya
considerations reappeared during their rule and the discord between the tribes of
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Hashimites and the Umayyads widened. The custom of disgracing the family of Hazrat
Ali (Rali) also started. The gap between the Arabs and non-Arabs became wider. So
was the claim for superiority between the Northern Arabs and the Southern Arabs,
each claiming to be superior to the other. There were brawls and confrontations between
the peoples in society on account of these evil perceptions.
As higher posts were offered to the Arabs, this made the non Arabs, the Ajamis,
disgruntled and felt discriminated and alienated.
From the time of the Prophet (peace be upon him) up to the time of the Khulafa-eRashideen, Muslims were regarded as one single community irrespective of their
affiliations of tribes, clans, races, regions or languages. They acted as a unitary nation on
all aspects of social, political and economical spheres. With the advent of the Umayyad
Caliphate, this unique unity and unanimity of the Ummath or community was destroyed
and divisions appeared in the society.
1. Groups supporting Mu’avia
2. Groups supporting Hazrat Ali (Rali)
3. Karijis – the extremist group
There were frequent clashes and fights among these groups as a consequence of the
divisions. There were fights between the Shias and the Karijis on one side and fights
between the supporters of Mu’avia and other groups on the other side.
The Umayyad rulers also indulged in corruption as they lacked ethics and began the evil
practice of utilizing the state properties for personal gains. The treasury was a public
financial institution till the Umayyads but the Umayyads brought it under the total authority
of the government. The sanctity of the treasury or Baithul Maal was violated and funds
were abused by the ruling class. Although reforms were made during the golden age of
Hazrat Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez (Rah) and these evil trends were reverted, the Caliphs
after him were ineffective and resorted to the evil practices and corruption ensued.
Foundation was laid for the promotion of education and cultural activities during the
time of the Umayyads. But however these activities were developed and bore fruits
only during the time of the Abbaside Caliphs.
The Problems faced by the Umayyad Caliphs
The dynastic rule extended from Hijri 41 till Hijri 132. There were many challenges and
confrontations to be faced by these rulers. Actually most of their time was spent in
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facing these continued and unending challenges. On the other hand the Caliphate became
weakened by this pressure and ultimately declined faster. The problems faced the
Caliphate can be listed as follows:
1. In the very beginning itself, Mu’avia sowed the seed of discord and division
among the Muslims by his insistent refusal to swear allegiance to the newly
appointed Caliph Hazrat Ali (Ral) and was the root cause for the appearance of
the Shia Sect of Islam.
2. The Kwarijis posed a powerful challenger to the Caliphate as they created
chaos religiously as well as politically. The Umayyad had to combat this section
of extremist with great struggle but could not wipe them out totally.
3. The tragedy of the Karbala further deteriorated the enmity between the
Hashimites and the Umayyads. This event was instrumental in Shias forging
ahead as a separate Islamic division as the supporters of Hazrat Ali (Ral).
4. The Thawwabeens formed from the Shia sect caused severe problems to the
administration of the Caliph Abdul Maliq.
5. The appointment of the successor by the incumbent Caliph on the basis of
descent was also a chronic problem for the rulers. This method which is against
the practice of Islam caused divisions among the different families of the ruling
class. The situation deteriorated to the extent of betraying one’s own brother
for the sake of the position. Some such discords ended in the murder of some
contenders.
The problems faced by the Umayyads can be divided into two categories:
1. Internal problems due to differences of social, political, regional and tribal
considerations.
2. External problems due to the invasion by foreign forces such as the Greeks and
Romans to recapture the territories lost to the Islamic Empire during the earlier
Caliphates.
In the internal problems can be viewed as follows:
1. The refusal of Mu’avia to pledge allegiance to Hazrat Ali (Ral) and the consequent
battle of Siffeen and its social problems.
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2. Contrary to the agreement with Hazrat Hasan (Ral) Mu’Avia appointed his son
Yazeed as his successor and the ensuing opposition of all the people of Hejaz.
3. The beginning of dynasty rule contrary to the Islamic tradition.
4. The bad conduct of the ruler Yazeed and the tragedy of Karbala.
5. The revolution by Abdullah bin Zubair in Hejaz.
6. The harsh and oppressive methods of the rulers.
7. The immoral life of the later Caliphs and their weakness.
8. At the last stage of the rule, divisions appeared among the Umayyads. The Syrian
people were divided in many groups politically. Clashes started among the
Umayyads on account of this division.
9. Some people opposed the Caliphate with valid reasons and some others protested
based on unjustifiable reasons.
(a) The Rafilees opposed the rulers because of the Siffeen battle.
(b) Karijis rebelled frequently against the rulers.
(c) The Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians and Sindeeks acted against the rulers
because of the different attitudes of the rulers regarding the Arabs and the
non-Arabs.
(d) The policies adopted by the rulers and the introductions made by them were
some reasons of unrest among the people.
(e) Muslim scholars were disappointed with Mu’avia over his appointment of a
successor as the Caliph and some of his personal activities were contrary to
Islam.
(f) The dictatorial attitude of Caliphs Marwan and Abdul Maliq and the
introduction of Arab nationalism by Abdul Maliq were not viewed favourably
by those who adhered to the principles of Islam at large.
(g) The Abbasides took advantage of the political weakness of the later day
Umayyad rulers and entered into an open opposition to battle the rulers.
They launched their struggle under the theme that the rights to rule should be
with the descendants of the Prophet (peace be upon him). The Shias and
others supported the Abbasides for their claim and aided the Abbasides to
topple the Umayyads and root them out totally.
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4. The Abbaside Caliphate
Introduction
After the fall of the Umayyad dynasty with the murder of second Marwan in Hijri 132,
another dynasty of rulers called the Abbasides became the rulers of the Islamic Empire.
They are named Abbasides since they are the descendants of Hazrat Abbas (Rali), the
uncle of the Holy Prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him).
With their rise to power in Hijrat 132, many changes took place in the Islamic Caliphate.
First of all the capital of the Caliphate was shifted from Damascus to Bagdad. As a
result of this, the influence wielded by the Syrian populace in the Caliphate dwindled
and the centre of influence focused on Bagdad. Development activities too turned towards
the eastern part of the Empire. The unitary status of the Caliphate suffered as many
small sovereign states were established by many rulers and acted independent of the
Caliphate. As a consequence the Caliphs started losing authority over many regions of
the caliphate over a period of time.
The Islamic Arab culture and civilization continued to thrive during the time of of Umayyad
Caliphate but during the Abbaside Caliphate they lost the influence and the Greek and
Persian Culture and practices started to gain importance. For the first time in history
there was an amazing development in the fields of science, arts, civilization and culture.
This development only laid the foundation for the extraordinary progress and development
of Europe. However this progress lasted for about five centuries only as the moral
weakness of the later day Abbaside Caliphs and the disunity among the small rulers
paved the way for the deterioration of the Caliphate. Finally with the invasion of Monguls
in 1258 A.D. the Abbasite Calipahte came to its end.
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Important Caliphs of the Abbaside Dynasty
With the murder of the Ummayyad Caliph Second Marwan in Hijri 132, the Abbaside
Caliphate started. Mohammed Ibnu Ali Ibnu Abdullah,the great grand son of Hazrat
Abbas( Rali) was the first person to attempt the overthrow of the Umayyad Caliph.
After his demise between Hijri 124 and Hijri 126, his son Ibrahim continued the efforts
of his father and became a sworn enemy of the Umayyads. During a rebellion in Qurasan
in 747 A.D. he was imprisoned by the Caliph Marwan.
Afterwards his two brothers, Abul Abbas and Abu Jaffar lead the rebellion agains the
Umayyads and toppled the Caliphate in 132 Hijri. Abul Abbas declared himself as the
first Abbaside Caliphs and the escaped Umayyad Caliph Marwan was killed in Egypt.
Caliph Abu Jaufar Al Mansoor (750. A. D.)
After the demise of the first Abbaside Caliph Abul Abbass As Sabah his brother Abu
Jaffar Al Mansoor assumed office as the second Abbaside Caliph in 754. A.D.Abu
Jaffar Al Mansoor was the best of all Abbaside caliphs as he possessed a personality
with natural traits of courage, generosity, intelligence and a deep sense of awareness.
The ascension of Al Mansoor to the Caliphate was a great event in the history of Islam
since it started an era of great respect and honour for the Muslims. His excellent qualities
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were followed even by other Caliphs who succeeded him for many generations. Since
he strengthened the rule of Abbasides with his dedication, many more Abbaside Caliphs
were able to ascend the Caliphate without any problem. On the contrary, although Abul
Abbas was the first Caliph of the Abbaside Empire, he could not strengthen the Caliphate
during his short stint. Since Al Mansoor accomplished for the Abbaside dynasty what
Abbas could not, Al Mansoor is hailed as the real architect of the Abbaside Empire.
Caliph Mansoor defeated all opposition to the Caliphate and broke all resistance
successfully to protect the Empire. The political policy introduced by him paved way
for Abbaside Islamic Empire to continue in power for the next five centuries.
Introducing an independent administrative system, he limited the efforts for the expansion
of the Empire and concentrated working hard for the welfare of the people. He was of
the view that it was rather appropriate to rule the territory in hand than to embark upon
occupation of more territories. With that hope he initiated activities for the construction
of road networks, water canals and potable water wells. With a passion for education,
he established schools and medical centres in all important cities of the Empire. He also
founded an institute called “Darul Hikma” for the translation of literature and educational
material. Through this institute olden books in Greek, Syrian and Indian languages were
rendered into Arabic for the benefit of the people. He supported learned people and
scholars and encouraged them to do research work. Mostly learned men occupied
important positions in his royal palace.
Caliph Mansoor laid a strong foundation for the development of science and culture
later in the Islamic world.
On the death of Mansoor, his son Mahdi took over as the next Caliph. After the death
of Mahdi in the year Hijri 169, his eldest son named Hadi took oath as the Caliph and
ruled till Hijri 170.
Caliph Harun –al Rasheed
After the death of Hadi, on the arrangement made by the father Mahdi earlier, his
brother Harun –al Rasheed became the Caliph of the Abbaside Empire at the age of
twenty two. During the formative years of the Caliphate, the responsibility of the reign
was vested with his mother Khaisraan and chief minister Yahya Farmaki.
He was one of the most important Caliphs of the Abbaside period. His period of rule is
described as the zenith of the Abbaside era. He is regarded in high esteem as one of the
excellent rulers in the history because of his characteristics and services to the people of
the Muslim state. He possessed both knowledge and spiritual maturity.
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He excelled in piety and charity and always heeded the advice of scholars. He was
interested in the welfare of the people under him and in order to know first hand their
problems he used to roam the streets of Bagdad in disguise at night. During his Caliphate
he gave priority for the security of the country. For the benefit of the people, he opened
many schools, guest houses, medical centres and masjids.
As a matter of fact, for the success and excellence of the Abbasides in general and
Haroon in particular were the Barmahis in the background. Yahya Barmahi, who was
the teacher of Haroon,was supportive of Haroon to occupy the position of Caliph, his
three sons, Fallal, Jafr and Moosa were given high posts in the state. Because of the
role played by the Barmahin in the development of science and culture, Bagdad gradually
evolved into a city of Science and knowledge. But when over a period of time feeling
threatened by the rise of their power as a challenge to him, the Caliph eliminated them.
This became a reason for the downfall of the Caliph Haroon.
The institute of Darul Hikma established by his predecessor played a pivotal role in the
development of Science. There was a separate department at Darul Hikma for the
translation of valuable Scientific and philosophical books from the languages of Greek,
India and other countries. Eminent scholars such as Yahya bin Bathriq and Yahya Ibnu
Mu’avia worked there as translators.
As the political atmosphere during his time was favourable and conducive, the Chinese
emperor and the French King Charlemagne sent their ambassadors and valuable gifts in
order to strengthen bilateral relations with the Caliphate.
He successfully controlled the troubles and disturbances that appeared during his tenure.
Instead of confronting the rebels, he employed a new strategy of negotiations and
agreements with them. Some historians blame his strategy for the appearance of small
kingdoms in the Empire later. Caliph Haroon appointed his eldest son Ameen and youngest
son Mamoon as the rightful heir to take over power successively.
Caliph Mamoonal-al Rasheed
After the death of Haroon, Ameen became the Caliph. After Ameen was murdered,
Mamoon became the Caliph in Hijri198. He was born in Bagdad in the year Hijri 170.
His actual name was Abdullah. Since the age of five he devoted himself to education
and was very much enthusiastic in Philosophy and Logic. Even at the time of the murder
of his brother it is narrated that he was spending his time in the City of Marv taking great
interest in philosophical discourses. He was interested in staying in the town of Marvu
without coming to Bagdad and spending his time there discussing and debating with
scholars attached to philosophy.
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When he took over power, there were wide spread uprisings against the Caliphate in
many regions. In Masopotamia there was a rebellion lead by Nazar bin Sandbad to
restore the reign of the Umayyads. In Kufa the supporters of Hazrat Ali rebelled against
the Caliphate under the name “Alawwiyoon”. There were agitations in Khurasan, Egypt
and Syria. Amidst all this opposition, the Caliph Mamoon came to Bagdad with a large
force to suppress the upheavels and restore law and order.
He married Puran,the daughter of his chief minister in 825 A.D. and it is reported that he
spent about 50 lakhs Dirhams lavishly for the wedding function.
He is deemed as the best Caliph of the Abbaside dynasty. Historians record there never
appeared the like of him for the five centuries of the Abbaside rule. His rule is considered
a period of fame and progress in the annals of Islam. He had all the attributes necessary
for a successful and glorious ruler. His natural characteristics of foresight, intelligence,
kindness, determination and generosity differentiated him from the other caliphs.
In 827 A.D, he adopted the Mutha’zila school of thought as the official religious concept
of the state. Because of this action, he antagonized the Islamic scholars and the majority
Muslims who opposed the Mutha’zila school of thought. He also imprisoned and punished
the Islamic Jurist savant Ahmed Bin Hambal.
But during the time of Ma’ moon every scientific and philosophical pursuit developed
and the Darul Hikma was expanded during his time. Servants called Warrak were
employed in the institute to take copies of translated books from foreign languages.
Five camel loads of Books were imported from the West alone. One section was used
as a research centre and the other section was used as a library. Hunain bin Ishaq and
Al-Kind were employed as officers in charge for the Baithul Hikma. In the astronomical
centre established by the Caliph, eminent people like Al Qwarizmi served. This
astronomical centre is supposed to have contributed more to astronomy than any other
such place during the Medieval time. Scholars Hunain Bin Ishaak and Al Qind were
appointed as administrators for the Institution. Prominent scholars like Al Qwarizmi
worked in the astrological research centre established by Ma’moon. This functioned as
a centre of science contributing much to development of scientific knowledge of the
medieval period.
Following Ma’moon many more rulers of the Abasid Dynasty rulers such as Muhthazeem,
Wazik and Muthawakkal ruled as Abbaside Caliphs.
The first century of the Abbaside rule only is considered the golden era of the Abbaside
time. The development of civilization and the progress of science and philosophy lasted
for almost five centuries. However due the weak morale of the later Caliphs and the
internal strife of the small sovereign states within the state, the Caliphate could not
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sustain the pace of development and ultimately became just puppet rulers. At last the
last Abbaside Caliph Mukthazim Billa was murdered by the commander of invading
Mongolian army Khalaq Khan in 1258 A.D., and the Abbaside Caliphate ended.
As the Caliph Mukthazim had given important place to the Turkish fighters in the army,
the influence and power of the Turks penetrated the Islamic army. The influence and
authority increased to the level of frightening subsequent Caliphs themselves. The Caliph
Muktazim shifted the capital to a place called Samarra. After 256 Hijrat, the officers
called Ameerual Umara tried dominate the Turkish officers in the Caliphate force. In
447 Hijrat the authority of power shifted to the Buwaihids. During this time officers
called Dawla dominated and exercised big power. They suppressed the Selujkis and
exercised authority from 477 to 590 Hijrat. With the fall of this dictatorial authority, the
power of the Abbaside caliph also diminished.
The divided powers of the small sovereign states on one side and the Mongolians on the
other side weakened the Caliphate. With the invasion of Iraq and the capture of the
capital Bagdad, the Abbaside Caliphate fell with disgrace.
Comparative Analysis of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen with the Later day
Caliphates
Comparative analysis is made between the Kulafa-e-Rashideen and the Umayyad –
Abbaside rulers:
The Rule of Khulafa-e-Rashideen

The Rule of Umayyad/Abbaside

1. Practically, the constitution of the rulers
was the Holy Quran and the Sunna of
Rasool (Alai).
2. The structure of Consultative Assembly.
3. The Rulers were chosen by the people.
4. “Fear of Allah” was the characteristic
priority for the position.
5. Medina remained as the capital of the
Caliphate by virtue of being the founding
place of the Islamic state.
6. The Baithul Maal (the treasury) was used
for the welfare of the people.
7. Caliphs as leaders of Muslims adopted a
simple way of life.
8. Administrative activities were undertaken
on consultation and consensus.
9. Traditional values and custom were
upheld.
10. The aim of Justice and law and order.

1. Theoretically only, the constitution of the
rulers was the Holy Quran and the Sunna
of Rasool (Alai).
2. No Consultative Assembly.
3. The Rulers were appointed on the basis of
dynastic inheritance.
4. Characteristics and qualities ignored.
5. Damascus and Bagdad being chosen to
fulfill their own selfish interests.
6. Treasury was used for the welfare of the
family of the rulers.
7. Caliphs adopted a luxurious way of life with
pomp and show.
8. Administrative structures were made to
suit the rulers based on Greek, Roman and
Indian models.
9. Dictatorial trends upheld.
10. The developments of expertise and
professionalism.
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5. Other Rulers
Spanish Umayyad Rulers
Muslims called the peninsula of Spain as Andalus. Historians place two reasons for
calling the peninsula as Andalus.
1. The descendants of Andalus, from the lineage of Hazrat Nuh (Alai),lived in
Spain.
2. The term Vandals was employed to denote the arrogant people who lived there.
Some Historians such as Ibnu Kalthoon mentions that the term was derived
from the word vandals and distorted as Andalus.
This country is situated in the Northwestern border of the Mediterranean. To the western
side of it lies the great Atlantic Ocean and to the North the Freness Mountain range
bordering France. To the south is the gulf of Jibraltor. With a width of 13 miles, this gulf
joins the Mediterranean sea with the Atlantic Ocean. This peninsula now consists of
two countries, Portugal and Spain.
Spain was under the rule of Romans for a long time. The tribe of Visigoth captured the
province of Taraconensis from the Romans in 414 A.D. and gradually brought the entire
Spain under their dominion.
In 589 A.D. when the rulers adopted Catholicism, the religion of the populace, as their
official religion, the relationship between the state and the church became stronger. This
paved the way for a political stability in the country.
This new environment led to the appearance of a high class consisting of the ruling
family, priests and the nobles. The priests exercised a great influence in the affairs of the
state. Many state departments were invested with the control of the church. As a
consequence the church paid more attention to the welfare of the ruling class than the
general public.
Although the state enjoyed the support of the priests, it had to face many conspiracies
on account of the system of choosing the rulers. The high class consisting of the nobles
of the royal family had the authority to choose the new ruler from the Royal family.
Many aspired to be rulers in the absence of a firm policy of appointing the heir to the
throne. This paved the way for conspiracies and plots to gain access to the throne.
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Sensing this intricacy, the king tried to garner the support of the high class to appoint his
son as the successor while he was alive. This created discontent among a group of the
high class and contributed to instability in the governing.
Among the populace of Spain only the high class was prosperous and wealthy. Their life
was spent in adultery, intoxication and gambling. Without hard work and efforts, they
enjoyed the fruits of prosperity and became lazy and lavish. The servants who worked
for them were slaves.
The middle class people had to pay taxes to sustain the lavish and pomp life styles of the
nobles and the priests. The state and the church taxed the middle class separately to
meet their respective expenditure. This way the middle class and the slaves were
oppressed and exploited much. As a consequence, these people could not rightfully
enjoy the benefits of their hard labour. The labour of the farmers fattened the farm
owners. The labour of the independent farmers was exploited for the lavish living of the
royals, nobles and the priests of the church. The priests who preached the Christian
equality became owners of real estate and enjoyed a luxurious life. Therefore the morale
of the entire population was very low and none were prepared to sacrifice their lives or
wealth for the protection of the country.
During the rule of the Visigoth, even urban dwellers faced a lot of constraints. The
Spanish cities were well developed at the time of the Roman rulers as they expanded
the cities and provided facilities for the people of the cities. The Visgoth rulers were
from an ancient nomadic tribe without proper civilization and had no idea about urban
dwelling or their requirements.
The church considered the Jews as their religious enemies. The enactment of certain
laws in 693 A.D. by the Catholic Church affected the trade of the Jews. Following the
enactment, the church made another declaration in 694 A.D. that all the Jews should
embrace Catholic faith or else they would be made slaves. Although the declaration
was later softened, the hatred on the rulers created by it did not diminish.
At the time of the Muslim invasion there was an internal conflict going on in Spain. There
were many factors that weakened the state in Spain: The high class was divided on the
choice of the new ruler; the discontentment of the general public on the state; the pressure
exerted on the Jews to please the church; the unpatriotic nature of the forces.
The Invasion of Spain by Muslims
The initial stage of the expansion of the Muslim Empire took place during the time of the
second Caliph Hazrat Umar (Rali). The second stage of the expansion occurred during
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the time of Caliph Walid. The expansion of the territory involving the Sindh in the east
and Spain in the west is historically significant. The second stage paved the way for the
light of the Islamic thoughts and other sciences to reach Europe.
The people of Spain suffered in adversity in spite of the abundant land and water resources
in the country. The Spanish people who settled in Ciyuta after fleeing the oppression of
the rulers informed the Muslims about the conditions in Spain and induced them to take
an interest about Spain, which lacked proper protection at that time.They also tried to
inculcate the belief that it was possible to capture the territory by an invasion. The
governor of the Ciyuta province named Julian was one of the important people who
encouraged the Muslims to invade Spain.
The historians account the following event as an important factor for Julian to consider
such a decision. Julian met Musa bin Nuzair and briefed him about the situation in Spain
and promised to extend his cooperation in the even of an invasion.
Musa Ibnu Nuzair was farsighted and carefully assessed the situation without immediate
commitment to the cause. He wanted to get the consent of the Caliph Walid and also
ascertain the truth about the information rendered by Julian.
He dispatched hundred horse men and four hundred infantry men to the coast of Spain
on the four ferries provided by Julian.
This force landed on the west of Jibralter in the southern part of Spain in 710 A.D. This
placed is named after the commander Thariq bin Ziad and called the Gibraltar meaning
Jabar Al Tariq. They brought the news that the coaster areas of Spain were without
protection and are safe to land and brought with them a big booty. Convinced of the
situation, Musa Ibnu Nuzair dispatched a large force of seven thousand soldiers under
the command of Thariq Bin Ziad with the ferries provided by Julian.
The full name of Thariq is Thariq bin Ziad bin Abdullah. Born in 670 A.D, he belonged
to the clan of Saddam from the tribe of Barber. He grew up confronting the harsh desert
conditions of the Sahara. He was a well built horse man. He was a man with foresight.
After accepting Islam from Musa Ibnu Nuzair, he was offered the responsibility of
protecting Thanzeer region. Most of the people who went to Spain under the leadership
of Thariq were Berbers. Thariq entered Spain at the foot of a mountain on the Southern
coast of Spain.
At the same time, Rodrick was in the North of Spain controlling the rebellion by Akila.
Hearing the news that the Muslim forces had landed in Spain, he rushed to confront the
Muslim forces in the south with his ten thousand soldiers. Knowing this development
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through his spies, Tariq sent word to Musa for more reinforcements. Musa sent five
thousand additional forces to aid Tariq in the campaign. These soldiers arrived just
about when the battle was to start.
To enhance the morale of the Muslim forces facing the huge force of the Rodrick, Tariq
gave a passionate speech to encourage their heroism and spirit of valour.
“There are soldiers like the rising huge waves confronting you. Behind you is the great
sea. There is no room for escape. There is no food for you to eat other than what you
can snatch from them. Think about the position in which you are. You are like orphans
in the world without anyone to comfort you. Leave the fear. Fight the enemy. Believe
that victory is yours. Your enemies do not have faith in God. Therefore, they cannot
succeed against our forces. Rodrick has indeed come here to handover his country,
palace and all the resources of the country to you. Fight without fear of death and avail
this opportunity.
I will not sit aside after inspiring you to fight. My responsibility is more than yours. My
desire is to murder Rodrick with my own hands. Therefore I will be the one to march
forward. You follow me. If you try to establish the religion of Allah, you will receive His
Blessings. Those Blessings are dependent upon your endeavour. Allah will reward your
efforts in this world and in the Hereafter. I will be fighting as an example for you. You
follow me. I will aim at Rodrick. If he is killed victory will be ours. If I am killed before
that, do not worry about me but continue the fight. If I am killed after killing Rodrick,
choose a commander with determination, experience and courage and continue the
battle. If you follow this advice, victory is ours”. Motivated and encouraged by these
passionate words of Tariq, the Muslim fighters became eager to fight and be martyred
or become the owners of Spain. Rodrick reached the battle field with his big force
accompanied by decorated carriages with a big display of show.
His forces also comprised of disillusioned farmers and disheartened slave servants who
were not taken care of during the normal times. Some nobles who have been plotting
against the rulers also had occupied the army as commanders. The supporters of Akila
were also in the Spanish army waiting for an appropriate opportunity to join the Muslim
forces at the peak of the battle.
The mercenary Spanish army without any spiritual backing fell upon the Muslim army
with a solid spiritual and moral foundation at the valley of Qwatalat River in Riobarbaata
in Macedonia in July 19th of 711 A.D. (Ramzan 28 of Hijri 92).
The battle continued for over a week. The Spanish forces were shaken by the Muslim
army comprising of soldiers with staunch faith in God and the experience of hardship in
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the desert life under the unique leadership of a commander. The Spanish soldiers were
unable to withstand the attack even though their numbers were more because their
morale was low and they were like mercenaries. Nothing was known about Rodrick as
his body was not found in the battle field. Since his horse and the saddle were found in
the river, it was believed that he was drowned in the river.
The victory of Tariq shook the central government of Spain. The people belonging to
the high class were unable to unite and enthrone a new ruler or organize an effective
army to counter the Muslims. Therefore the gates of Spain remained open for the Muslims
to march forward. There were resistances only in some parts of the country where the
Wisigoth royal members were leading. Tariq decided to take full advantage of the situation
and embarked upon a quick action plan of bringing all the nearby cities under his control.
For this he divided his forces into four divisions. He sent a force of seven hundred
horsemen under the command of Muaiz Ar Sharumi to capture the city of Cordova.
Tariq himself went ahead with some forces and conquered the capital city of Dolodo.
Another force went to capture the city of Malaka.
In the campaign a large amount of booty was taken.
Musa Bin Nuzair in Spain
After the conquest of Spain, it was felt that to bring normalcy to such a vast territory the
number of Muslim soldiers counting twelve thousand was not sufficient. It is very difficult
for a small force to maintain peace and restore law and order in a country where people
are different religiously and socially from the conquerors. Keeping this in mind, Tariq
sent word to Musa calling for help claiming that the local people were opposing them
from all directions. The early Muslim historian Ibnu Khudaiba mentions that responding
to the request, Musa himself went to Spain with a large force. In order to consolidate
the conquest rapidly, Musa marched his forces in a different route from that of Tariq. He
moved his forces to capture the territories not captured up to now.
He was able to capture famous cities such as Sevili and Carmona which were centres of
arts and culture and capital cities during the Roman rule. In 713 A.D. he also subdued
the city of Merida. He met Tariq near Dolodowa only after a year had passed with his
military campaigns.
They both tried together to complete the victory of Spain. The forces under them with
unity captured Saragova, Dakona, Barcelona and Gerona at the foot of the mountain
Francis. They captured all major cities of Spain except the mountainous region called
Anduriya near the Atlantic ocean at the North west. Musa planned to attackFrance
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crossing the mountainous region Francis but Caliph Walid ordered him to return to
Damascus before he could embark on this plan.
Musa appointed his eldest son Abdul Azeez as the governor of Spain, his second son
Abdul Maliq as the governor of Kharwan and the third son Salih as the commander of
Ciyuta. He returned to Damascus with Tariq bin Ziad with prisoners of war and abundant
booty in 714 A.D.
Spain under Muslim Rule
The Muslim rule in Spain started a new chapter in the history of the country. Changes
were reflected in all walks of life in Spain. It put a stop to the oppression and exploitation
of the priests and the royal family. Catholics were given full religious freedom to practice.
The rights of religious practice and inheritance that were denied during the Christian rule
were restored to the Jews and they lived happily. The Jews and Christians were called
“Ahlul Kithab or the” people of the book and were held in better esteem than the
polytheists by the Muslims.
Jizya and land taxes were collected from the Jews and Christians. Jizya tax was collected
only from those who were fit to engage in war. The elderly, the woman, the disabled and
children were not taxed. According to the economic condition of the people a small
amount was taxed annually. It was in the range of 12- 48 Dirhams for a year and people
were allowed to settle the tax in twelve installments.
The land tax was levied according to the cultivatable standard of the land. When fixing
the land tax, religious differences were not taken into account. Therefore all the people
were ordered to pay the same amount of tax paid by the Muslims, the ruling class. The
land ownership was not taken forcibly by Muslims.
The slaves were not treated as human beings during the times of the Romans and the
Wiscoth rulers in Spain. This situation drastically changed during the rule of Muslims in
Spain. Islam teaches that the slaves should be provided the same food eaten by the
masters and clad in the same type of dress worn by the masters and they should not be
burdened with work above their capacity. And Islam emphasizes that those who oppress
the slaves would not enter the paradise. By manumitting the slaves a person could gain
forgiveness for his sins and enter the paradise. On the spirit of Islam, Muslims regarded
slaves as equal human beings. Therefore the slaves who worked in the farms of Muslims
were raised to the status of a normal farmer. The rulers did not allow any Muslims to
remain as slaves. The slaves under the Christian master took advantage of this situation
and embraced Islam to gain freedom from slavery.
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Under the Muslim government, taxes were very much reduced. Trade developed and
prosperity ensued in the entire country. Since justice was dispensed without any prejudice
of religious differences and caste considerations, peace prevailed among the diverse
groups of people living in Spain.
After the conquest of Spain by Muslims, the Arabs and Berbers migrated to Spain.
They mostly settled in urban area. Every settlement had only their group of people.
Therefore the difference prevailing in the Arabian countries on account of caste, race
and tribes infiltrated Spain too. This difference based on tribal and racial considerations
gradually brought enmity and competition among them and widened the gap of discord
among the groups.
The forces that went under Tariq were ninety nine percent Berbers. Although they had
embraced Islam, they did not receive the political rights enjoyed by the Arabs. When
census was taken for the population, Arabs were enumerated according to the tribes
they belonged to. But the Berbers were not enumerated according to the sub divisions
existing in the tribe. They were counted as belonging to Arab tribes.
Berbers were not deemed as a suitable unit of the group deserving to rule the country.
Hence the Berbers did not receive the social status or special financial benefits given to
the Arabs.
The conquered territories of Spain came under the sovereignty of the Islamic Empire.
As the territories were closer to North Africa, Spain was vested with the governor of
North Africa. That is why when returning to Damascus, Musa Bin Nusair appointed his
son Abdul Azeez as the governor of Spain. There were twenty governors ruling Spain
from 716 A.D. till 756 A.D. within the forty years of rule. These governors mostly acted
independently but instead of acting like dictators they took decision only after consultation
with the prominent Arab tribal leaders.
During the regime of the Umayyads Spain was administered into four provinces called
Dolodo, Khilashiya, Barcelona and Andalus. The first governor Abdul Azeez appointed
a council to implement Islamic laws and maintain peaceful relationship between the
diverse peoples of Arabs and Berbers. He tried hard to bring Islam into the lives of the
people and maintain good relationship among the diverse peoples of Spain. But with the
assassination of Abdul Azeez, the military activities of the state came to an end with all
the territories being conquered except the moutaneous regions in the North of the country.
Asssamh bin Al Maliq was the governor during the time of Caliph Umar Ibnu Abdul
Azeez (Rah). He annexed the Septimonia region which was paying tribute to the Viscoth
rulers. He died in the battle with Kiyutas of Akudain region in the Southern France and
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the forces reached Septimonia. This was the first defeat of Muslims in the land of Europe.
Following this defeat Muslims never launched any military campaigns towards the North
for ten years. During this ten years period many uprisings took place among the diverse
communities of Spain. The time of the governors was wasted in suppressing these
uprisings. Under these circumstances, Abdur Rahman bin Abdullah Al Khafihi was
appointed as the governor of Spain in 731 A.D.
At the time when Abdur Rahman was appointed as governor of Spain, Usman Bin Abi
Nis aee was appointed as the authority for Francis region and the town of Saptiminia.
He belonged to the Berber community. He was one of the commanding officers of the
army of Tariq Bin Ziad. He considered that Arabs were unjustly enjoying the resources
of Spain gained by the struggle of the Berbers. At a time when he was hoping to be the
governor of Spain, the post was vested with Khafihi. Having disgruntled with the decision,
he was waiting for an opportunity to rebel against the rulers. He made a secret deal with
Iyoodu, the governor of Aquintine region. It was agreed that Iyoodu would assist him to
wage a protest and rebellion against the rulers of Spain. Usman married the daughter of
the governor Iyoodu and made his relationship stronger. Knowing this development, Al
Khafihi sent a force against Abi Nisa ee. Abi Nisa ee was murdered in the fighting.
After establishing normalcy in the Northern region, Al Khafiki collected a huge army
and marched towards Galle at the centre region of France in 732 A.D. On its way the
army conquered many regions and gathered an abundance of booty reaching the city of
Tuwars. The French king Carl Mardal prepared to confront the Muslim forces with a
larger force comprising a greater number of soldiers than the Muslim army.
The battle between the two sides started in 732 A.D. and lasted for nine days. At the
end the French forces were exhausted and were about to be defeated.
A group of the French forces attempted to attack the Muslim barrack containing the
storage of the booty. When one of the Muslim soldiers raised his voice, “The Storage of
the Booty is under attack”, most of the soldiers rushed without the order of the commander
to save the goods. The Muslim force was under disarray with the chaos created by the
situation. Sensing the precarious situations, the commander of the Muslim forces Khafiki
lost his life when he started to reorganize the forces at the front row. The Muslim army
faced a devastating blow and suffered heavy losses. However the army continued to
fight through the night and saved itself from total destruction. After holding consultations
in the night, they finally realized that there was no chance of victory for them and retreated
to Septimania leaving the booty behind. The French forces did not follow the Muslim
army and the battle ended without victory or defeat.
The battle known to the European Historians as the Battle of Tours is noted by Arab
historians as Biladi AsShuhada. The immediate reason for the greater loss for the Muslim
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force was their focus on the protection of the booty. The defeat of the companions of
the Prophet during the battle of Uhad was also their focus on the booty. The desire for
goods was the root cause for the loss of precious lives in both the battles. In the battle
of tours Muslims lost a great number of fighters as well as the huge booty saved by them
for many months.
The death of the commander Abdur Rahman Khafiki was a great loss for the Muslims.
He was a great statesman and administrator for Andalus. He identified the short comings
in the administrative mechanism and rectified them. He strategically planned the military
campaign against France. He had the capability of removing the misunderstandings and
division among different groups and uniting them under one banner. Losing such an
abled man in the battle was a real loss for the Muslims.
The history of Islamic rule in Spain between 732 and 755 A.D exhibited activities based
on considerations of ethnic, tribal and family interests. Already the Arabs were divided
into North Arabs (Mularis) and South Arabs (Himyaris) and these two divisions were
further composed of branches of sub tribes. These divisions and differences were
transparent even in the north African region under the Islamic rule.
There was a close relationship between the north African region and Spain. Therefore
the events in the North African region reflected in Spain and had its reactions.
The Berbers rebelled in the North African region in 740 A.D. They captured the Siyuta
region from the Arab authorities. This rebellion in the North African region encouraged
a similar uprising in Spain also. The benefits accrued by the struggle to conquer Spain
by Tariq Bin Ziad were enjoyed only by the Arabs. The Berbers felt they were side
lined by the Arabs and they were offered only marginal benefits and they were
discriminated agaist even in the allocation of cultivatable lands. This distrust with Berbers
continued and they felt that the Arabs denied them the equality promoted by Islam.
Therefore they found themselves justified in opposing the rulers and rebelling against
them in Spain. The protest against the Umayyad rulers grew stronger and the Caliph
had to send a strong force of twenty one thousand soldiers to qwell the rebellion. Of
these an army division of seven thousand fighters was sent under the command of Balji
Ibnu Bishr al Quraishi.
However Abdul Maliq who acted as the Amir of Andalus did not like the forces under
the Syrian Balji arriving at Spain. Since he had no alternative to control the rebellion he
reluctantly accepted the forces on the condition that the army should return back after
accomplishing their mission.
The army division under the command of Balji controlled the rebellion fully and restored
normalcy in the region. But after effectively putting down the uprising the forces refused
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to leave Spain, contrary to the agreement with Abdul Maliq. As a consequence of this
attitude, a permanent enmity ensued between the Arabs in Spain and the Arabs under
the authority of Balji. In this conflict, Abdul Maliq belonging to the Khalifi tribe was
assassinated. Balji belonging to the Khais tribe captured Cordova and established his
authority there. A battle between the two tribes followed these incidents. Although Balji’s
Syrian soldiers became victorious in the battle Balji lost his life in the battle.
Taking note of the developments in Spain, the Umayyad ruler Hishaam appointed an
able governor in Spain. In order to bring to an end the enmity between the tribes, the
new governor settled the tribes in separate places far from each other. He settled the
Egyptian soldiers within the Syrian Army in the city of Mursia, the Palestine soldiers in
the city of Ceydon and the Syrian Soldiers of the army in Granada. This way the conflicting
situation among them was mitigated. But the enmity between the northern Arabs and the
southern Arabs continued unabated. To calm the situation, a consensus was reached
that the governor would be from each tribe on a rotation annually. Accordingly Yusuf bin
Abdur Rahman belonging to the north Arabian tribe was appointed as governor by the
Caliph, the second Marwan in 746 A.D. In accordance with the arrangement, the
governor should resign after one year paving the way for the appointment of a governor
from the Southern Arab tribe.
But contradicting the consensus, Abdur Rahman continued to hold on to the governorship
with the help of the army.
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The Brief History of the Spanish Caliphs
The first Abdur Rahman(756-788 A.D.)
He was the grand son of the Umayyad Caliph Hishaam. He lost his father at the age of
five. After that he lost his foster parent, the Caliph Hishaam at the age of twelve. However
he possessed the qualities required of a good ruler. He kept away from bad conducts.
Maintaining good relationship with religious scholars, he developed his religious thoughts.
He received martial practice at the young age. When the Abbasids captured power
from the Umayyads,he was a young man of twenty years.
On the day when the Abbasid Caliph As Sabah invited the Umayyad royal family for a
feast and murdered them all, fortunately Abdur Rahman had gone to his farm at the
Ubraidis river. He sought refuge at the Siyuma region where maternal relatives lived. He
lived with them for some time.
At the time of the Umayyad rule, the ethnic considerations exercised a major influence
in the politics of Spain. The influences of different groups such as Arabs, Berbers,
Muwalladun (local Spanish Muslims), Mozarafiun (Arabised Christians) were highly
apparent in the political sphere of Spain.
The time of the governor of Spain, Yusuf, was wasted in finding solutions for the ethnic
conflicts of the country. Under these circumstances only, the Abbasid toppled the
Caliphate of the Umayyads.
On Abbaside assuming the Caliphate, the Arabs with the Umayyad affiliations were put
into severe hardship and difficulties all around Spain. Abu Usman Ubaidullah and his
nephew Abdullah Bin Khalid were the administrators of the city Jalbira in the province
of Andalus and acted to safeguard the interests of the Umayyads. Majority of the city
population consisted of the Syrians.
Abdur Rahman, who sought refuge in Ceyoto found a favourable political situation for
him existed only in Spain. He found the existing situation in Spain advantageous to him.
The administrators in Syria were weak on account of the internal conflicts. The vacuum
existed for a leader with a strong personality to bring the situation under control. There
was the possibility of receiving the support of the Syrian Arabs and the Umayyad
nobles in Spain. Therefore, without wasting time, he sent his faithful slave Badr to Spain
with a letter to the prospective supporters in Spain to unite them all under one umbrella.
In this correspondence he hightlighted the tragic end of the royal family at the hands of
the Abbasids, the threat to his own life, the danger he could face at the hand of governor
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Yusuf in Spain and his right for governance as the grand son of the late Umayyad
Caliph. He sought their help and co-operation for his entry to Spain and his task ahead.
Badr met Abu Usman Ubaidullah and his nephew Abdullah Bin Balith, the present
administrators of Jalbira and Jeen provinces and handed over the letters to them. They
in turn met the Syrian people and Umayyad clans to gather their support for Abdur
Rahman. Eleven of these supporters went to Syria under the leadership of Ibnu Alkama
and brought Abdur Rahman to Spain with them safely. Knowing about the arrival of
Abdur Rahman, the governor Yusuf offered part of his large estate and his daughter in
marriage to him, thinking him to be supportive to the governor. Abdur Rahman declined
the offer. The forces of both engaged in a battle on the 15th May in 756 A.D. After
fierce fighting Abdur Rahman emerged victorious defeating Yusuf and captured Cordova
and was sworn in as the Amir of Cordova at the age of twenty six.
Although now an Amir in Spain, still he had to face threats from his enemies. The former
governor Yusuf gathered a force and launched an attack against him. When Abdur
Rahman went ahead outside to face him, the governor’s son Abu Zaid attacked Cordova
with his troop. Abdur Rahman quickly returned to Cordova on hearing about this attack.
Abu Zaid retreated with his forces. Since Abdur Rahman safeguarded Cordova, the
governor lost his courage to face him and entered into a peace agreement with him. On
account of this agreement, all belongings of the governor Yusuf was handed over to the
Amir and he was allowed to live in Cordova. After some time he was killed as he
attempted to rebel against The Amir.
Stabilizing the Umayyad Rule in Spain
After becoming the Amir of Cordova, Abdur Rahman put a stop to the religious practice
of greeting the Caliph after the Jumma Sermons. Becoming furious of this order, the
Caliph decided to launch an attack on Abdur Rahman.
He ordered Ala Bin Muaz, the contemporary governor of North Africa and the relative
of the murdered governor Yusuf in North Africa, to wage a battle against Abdur Rahman.
To counter this move, Abdur Rahman laid siege to Dolodowa. With the siege prolonging,
Ala Bin Muaz landed on the shore of Spain in 763 A.D. Abdur Rahman confronted the
forces of Ala Bin Muaz at a place called Karmano near Sevilli. A rebellion force from
Dolodowa followed chasing him. He took shelter in a fortress in Karmono. He remained
under siege in the fortress for two months. He then preferred death by fighting outside
than dying with starvation inside the fortress. The seven hundred soldiers with him agreed
to the decision.
The soldiers of Abdur Rahman made a surprise attack inside the camps of the enemy.
They had been keeping siege without any result for over two months and were weary
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and careless when this sudden attack was launched. More than seven thousand of the
enemy soldiers were slaughtered. Abdur Rahman became victorious and Abu Muazim
was murdered in the battle. Abdur Rahman decapitated the head of Muazim and sent it
to the Caliph Mansoor. Although the rule of Abdur Rahman was stabilized the internal
unrest and rebellions did not cease in Spain.
The Causes of Internal Rebellion in Spain
Many groups helped Abdur Rahman to become the ruler.They helped him with the
hope of realizing their own aspirations. But Abdur Rahman did not act favouring any
one who assisted him. His appointments of authorities and officers of the government
were contrary to their expectations. Only a few people were able to see their hopes
fulfilled. Hence there was a wide dissatisfaction and discontent by the majority of his
supporters. Some of his friends and relatives were also disappointed and became his
opponents. The supporters of former governor Yusuf also remained as sworn enemies.
The citizenry of Spain were divided on communal and ethnic lines. They remained
divided as Arabs, Berbers, Muwallads and Mozarab. No single group was willing to
accept the leadership of another group. They were more inclined to rebellious behavior
than tolerance. The Abbasides ascertained the ground situation and wanted to take
advantage of these mutual divisions and incited rebellion and plots to topple the
government of Abdur Rahman. They instigated the newly converted Muslims and the
Berbers to rise against the ruler. The French on the northern border joined hands with
the provincial leaders such as Hussain Bin Azi and Sulaiman Bin Yakthan to conspire
against the ruler Abdur Rahman.
Abdur Rahman decided to form an army with the Umayyad men to effectively diffuse
the rebellion. He deemed that only an army with the Umayyad soldiers would be loyal
to him and would sincerely do their job to annihilate the rebellions and stabilize the
Umayyad rule. In order to accomplish this great task, he gathered the Umayyad nobles
and elite who escaped the Abbasid constraints. Among these elite were Abdul Maliq
Bin Umar Bin Marwan and his son Umar Bin Abdul Maliq. He appointed Abdul Maliq
bin Umar as governor of Sevili and Umar bin Abdul Maliq as governor of Mozaruba.
Likewise he appointed Umayyad men loyal to him as authorities in many parts of the
country and took measures to control the rebellion.
The Invasion of the French King Soloman
The governor of Barcelona in Spain,Sulaiman Bin Yakthan Ibnu Arabi of the Khalifi
tribe and the governor of another city in the province Husain Bin Azi acted as the
stooges of the Abbaside Caliphs and met the French king Solomon soliciting him to join
them by waging a battle against Abdur Rahman. King Soloman found this an opportunity
restore his fame and accepted the proposal of the rebellious groups.
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As planned ahead, King Soloman came with a large force towards Saragowa. The
news that Soloman was marching with a strong force to chase out the Muslims and
install a Christian rule in Spain sent shock waves throughout Spain.
To confront the forces of Soloman , Abdur Rahman moved with a large force to
Saragowa. In order to teach a lesson to Solomon, he launched attacks on the Southern
cities of France. When Soloman heard the news that the Saracen soldiers were launching
attacks on the valley of the river Rhine, Soloman immediately retreated.Being aware of
the frequent rebellions taking place in his country, Abdur Rahman too returned to Cordova.
Abdur Rahman faced a multitude of challenges from his enemies but stabilized and
strengthened his rule of Spain with his abilities.
Born into a royal family,wandering in the deserts and forests for five years in order to
survive and then entering Spain and reestablishing the Umayyad rule and consolidating
power in Spain, Abdur Rahman breathed his last in 788 A.D. after appointing his second
son Hisham as the fittest successor to rule Spain.
Analysis
It was indeed a great achievement that Abdur Rahman was able to establish his rule in
Spain across the sea after being stranded in the desert to wander for the survival of his
own life. During his rule for thirty two years he had to face many battles, rebellions and
internal conflicts and had to spend his time for settling these issues but he did not forget
to dedicate his time for the development of art and science in the country.
He divided his country into six divisions and appointed a commander as its administrator.
To aid them in the administrative activities he also appointed two deputy administrators
in each province, six ministers, one chief justice and other administrative officers. The
goal of his administration was to take care of the welfare of the people. He introduced
the necessary laws for this purpose.
He established security centres in all the cities under his control. He made arrangements
for the proper maintenance and beautification of those cities. He built mosques and
other buildings necessary for the civic administration. The Cordova mosque built by him
is world famous. Although he passed away before the completion of the work, his son
continued and perfected the work on the foundation laid by him. He transformed Cordova
into one of the most beautiful cities of the world. On the western direction of the mosque,
he constructed the royal palace. He employed the architectural designs of Syrian origin
in the beautification of the buildings. At the shore of the Ubradis river he constructed a
city for spending his recreation. He named the city 'Rusaba'. He planted the date seedlings
and other plants from Syria to add elegance.
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He established schools countrywide and patronized the scholars. He took part in the
concerts arranged by the poets and rendered them encouragement. He constructed
road net works and bridges to connect important cities of Spain. He improved the
postal system of 'Thawala' already in custom.
He was a forceful orator attracting the audience. He was kind to his supporters but
resorted to punishing his opponents severely, when peaceful means of appeasing them
failed.
Even though he had the wealth and means, he never indulged in lavish living or luxury.
He never wasted his time in vanity or show. The never lost the characteristics of a war
hero. He was not unattached to the mosques.He conducted the Friday Jumma Sermons
and lead the prayers wearing white dress.
Sultan Hisham Bin Abdur Rahman – (788 A.D – 796 A.D./Hijri 173)
Hisham was the son of Abdur Rahman and the Spanish woman named Halala. After
taking oath as the Amir he quelled the rebellion against him by his two brothers. He also
suppressed the opposition in several places. He was a religious minded person and he
declared the Maliki school of thought as the official school of thought. He possessed
virtues like the second Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez of the Umayyad dynasty. After ruling for
eight years he died in Hijri 180.
Hakkam – the first who became the ruler after Hisham the first
The reigns of Abdur Rahman the second ( 796 A.D -822 A.D), Muhammed the first
(822 A.D -852 A.D), Munzir ( A.D.886 – A.D 888) and Abdullah ( A.D.888-912)
were not noted for any considerable progress or development.
Abdur Rahman – the third ( 812 A.D – 961A.D)
He was the first Umayyad Caliph of Spain and ruled for fifty long years. He controlled
all the internal conflicts and external plots. His period is considered as the golden age of
Spain. He restructured the army and made it the best army of that time. He introduced
an effective tax system and increased the State income.He constructed roads, bridges,
canals and forts. He also established hospitals, orphanages and elderly homes in the
country. He improved relationships with foreign sovereign states especially with Germany,
France, Northern Spain and Rome. He insisted that not even an inch of land should be
wasted and accorded state assistance for the development of agriculture, trade and
cottage industries. He introduced an effective irrigation system and enabled the cultivation
of lands. During his time the cottage industry for making cloth had developed well.
There were more than thirty thousand textile weavers in Cordoba alone. He focused his
attention much on the development of educational and cultural activities. Scientists,
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philosophers and doctors were highly respected by him. Books from other languages
were translated into Arabic language and literature too developed further with his
encouragement.
He constructed a new city named Al Zahra. The city constructed within a period of
forty years was hailed as a marvel of that time.
During his time, the ethnic and tribal differences were eliminated and national unity was
preserved. Because of his benevolent rule, many local Spaniards embraced Islam. They
were called Mualladoon.
After a successful and relatively peaceful reign of half a century, the third Abdur Rahman
passed away in 961 A.D.
Hakam the second – (961-976 A.D./350-366 Hijrat)
After the death of Abdur Rahman, his son Hakam became the Caliph of Spain at the
age of 46 in 961 A.D. He had a nickname, 'Al Musthanzeer Billah'. When he was the
Caliph the people who had agreement with the former Caliph breached it. Especially
the Christians caused trouble in the Caliphate. Hakam brought the situation under control
with his military power.
He was an excellent scholar who loved books and read widely. Civilization and science
had reached the pinnacle at his time. His time is described as the golden age of science.
He established schools all over the country. Free education was offered. In fact it was
difficult to see any city without schools and colleges in Spain of the day. With his efforts
the University of Cordoba developed further. Christian and Jewish students from Europe
joined the university as it was hailed as the largest university of that time.
Being a passionate lover of books he established a large library with about four hundred
thousand books and rare manuscripts. He also took initiative to procure scientific and
philosophical resources from the eastern world. The Cordoba library existed as the
largest and the best library of the world. Apart from this he installed libraries all over
Spain for the cause of knowledge. Actually he had transformed Cordoba into a great
book market as more than twenty thousand book shops existed there.
The Caliphs passed away at the age of 61 after ruling Spain for 15 years in 975 A.D.
He was a man of religious faith and an erudite scholar but successfully undertook military
activities when the occasion arose. He expanded the mosque at Cordoba and constructed
many beautiful building in the city. During his reign Spain achieved self-sufficiency in
almost all areas. He is considered the last best of the Umayyad rulers and with him the
Umayyad Caliphate started to decline.
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Hisham the second
Following the death of Hakam the second, the history of Spain did not witness any
strong ruler. Caliph Hakam appointed his only son Hisham as the successor to the
Caliphate. His son took over the Caliphate with the nickname ‘Muayyat Billa’. As he
was only twelve years of age, he could not administer the Caliphate efficiently.As a
result many other administrators had to be involved in the governing. Actually this was a
root cause for the demise of the Caliphate in Spain.
Following the fall of the Umayyad Caliphate more than 23 small sovereign states appeared
in Spain. During this period, Al Hamra Palace was constructed depicting the architectural
excellence of Ibnu Ahmar.
The Christian invasions and the internal unrest in Spain made it difficult for Muslims to
live peacefully there. One the one hand Muslims on their own decision started to move
away from Spain unable to live in an atmosphere of enmity. And on the other hand
Muslims were chased away from Spain by the Christian population gaining the upper
hand in many areas of Spain.At last in 1492 A.D. the relationship between Muslims and
Spain came to the ultimate end
Reasons for the Fall of Muslims in Spain
1. Weakness of the Caliphs
The Caliphs who came to power after Hakam were not fit to be rulers and did
not possess the abilities required of successful rulers.
2. Change of Authority
Since the newly appointed Caliph Hisham was a minor, the actual power remained
with Hajib Al Mansoor who worked as a security person earlier. This led to the
discontentment and envy of the nobles in the palace as each one tried to occupy
the Caliphate himself.
3. Outside Interference in the Internal Affairs
Christians interfered with the affairs of the state frequently and made the Caliphate
weak.The outside Christians with connivance of the internal populace made
frequent invasions and wasted the resources of the state in fighting.
4. Tribal Conflicts
The enmity and the continued feud among the Arab tribes also paved the way to
weaken the state.
Due to these causes, there appeared many small states within Spain and finally the
Umayya rule fell and disappeared in Spain.
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6. The Rule of Mughals
(1526 -1858 A.D – 932 – 1274 Hij)
Introduction
The Mughals established a famous dynasty rule in India. In the history of India the time
of the Mughal rule is considered as the golden age of Islamic rule in India. Ruling for
more than three hundred years, they had under their flag a vast territory from Afghanistan
to many parts of the Subcontinent. They played a greater role in the political, economical
and social changes in India.
The Mogul empire was established in India when the Turkish- Mongolian Dimurut leader
Baber defeated the last Delhi King Ibrahim Lody in the Panipet war in 1526 A.D. The
term „Mogul is a Persian word denoting the Mongolian. There were the descendants of
the Mongolians accepting Islam as their religion.
The Moguls established a rule based on the Islamic law in India. By the tolerance
exhibited by them all the peoples of India belonging to different groups lived
independently. All the peoples were allowed to practice their own religions without any
hindrance. The non Muslims serving in the state armed forces were exempt from the
Jizya tax.
During the reign of the Mughals, the Islamic culture was preserved. Apart from Muslims,
non Muslims also regarded the cultural practices with great esteem and adopted it as an
honour.
Mughals made great attempts to get rid of the caste system in India. Many non Muslims
appreciated their efforts and were encouraged to become Muslims.
Famous Mughal Kings
Baber

1526-1530

Humayun

1530-1540, 1555-1556

Akbar

1556-1605

Jahangir

1605-1627

Shahjahan

1627-1658 -1666

Orangazib

1658-1707
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Zahl-ud-Din Muhammed Baber (1526 -1530 A.D./ 932-937Hijri) 80
He ruled India when Sulaiman was ruling Turkey, Francis the first, was ruling France,
Charles the fifth was ruling Germany and Hendry the eighth was ruling England.
Compared with these rulers Baber remained a war hero, artist and scholar. That is why
writers like Winson and Smith hail him as the best ruler of Asia in the sixteenth century.
With great humanity and character he cared for his friends and relatives much. Unlike
the other kings ruling India, he established a permanent rule and gave a stable and
peaceful life for his citizens. Although his brother Nazeer Mirza offended him many a
times, he persevered with confidence and rendered a great service to the Indian people.
He had great faith in Allah and depended on the divine will for all consequences. Neither
being heartbroken by defeat nor being relaxed at victories he marched forward with his
activities and maintained good governance.
He was the son of Umar Sheik, the ruler of Farkhana in 1483 A.D. The Turkish term
'Barber means' 'the tiger'. Keeping with his name he was courageous and strong. He
was a descendant of Jangis Khan and Thaimur, the warlords of the central Asia. After
the sudden death of his father, Baber had to shoulder the responsibility of governance at
the tender age of eleven.
First he became the ruler of Samarkandh and after losing it became the ruler of Kabul in
Afghanistan in 1504. He led a force against the Indian ruler Ibrahim Lody and defeated
him. This invasion is called the first Panipat invasion by historians. After this many more
battles were undertaken by him: the 2nd Panipat invasion, Khanwab battle, Sandari
battle, Gogra River Battle etc.,
He was a versatile personality. He excelled in many fields as an artist, poet, literati,
orator, and architect. He possessed high moral characteristics of kindness, love, heroism,
tolerance and generosity.
1. His well trained army was fully disciplined and fully focused on capturing India.
2. They also had the expertise of employing modern weapons.
3. Further Barber himself was a well trained and battle-experienced commander
and military strategist.
He imposed the rule of law all over India and maintained peace with discipline whilst
preserving good relationship with the population. He made efforts to eliminate theft and
robbery in the state. He saved the people from the oppression of the tribal rulers.
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He wrote his bibliography in Turkish language under the title 'Baber Naama'. He also
composed poems under the titles 'War', 'Love' , 'Drink' etc., Adoping the Hanafi school
of thought,he also penned a religious law book.
He constantly exhausted himself in battles without rest and the climatic conditions of
India was also not favourable to his health. He became sick as a consequence and also
was distressed by the incurable disease affecting his son Humayun. His health speedily
deteriorated and suffering stomach disorder he passed away in 1530 A.D. When he
was in his death bed he appointed his son Humayun as his heir to the throne.
Humayun (1530 -1556 A.D/937-963 Hijrat)
His full name is Nasirudeen Humayun. He was born in Kabul in 1508 A.D. His mother
was Mahim Begum. At the very early age he learned Arabic, Persian and Turkish
languages and acquired knowledge of Maths and Astrology.
He was sworn in as the king under the name Shah Nasirudeen Humayun in Agra in
1530 A.D.
The disgruntled people in his family, his own brothers, Rajaputras, and Afgahs made
attempts to topple him at the very beginning. Conspiracies and plots ensued against
him. As his father on his death bed had advised him to maintain cordial relations with the
brothers and cousins, he faithfully observed the advice to the letter and continued the
good relationships with them. He appointed his brother Khamran as the governor of
Kabul and Khandahar. Another brother Hinda was given the governorship of Mewath.
With all these good deeds for them by Humanyun, these brothers turned out to be
harmful to the king.
After enthroning as the king, he had to confront many a protests against him. He attempted
to break these protests without proper plans of action. He embraced the opponents
with an open mind and kind heart. His soft approach was the reason for his downfall.
After being defeated by SherHaq in the battle of Kanosib, he lost his kingdom. Till
recapturing the throne again in 1555, he went all over the country seeking support. At
this deplorable time, even his brothers were not willing to accept him. Finally with the
help of the Persians, he captured Delhi. Although he captured the kingdom after a
prolonged period of struggle, he was not able to enjoy the fruits. When stepping down
from the library he fell unconscious and died in 1556 A.D. At the time of his death, his
son Akbar was in a camp far away. Till the arrival of Akbar, the death of Humayun was
concealed for 17 days. He was buried only after the arrival of his son Akbar.
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He ruled India for more than a quarter century. Of this time five years were spent
wandering like a nomad in many countries facing hardships. His entire time of ruling was
filled with many trials and difficulties and he could not provide with a stable and
progressive government to India. However he played a major role in the development
of arts and literature. The arts of architecture and painting progressed as the architects
and artists were brought from Persia and encouraged to practice their arts in India.
He had a kind heart and was charity minded. He had the large heart to forgive others.
He never wanted to harm or oppress others. But his life was full of struggles. As these
struggles were coming to an end, his life also ended.
Of all the inheritance left behind by Humayun to his country, his son Akbar is considered
the greatest of assets to be bequeathed to India. Humayun who tried to befriend even
his enemies is hailed as a matured human being by the historians.
Akbar (1556-1605/ 963-1014)
Emperor Akbar was one of the greatest rulers of India. He grew up amidst many
difficulties and was a man of valour and wisdom. He was a war hero and a man of
wisdom who founded a great empire in India displaying great tolerance in accommodating
religious differences. He tried to find an ultimate solution to the religious conflicts in
India by infusing both religions Islam and Hinduism into one code.
He never faced defeat in any battle. The impressions of his good governance could be
found even in the English reign that came after the Mughals. Posts and positions were
offered to people without any discrimination on the basis of religion, during his time. The
tribute goes to him for the establishment of an empire joining closely all the religious
people of India. The reform he brought into the administration of land tax and other
areas of social activities earned him a permanent place in the history. The educated
were happy and with his patronage of fine arts and performance arts talents were
encouraged to develop in the country. He was an exceptional ruler with rare characteristics
and was a unique emperor without parallel in the history of India.
His father was Humayun, the emperor of the Mugal empire. When Humayun was
wandering in the Sindh region after losing his power, Akbar was born in a small town
called Amarkotte..In his childhood Akbar did not like book learning. Although the Persian
scholar Abul Lathif was appointed as his full time tutor, Akbar did not show much
interest in education. On the contrary he showed great passion for active sports such as
horse riding, target shooting with arrows and hunting. By nature he had great intelligence
and memory.
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Following the sudden demise of his father Humayun, he was enthroned at the age of
thirteen as the emperor of the Mughal Empire in Agra in 1556. Since he was only a boy,
the affairs of the state were vested with his assistant called Fairam Khan. After reaching
the age of 18, Akbar decided to take into his own hands the full responsibility of the
state affairs and this led to a dispute with Fairam Khan. Akbar got rid of Fairam Khan
with the help of another assistant and took full control of the empire.
After stabilizing his rule over India, he wanted to expand the empire. As a first step he
led a force to Qwaliyoor Fort and conquered it. Following this many other regions,
including, Malawam ( 1561), Gonduwaana ( 1564), Seedur ( 1567), Gujarat ( 1572),
East Bengal ( 1574), Mewar ( 1576) and Kashmir ( 1586) fell into his hand. He also
captured regions of Daccan, Ahmed Nagar,and Kandesh subsequently.
In order to further strengthen and consolidate his reign, he attempted to improve his
relationship with Rajaputs. Akbar realized that the support of the Hindu heroes of
Rajaput is essential for the sustained rule of the Mughals in India. He had a flexible
approach with the Rajaputs. Without antagonizing the Hindus, he embraced them into
his fold. He married the daughter of the king of Jaipur, Biharmal, who acceded to his
empire. Prince Salim was his son. He married some more daughters of the kings who
paid tributes to him and came under his empire. He also encouraged his relatives to
marry Hindu women. He also placed many Rajaputs in high positions in his administration.
He looked at these arrangements as benevolent to the empire.
The policy of associating with the Rajputs paved the way for unity between the Muslims
and the Hindus. Exchange of views and culture took place without any obstacles. Hindus
took interest to learn Islamic languages of Urdu and Persian whilst Muslims showed
interest for learning Hindi and Sanskrit. This practice finally attracted Akbar towards
the policies of the Hindu religion. Apart from allowing his Hindu wives to perform Hindu
rituals and ceremonies, he also participated and followed some of the Hindu religious
observances. Every day he would stand near the balcony window and offer ritual
appearance for the general public. He celebrated the Hindu festivals of Deepavali and
Sivarathri with the Hindus. He made it a habit to place the Hindu marks of ashes on his
forehead. He had a tuft of hair like the Hindus on his head and wore the turban with it.
He gave permission for the Hindu practice of prostrating in his palace.
On top of it all his zeal for pleasing the Hindus went far beyond and he introduced a new
creed of religion under the name of Deene Ilahi – Which means the Way of God. This
was an outcome of his deep belief that there should be a common religion for all in
India. In fact he was influenced by the thoughts of Wahdathul Vujud preached by the
Jisthiyad Thariqa – which is considered heretics by the majority Muslims.
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Like his grandfather he was a man with courage and firm mind dedicated to his duties.
Since he engaged in sports activities like horse riding and hunting, he had a well built
strong physique. It was his nature to undertake even a tough task with a positive liking.
Once he completed riding the 240 miles distance between Agra and Ajmeer in a single
day.
The unschooled Akbar had the wisdom of the world. This natural wisdom led him to
find a new religious code by combining Islam and Hinduism.
He also showed great interest in the development of architecture in India. To celebrate
the birth of his son Salim he constructed a new town of nine mile circumference
surrounded by walls on three sides within Agra. Princess Jodi Bhai Palace, Pirbal House,
Deewani ghas, Red Fort, Dewani Aam, Elephant Gate, Hiran Minar, Lahore Fort and
Alahabad Fort are some of heritages left by him for exhibiting his architectural passion.
Religious reforms introduced by him stand out among his social changes. He prohibited
the traditional practice of Hindu widows dying on the pyre of their Hindu husbands. He
also forbade the child marriage prevalent in the society. He imposed a rule that the
consent of both bride groom and the bride was an important prerequisite for the marriage
to take place. He limited the marriageable age as 16 for men and 14 for women. He
allowed only those who were without children to marry again. But he himself was married
to many women.
He made many reforms in the educational field. He brought changes in the syllabus of
education in schools. He ordered the teaching of ancient literature in schools and made
arrangements for the education of Arithmetic, Medicine, Astronomy and Economy in
schools.
On the spiritual side Akbar is compared to the emperor Asoka. He took part in religious
debates and insisted that the Supreme Being was only one. He attributed lack of
Knowledge about God as the basic reason for feuds based on religious differences.
The efforts he made to create a society based on religious unity were revolutionary.
However since his thoughts were contrary to the basic Sharia of Islam, he was criticized
by the religious scholars vehemently.
After a prolonged reign of 50 years, he laid down his life at the age of 63. His tomb is
present at a place called Sikkandra at Agra.
Jahangir (1605-1627/1014-1036)
When he was dying the desire of Akbar was to see his son Salim as the heir to the
throne. Accordingly Salim became the emperor by the assumed name, Noorudeen
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Mohammed Jahangir Badusha Khazee on the 21st October, 1605 A.D. The Persian
term 'Jahangir meant' 'The one Ruling the world'. He enthusiastically learned the languages
of Persian, Turkish and Hindi. He also excelled in education acquiring a good knowledge
of Literature, Arithmetic, Geography, Biology, Botany, Music and Painting. He learned
under the prominent tutors like Abdur Rahim, the son of FairamKhan. He possessed
many good characteristics but also owned some bad characters.
At the age of seventeen he became addicted to drinking. He also indulged in lust. His
evil habits and conducts played havoc on his health. Finally at his last days he lost all his
authority and became a puppet in the hands of his beautiful wife Noorjahan.
After becoming the emperor Jahangir initiated some reforms. Of these reforms there
was a notice published by him under the title Dastarul Amal – the twelve commandments.
He also undertook some important measures such as:
1. Release of the prisoners
2. Printing and circulating coins with his name.
3. His concern regarding the dispensation of justice.
4. The hanging of ‘search bell’ at the fort of Agra. A golden chain was attached to
the bell. Whoever sought justice could pull the chain and ring the bell to receive
the audience with the King to find solutions for their problems. The King would
hear their grievances and take necessary steps to solve them.
Like in the time of the earlier Mugals, even during the time of Jahangir there were many
battles in many places. The following battles were note worthy:
1. The Battle in Bengal (1612)
2. Mewar Invasion (1614)
3. Daccan Invasions (1608-1617)
4. Gangara (1620)
He also lost the region of Kandahar which was re-conquered by his father Akbar after
Humayun had once lost it. The refusal of his son Kurram to follow his orders to march
with a force to Kandahar was the main reason for the loss. When his eldest son Kusru
rebelled against him, he successfully suppressed it.
He was a man fond of luxury and easy life. Therefore the empire was actually ruled by
his lover and wife Noorjahan. She made him a puppet and gathered all the authority
under her. She positioned her relatives in important posts. She named her brother as
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Asab Khan and gave him an important place in the royal palace. Noorjahan’s father
Khiyas Beig also had great influence in the palace. Women of the time enjoyed their
rights and privileges. Encouraging the development of fine arts, he sang his own songs in
the Persian language.
His son Qurram protested against him as he acted with unlimited authority. Jahangir
took to excessive drinking and became sick. He passed away in Kashmir whilst
vacationing in 1627 A.D. His wife Noor Jahan passed away in 1645.
Shajahan (1627-1658/1037-1067)
He was born as the third son of the Emperor Jahangir in 1592 in Lahore. His mother
Palmathi was the daughter of Udai Singh. His actual name was Mirza Qurram. He had
the facial features of King Akbar. He was shown much love at the small age and was
pampered much by the father. Showing great interest in the Persian language, he also
progressed well in many subjects such as Politics, Religion and Medicine. He married
Meersa in 1610 A.D. and Arjumandh Banu Begum in 1612 A.D. Apart from these
wives he also had the company of many a ladies in the palace.
Opponents who disliked his succession as the King made many plots against him.
Noorjahan was also involved in some of the conspiracies against him. However he was
not intimidated by these oppositions but shrewdly put down them with a firm mind. In
1628 A.D. he enthroned as the Moghul emperor under the name Abul Musafir
Shahabudeen Mohammed Shajahan.
His time of rule is lauded as the golden era of the Mughal Empire. Great prosperity and
progress prevailed in the empire.Many large and beautiful parks were constructed in
Delhi, Lahore and Kashmir, exhibiting his passion for gardens and their landscape with
beautiful flowers. He was adept in maintaining a stable administrative mechanism and
implementing reforms in land taxes by identifying the suitability of officers and soldiers
for the tasks. By removing the governors and high officials imposing difficulties on the
general public, he ensured peace and harmony in the society.
The empire during his time was extensive and vast. He looked after the people with love
and kindness. The architectural excellence of the Mughals reached its pinnacle during
his reign. Tajmahal is a living symbol of love, poetry in architecture and an edifice
magnificent in its design. He himself described it as a 'heaven on earth'. Constructed
with white marbles, it remains a wonder of the world today. He was made the wealthiest
with the wealth inherited from his ancestors and the prospering commerce and trade in
the empire combined with the large amount of taxes received from the vast land areas of
the empire. The unlimited wealth in his hand induced him to take interest in arts and
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architecture. Many magnificent buildings were raised by him. Described as the Augustus
of the Moghals, he sat on a peacock throne made of pure gold and embedded with
gems and pearls. His palaces were illuminated by the presence of war heroes, poets
and great artists.
Like Akbar he embraced all communities without distinguishing them on account of
their religious affiliations. Many Hindus occupied prominent positions and his son Dara
moved with Hindus very closely.
Although he was the son of Rajaputry lady, the religious devotion of his beloved wife
Mumthaz had a great influence over him. Therefore the Muslims of his time called him
the savior of the religion. He was more conservative than his father. Even though he was
not a fanatic, his actions at times indicated the devotion to Islam in him. He never
inflicted any hardship on non Muslims but gradually got rid of the practices of religious
assimilation by Akbar.
Being a passionate person of the literati, he devoted much energy and time for the cause
of fine arts and literary pursuits. He patronized a number of scholars and poets. He
would put gold coins into the mouth of the famous poet Kudsi in appreciation of his
poems. He also encouraged music and contributed for its development. His contribution
to the Persian literature is significant. The famous edifices such as Thaj Mahal, Pearl
Mosque, Jamiah Mosque, Red Fort, Shajahanbad are some of the architectural
accomplishments of this emperor. He constructed the peak throne in seven years.
With all such distinctions emperor Shajahan had to suffer greatly at the last days of his
life. He was imprisoned by his son Orangazeb and was disgraced by the cruel prison
guard called Mudamad. He breathed his last looking anxiously at the edifice of his love
called Tajmahal without even being offered water to quench his thirst. He was also
perhaps the most unfortunate king in the world to witness the pathetic situation of his
four sons born to the same mother quarrelling and battling with each other.
Orangazib (Alamgir) (1658 – 1707/ 1068 -1117)
He was the third son of emperor Shajahan born in Dohath in 1618 A.D. He had Pir
Mohammed Hashim Jeylani, Mulla Jeevan, Mohammed Khanoji and Abdul Hameed
Sulthanpuri as his early tutors. He was an enthusiastic learner and excelled in his studies.
He composed many poems in the Persian language. Taking interest in the Sufism at the
very early age, he preferred a life of simplicity casting aside the lavish and luxury lifestyle
of the palace. Therefore the people called him, Fakir Prince – The Poor Prince. At the
age of 24 he used to find solace in solitude by meditating in the forest area. Once he
declared that he would leave the palace life and become an ascetic. But destiny pulled
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him to the worldly affairs and placed him on the throne of the empire. In fact he deserved
the throne with his characteristics and abilities. He topped all other emperors in his piety
and sense of justice along with a strong physique.
His devotion to Islam was very high. He realized that by reforms introduced by Akbar,
Islam was denied its due place and the influence and the power of the Hindus had
grown. He attempted to rectify the situation and worked hard to give Islam its due
place. He compiled the verdict given by the religious scholars of his time into a book
titled, 'Fathwa Alamgir'.
He was a courageous war hero. It is said he also possessed the ability to control the
tiger like his predecessors Akbar and Shajahan. He commanded a large force of ten
thousand horse men and four thousand infantry men at the age of 16 and was given the
privilege of using the royal red tent. He was appointed as the governor of Daccan at the
age of 18. When he was the governor of Gujarat, king Shajahan appointed him as the
commander of the army for invading the Balk region.
When Shajahan was seriously ill, his children lost all hopes of recovery and competed
to seize the throne. Fearing that irreligious activities would spread if the other brothers
came to power, Orangazib with the help of his brother Murad opposed them and won
the throne. However he could occupy the throne only after arresting and imprisoning his
father. After becoming the emperor he named himself as ‘Alamgari’ meaning the one
controlling the world. From the day of occupying the throne, he had to face many a
struggles till his demise.
After proclaiming himself as the emperor also, he continued his simple way of life. He
realized that the lavish and luxurious lifestyles were the reason for the down fall of many
rulers.
Possessing gentle manners, he always heeded the advice of scholars. He removed all
pomp and show from the palace. He stopped the practice of honouring the high officials
with golden clothes. He ordered that gifts should not be brought in the silver trays
depicting vanity. He also put an end to the practice of appearing for the view of the
public from the balcony. Coming to understand that the Hindus considered such a practice
as a religious ritual worship of the sovereign and observed fasting, he abhorred the
practice and ended it.
He had the habit of talking less but put his plans into action without delay. Living like an
ascetic eating simple food and wearing ordinary clothes, he never turned to women and
drinks to find pleasure. He avoided using the Baithulmaal fund for personal requirements.
As he took state action to implement Islamic way of life in practice, the Siks, Jaads and
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Marati communities stopped supporting him. He ignored every thing that came against
Islam and adhered to the practice of the Sunnath Wal Jamaat. He observed the
compulsory prayers even during the battles. It is said he sent two copies of the Holy
Quran written by his own hand to the Masjidun Nabavi.
In his preface to the book, 'the world history', the congratulatory note of the poet
Vairamuthu is illustrative:
“The last will written by Orangazeb is an evidence of the purity in the life of Orangazeb
who is criticized as an oppressive ruler: - The money made by selling the caps weaved
by my own hands amounting to four rupees and two anaas is under my pillow. Please
use this money to buy my burial shroud- This last will of Orangazeb washes away all the
blames put on Orangazeb”
In the same book it is also mentioned, ‘The amount of Rs.350’ earned by me copying
the Holy Quran is in my purse. On the day I die,give this money to the poor. The grave
of this nomad should be very simple facing the sky. No decoration or beautification
should be done. No processions. No music. My grave should be covered with soil. Let
greenish plants grow on it.”
After suffering sickness for 13 days, he passed away in 1707 A.D. His janaza was
buried very simply at Doulabaad according to his wish.
The great poet Allama Iqbal narrated, “Your simple grave – the tomb without any
decoration – is an evidence that you were the best among all the kings who ruled the
world”
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7. The Turkish Usmanian Rulers
Important Rulers
Awrakhan
The founder of the Usmanian Rulers, Usman left for his son 16000 square kilometers of
land and a profound advice. Osman and the later Usmanian rulers followed the advice,
it is said. The Usmanian historian recorded this advice as follows:
“My dear son ! I warn you against involving in anything that your Lord and Sustainer
Allah had not commanded.Whenever you face any major problem in the governing,
take refuge with the Islamic scholars.”
“Honour those who abide by you. Give good facilities to the warring heroes. Let not the
devil deceive you magnifying your military strength and wealth. I warn you against going
astray from the Sharia”
“My dear son! You know our goal is to seek the pleasure of Allah the Sustainer of the
worlds. You also know that only through Jihad, struggle in the way of Allah, the light of
our religion will spread all over the world. Therefore focus your attention in seeking the
pleasure of Allah.”
“Dear Son! We are not of those who wage war for the sake individual ambition for
territorial domination. We live in Islam and we die for Islam. You are only fit for that.”
Perhaps this advice was the cause for their attention to educational institutions and
military establishments along with their great regard for scholars. In fact they focused on
Jihad to the extent of taking the banner of Islam far and wide. They also took great
interest in the development of civilization and good administration.
They established the first Islamic University of the Usmanian Rulers and the first well
organized army of the world.
Awra Khan who took over the reigns after the death of his father Usman ruled in a
benevolent manner. His brother Alaudeen who took office as the Prime Minister also
continued with good administration.
He started the minting of gold and silver coins. He introduced a perfect organizational
structure of the army. Earlier the army was always gathered during the war time and
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then dismissed. Alaudeen introduced a change into this system and established a
permanent army in the country on the advice of a minister called Kurra Kaleel with his
assumed name of Khairudeen Basha. He advised the creation of this army by training
the war prisoners in an Islamic way leaving out their ethnicity and parental lineages.
After establishing the army unit, they were taken to the sheikh of Bakthashia and with
his prayers they were named Yanidasary. In Turkish language it meant a new army unit.
Gradually this name became twisted into Arabic as Al Ingishari. From this period the
army of the Osmanians was called Yanidasary – Ingishari.
Actually his father Usman passed away when Awarkhan was laying siege to the city of
Borsha. Subsequently the city was seized and vested with the Usmanian Rulers.
Awrakhan made this city his capital. Borsha was a city blessed with natural resources
and fine climate. This was also a strategically important city. Afterwards he dispatched
his troops to seize the left over cities of the Romans in Asia Minor. He also sent troops
to Izmit and captured it. At that time only the city of Ajnik was left behind as the city
belonging to the Romans in the Asian side. Awrakhan laid siege to the city for two years.
When the city surrendered to him, he took great care of the population and treated
them with tolerance and justice. He allowed the people to continue with their religious
practices and rituals. He allowed anyone willing to leave the city to sell their property
properly.
The benevolent conduct of the Sultan attracted the minds of the people towards him.
He established many schools and orphanages in the city. He appointed his son Sulaiman
Badusha as the governor of the city. On the death of Alaudeen, Sulaiman Badusha was
promoted as the prime minister of the empire.
In 1336 A.D., Awrakhan captured the region called Kurra on the western frontier of the
Turkish land and the southern side of the Murmur sea. The existing dispute between the
two princes of the regions made the conquest easier for the Ottoman forces.
After this conquest he focused his attention in strengthening the internal administration.
He made arrangements for the people to live in security and improved the conditions for
their livelihood. He constructed many mosques, Thakias and schools including two high
schools in Borsha and Ajnik. He only established the first University of the Osmanian
empire. He looked after the intellectuals, scholars and poets. Along with improvements
in the battlefields he attempted to enhance the living standards of people in peace time.
At a time when the attention of the Sultan was focused on the welfare of the people
inside the empire, the Roman king of Constantinople John Paleologus sent a delegation
to the Sultan. The delegation requested the Sultan to help the Roman King to protect
himself from the onslaught of the Serbian king Dusan. Acceding to the request of the
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Roman king, the Sultan dispatched an army division to Constantinople, but before they
reached the city the king Paleologus had died suddenly.
During this time, the Osmanians landed on the coastal areas of Europe and ascertained
the vulnerability of the Romans and tried to create a few places for them to set foot on
the European soil.
Under the leadership of AwraKhan the Royal Prince Sulaiman Badusha with some of
his best forty soldiers crossed the Adrinal bay and reached the European shore in the
night. After seizing many places there, they returned safely to their camps on the shore.
Gradually the Usmanian forces reached the European coast and the number of fighters
exceeded 30,000. This large force seized the important harbor Dasnab. They also
brought Kalibol fort and the cities of Absala and Rodesto under their control.
The prince Sulaiman Badusha, who initiated such great victories fell from his horse to
death. His brother Muradh became the royal prince and Khairudeen Basha became the
prime minister.
Sultan Awrakhan died at the age of 81 in 1360 A.D. He made great achievements
during his 35 year rule by expanding the empire and reforming the administration to suit
the expansion. He was buried in the same burial ground where the six former Sultans
were buried.
Following him his son 1st Murad Khan ascended the throne of the empire. History
records that Sultan Murad instilled fear into the hearts of the European kings and achieved
many victories.
Sultan Fayasid the first (1389-1402 A.D.)
The fourth ruler of the Usmanian Rulers came to power after the assassination of his
father the Murad, the first. He was a highly feared fighter with great heroism and was
called as the Fayasid – the thunder. The Usmanian kingdom raised its status from a
small sovereign into a large kingdom during his time.
He was a ruler with great ambition. He had the desire to bring the entire Turkish region
under one flag. He worked hard and struggled much for realizing his goal. He also had
the greater ambition of bringing the entire Muslim world under his sovereignty. As such
he had to confront the Mamlook rulers in Syria and Egypt. He planned a great battle
with them. In the meantime the invasion by Mongolian ruler Thaimur Lang became a
great obstacle for this.
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As a matter of fact Fayasid subdued many regions in Turkey without any battles. He
had to wage battle against only a few small rulers. At the end all small sovereigns were
eliminated and the flag of Turkish State was hosted everywhere.
He was passionate about jihad. Like his predecessors he confronted the west bravely
and seized Albania and Romana and held siege to Constantinople for seven months.
Since the Pope of that time,Poliva, declared a crusade all over Europe and gathered
fighters to face him, he had to drop the siege.
The objective of the European crusade was to destroy the Turks and capture Jerusalem.
Fighters from France, England, Germany, Italy, Spain, Holland and other European
countries took part zealously in the battle. This famous battle is called the battle of
Nicopola since it took place at the city of Nicopola. The western forces embraced
defeat at the hands of Muslims in the battle on the 27th September,1396 A.D. Many
French leaders were taken as war prisoners. The prince Kontinivaar of Borginiwa at
the eastern border of France was one of the captives. For his release had to take an
oath promising not to wage a war again. When a decision was taken to release the
captives, Fayasid addressed the prince Kontinivaar as follows:
“ Kont! You can battle with us in order to wipe out the disgrace faced by you. I grant
release from the promise you made. I am not afraid about your coming back to combat
me. If I am afraid I would not have released you from the prison. Therefore you can
come whenever you wish. You will see me and my heroes confronting you again. Because
I am born to defeat the crusaders in front of you”
King Fayasid sent the news of his victory at Nikopolio to the Abbasid Caliph
Muthawakkal. The Caliph acknowledged the message and sent a sword and dress to
the king to honour him. This meant the Caliph recognized Fayasid as the Sultan for the
Roman region. This way he became the first Osmania ruler to gain the title of 'Sultan'.
The famous Osmanian historian Shihabudeen Thakeenak commented, “Actually the
reaction of the Caliph showed the official acceptance of the reality of the Osmania
rulers”
Again Sultan Fayasid laid siege to Constantinople. If not for the destructive invasion of
Thaimur Lang, he would have conquered Constantinople and brought major areas under
the rule of the Turks.
The Invasion of Thaimur Lang
The invasion of Asia Minor by the Dardar commander Thaimur Lang caused a great
loss to the Muslim world. When the Mongolians invaded Bagdad, one of the Abbasid
princes sought refuge with the Sultan Fayasid. When the commander Thaimur asked
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Fayasid to hand over him to them, Fayasid did not oblige him. This refusal infuriated the
commander to wage an attack on the Sultan with a big force on Asiaminor and seize the
city of Seeval and murder his son Arthakaral. Sultan had to gather a great force to
oppose the Dardar Commander and both the forces fought a fierce battle at the valley
of Ankara. The battle that started before the sun rise, went on even after the sun set.
The combat by the Sultan was astonishing and the victory could have been to the
Sultan. But a part of the forces from the Sultan’s side treacherously joined the enemy
and weakened the strength of the Sultan’s army. Ultimately the Sultan had to taste
defeat and his son Musa was captured as a prisoner of war. His other sons Sulaiman,
Mohammed and Eesa escaped from the battlefield. Nothing was known about the fifth
son Mustafa Ali.
The courageous and heroic Sultan met a deplorable end. Although the imprisoned Sultan
was treated with respect by Thaimur Lang, with deep sorrow and sadness he breathed
his last at the prison within one year of his captive.
This destructive battle took place in the year of 1402 A.D. If not for this destructive
battle the history of Europe and the world would have been totally different.
The darkest period of the Osmanian rule started with this tragic battle. With the death of
the Sultan the regime collapsed and many small sovereign states started to appear in the
Turkish landscape. Thaimur Lang encouraged the formation of many small states in
Asiaminor. Bulgaria and Serbia became independent countries breaking away from the
Osmania state. Osmania was left with only a few small countries to name.
The sons of the Sultan fought with one another and were much disunited. This was a
great danger for the Osmania regime. His son Sulaiman had declared himself as the king
of Adrina. He entered into a treaty with the Roman King 2nd Emanual in order to
empower his position. He made concession to the Roman King by giving up the City
Salanik and the coastal area of the black sea. He tied a marriage knot with a relative of
the Roman King.
His another son Mohammed fought with an army division of Thaimur Lang and attempted
to free some regions of the mountainous area of the Asiaminor.
His son Eesa gathered the army unit left with him and proclaimed himself as the Sultan
of Osmania from the city of Borsha.
The worst part of it is that all these three sons approached Thaimur Lang for help to
destroy the one another. Thaimur Lang found this as an opportunity to destroy the
Osmania State and induced them to fight one another.
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Mohammed was the last of the children of Fayasid. He eventually overcame all other
brothers. His brother Eesa was killed in the battle. Gradually there were no enemies left
for him in the Asiaminor. Bailing out his brother Musa from the prison and making him
the commander for a large force, he set him up on his other brother Sulaiman who had
cultivated a relationship with the Romans. Although he lost in the first attempt, in the
second attempt he defeated Sulaiman and killed him outside the Adrina City Fort.
After this Musa desired to be an exclusive king for the European region of the Osmania
State. He also laid siege to Constantinople. Mohammed came to know about this desire
of his brother and at the same time, the king of Constantinople sought the help of
Mohammed. Taking advantage of the situation, he rushed to the city and turned the
siege of Constantinople to his side after a fierce struggle. The commanders of Musa’s
army started to desert him and finally he was killed. As a consequence Mohammed
became the exclusive ruler of the Usmania state.
He declared himself as the exclusive Sultan of all the remaining parts of the Turk territories.
He became famous as Mohammed Jalabi. With the beginning of his rule, the darkest
period after the invasion of Thaimur Lank also came to its end. Historians regard him as
the 5thUsmania King.
All his other brothers remained in power only for a short period and are not considered
as Usmanian kings by the historians.
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8. The Present Muslim World
Islam is a code of life comprising articles of faith, religious observances, rules and
regulations, ethical principles and moral standards. All activities of Muslims are based
on their principles of faith. The countries where majority of the people believe in Allah
as the one and only God and worship only Allah –are called Muslim countries. Muslims
living in these countries have their unique social, linguistic, cultural and traditional aspects.
However all these people in different countries are brethren closely connected by their
common religious faith and codes of conduct. According to Islam Muslims should not
differentiate themselves on the basis of being as Arabic or Ajamis or as the Majority or
the minority. On the basis of their religious faith they are all counted as one unique
religious community devoid of any superiority or inferiority complex born out of racial,
tribal, national or linguistic considerations.
Muslim majority countries exist in Asia,Africa and Europe. Countries like China and
India also have a huge population of Muslims although they are not Muslim majority
countries. Countries such as Tajikistan, Kasakistan and Uzbekistan which were earlier
under the Soviet Union are now independent countries. Bosnia which escaped the
ethnic cleansing of Yugoslavia is now a separate Muslim country in Europe.
The problems faced by the Muslim community are connected with the historical issues
affecting them. The rivalry between the Muslims and the Christians in Europe had made
many impressions in the mind of the peoples of both religions. Religious prejudices have
been harboured for generations and have widened the gap of understanding between
the communities. With the renaissance and the appearance of an intellectual class of
westernized people in Europe, the influence of western civilization penetrated the Muslim
world too. With the inventions and discoveries making the western world pioneering the
progress, the rest of the countries including the Muslim world had to adjust themselves
to the new situations. This also has created a new class of people in the Muslim world
who are modern in outlook and scientifically positive to the developments taking place
around them. By adopting a western life style some of them have moved away from the
religious way of life imposed on Muslims by Islam. There are others who have successfully
acquired the good side of the western civilization while maintaining their religious values.
In the contemporary world the number of converts to Islam has been increasing manifold.
Due to constraints in the social and political make up of the present world, it is not easy
to accurately assess the total population of Muslims in the world. It is said that the total
population of Muslims has exceeded 2 billion and has been on the increase more than
that of the Christian population.
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Muslim countries have contributed to the formation of an organization called the world
Muslim organization – Rabiatul Alamal Islami. In 1945 another organization called the
Arab Leage to foster unity among Muslims. In 1969 the Islamic Conference was
established for furthering the goal of Muslim interests.
Although Muslim countries identify themselves on the basis of Islamic followers, the
Islamic rules or laws are not implemented in these countries. There are secular courts
along with the Sharia courts for judicial exercise in the Muslim countries. The countries
where Muslims live on the basis of the Sharia are called Darul Islam. The countries
where Muslims live under the secular laws of the majority who are not abiding by the
Sharia law are called the Darul Qufr. In a country belonging to Darul Islam should have
the Islamic Sharia fully implemented in all spheres of life.
Among the total number of 56 Muslim countries, 21 are Arab. Of the total population of
Muslims 23% actually live in non Muslim countries as minorities. Most of these minority
Muslims live in Asia. When looked at from geographical perspective, 52% of the world
Muslims live in the African continent and 32% of the Asian population are Muslims.
According to the census taken in 2011, 7.6 percent of the European population are
Muslims.
The following countries comprise a population of more than 50% as Muslims:
In the African Continent:
Mozambique Niger

Cameron

Tanzania

Senegal

Ethiopia

Tunisia

Nigeria

Morocco

Sudan

Algeria

Comoros

Djibouti

Chad

Somalia

Zambia

Mauretania

Male

Pakistan

Libya
In the Asian Continent
Kazakhstan

Turkey

Lebanon

Malaysia

Bangladesh

Kirgizstan

Iran

Turkmenistan Afghanistan

Brunei

Maldives

Kuwait

Tajikistan

Uzbekistan

Bahrain

Syria

Qatar

Azerbaijan

U.A.E

Jordan

Oman

Indonesia

Yemen

Iraq

Saudi Arabia
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In the European Continent
The Muslim countries in the European continent are Turkey, Bosnia, Albania and Kosova
with a Muslim population of over 60%.
Although Muslims are a minority in France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Spain,
their number in each of these countries exceeds more than a million in these countries.
Islam is the fastest growing religion in Europe. There are three important reasons for this
development:
The migration of Muslims to European countries.
The birth rate among Muslim families is higher than that of the European families.
A large number of people being converted to Islam.
More than half of the younger generations of European Muslims were born in Europe
itself to parents who migrated in the 50s and 60s. They have grown up in a different
cultural environment from their parents and as such they look different in their social
attitudes and cultural values from their parents.
The worldwide Muslims can be categorized into five basic groups based on their
geographical origin, culture and personality traits:
1. The Arab Muslims
2. Non Arab Muslims in Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kashmir, India, Bangladesh,
Maldives and Sri Lanka.
3. The Malay Muslims of Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore and Thailand.
4. The African Muslims.
5. The Muslims of Turkey, Caucasian Region, Russia, Central Asia, Bosnia and Albania.
Muslim are supposed to be a community enjoining what is good and forbidding what is
wrong based on the teachings of Islam. Therefore their duty to be involved in the preaching
worldwide is a duty abiding on them. More than the English word, ‘Muslim world’ the
Arabic Term ‘Ummah’ signifies the unity of the Muslims.
Irrespective of the fact where they live all Muslims are on principle an important part of
the global Umma. Therefore the whole global Muslim community have to raise their
voice for the rights of Muslims in any part of the world and protest against injustice
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wherever it may take place. Whenever Muslims face problems in Kashmir, Palestine,
Iraq, Chechnya or Afghanistan, Muslims as a Umma world over are united in feeling this
as their own problem and are bound to raise their voice against injustice and seek a just
and fair solution to the problems.
With the fast growth of internationalizing problems, even when Muslims in Sri Lanka
face problems, the Muslims in the west and the east raise issues on international platforms
exhibiting their concern.
The following factors can be contributory for establishing unity and consensus among
the world Muslim Umma:
1. Muslims believe in Allah as the one and only God whilst others believe in some
form of polytheism or nature worship.
2. Muslims worldwide unanimously face the direction of Makkah whilst offering
their compulsory daily five times prayers.
3. The Holy Quran is the divine guidance of Muslims revealed by Allah and the
Sharia or Islamic Jurisprudence is made on the principles of the Holy Quran and
the teachings of the Prophet (peace be upon him). The fundamental principles for
the thoughts, culture and lifestyles are based on the Quran for all the peoples of
the Muslim countries and they can be united only on the basis of the Holy Quran.
4. Islam encourages the learning of Arabic as the language of the Holy Quran.
Although the Holy Quran is translated into many languages of the world, the
experience and appreciation of gaining the inspiration directly from the Quran
comes only through understanding in the original language of Arabic. The Holy
Quran is recited only in Arabic around the world.
5. Muslims from all over the world flock to Ka’ba annually for performing the Haj
and this gathering of all Muslims of the world in one place reflects the brotherhood
and equality emphasized by Islam.
6. When we look at history, it could be observed that Muslims project themselves
as single community with regard to all issues from the wars during the time of the
prophet (peace be upon him) to the present day conflicts in Palestine and Kashmir.
Muslims in greater number have taken part in the affairs of other Muslims throughout
history as a result of their close bond.
7. The prophets and messengers of Allah undertook their preaching on the basis of
the oneness of God. The showed mankind the way to salvation in this world and
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the next world. Islam is the climax of all these teaching evolving into perfection on
the basis of the revelation received by the final prophet Mohammed (peace be
upon him).
Most Muslim countries are situated geographically with strategic importance with
favourable environments for industrial production. Much natural resources are found in
these countries. This has attracted international attention for exploitation of these resources
for various objectives.
Muslims countries also play a pivotal role in connecting the African, Asian and European
continents geographically and socially.
The importance of the Middle eastern region has grown tremendously after the opening
of the Suez canal. This route plays a major role for facilitating trade of transporting oil
and other goods through sea between the European and Asian countries. Geographically
Muslims are benefited by the location of important trade transit points such as Suez
Canal in the Middle East, the Red Sea in the Arabian Peninsula, the Persian Gulf near
Iran, the Black sea at the Turkish border, the Bay of Bengal near Bangladesh, the
Chinese Sea bordering Indonesia and Brunei. Apart from this many Muslims countries
border the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. Apart from trade and transport, these
resources are significant for military activities. With such natural blessings of resources if
Muslim countries are united as one Umma their power would be unchallengeable.
Knowing this reality, the western countries have been manipulating the rulers with their
sinister plans to create dissension among the Muslim countries to make profit for
themselves in international trade and military activities.
Muslim countries also boast of large mineral resources, agriculture, farming and other
prosperity. Some of the important rivers and water resources are present in Muslim
countries. The diversity of the landscape and climatic conditions in these countries enable
them to produce a variety of crops. Versatility in landscape abound Muslim nations.
There are high mountain ranges, dense forests, greenish valleys, paddy fields and desert
landscapes covering the Muslim countries.
In rice production, countries like Malaysia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Egypt and Indonesia
are in the forefront. Iran, Afghanistan, Turkey, Baluchistan, Syria, Egypt and Iraq are
ahead in the production of wheat. Muslim countries also meet the global requirements
of oil, oil based products, sugar, cotton, vegetables, fruits ,rubber any many other essential
products by their large production capacities. Herbal remedies and farm animal products
are also produced in large scale in these countries for the world market.
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The Muslim world produces 40% of the requirements of cotton in the world. Nigeria
alone produces 72% of the rubber needed by the world. 75% of the oil for the world is
produced by Muslim countries. The phosphate required for the production of fertilizer
is obtained from the Muslim nations. The much sought after mineral Chrome is found in
Iran, Pakistan, Turkey, Sudan and Albania. 19% of the requirement of chrome is fulfilled
by the Muslim countries. Apart from this human resources from Muslim countries are
employed in many countries including the Middle East and the Far East regions. Top
level skilled personnel and professionals from Muslim countries are well employed in
the developed countries including the U.S.A. contributing to a brain drain in their own
countries.
Following the Hijrat to Medina, the prophet (peace be upon him) set an example on
how to establish a righteous state in the world. The Khulafa-e-Rashideen further
exemplified this during their pious rule. They carried forward the message of Islam into
the far corners of the world. They gave a practical reality to the vision of Caliphate
following the guidance of the teachings of Islam.
As a result of those noble efforts, Islam existed then as a spiritual guidance as well as a
mighty state power. The later day rulers shifted the capital of the Islamic state to Damascus
and Bagdad and paved the way for the disunity of the Muslims by adopting Un-Islamic
concepts in their social and political schemes. As a consequence the Caliphate of the
Muslim world was dismantled in 1924 A.D. Muslims remain as divided nations without
a central political leadership. Following the breakdown of the Caliphate, many antiMuslim forces made many schemes to weaken the Umma and implement their own
sinister plans in the Muslim world.
When we look back at history, we find following the renaissance of Europe with its
industrial revolution and scientific inventions, many Muslim countries including Indonesia,
Middle Eastern countries, Balkan States were colonized and came under the hegemony
of the European powers. Muslim countries lost their political freedom and their natural
and economic resources were widely exploited by the occupying European powers.
The colonial powers wanted to dominate these territories with impunity. They conspired
and penetrated the social outlook of Muslims and advocated nationalist trends in the
peoples of these conquered countries. They successfully shattered the unity between
the Turks and Arabs by inducing Arab nationalist flavor in the Arab region leading to the
final annihilation of the Caliphate. As a consequence the Arab territories were divided
into many small countries diminishing their shared power.
Muslim countries adopting foreign ideologies of Communism, Socialism, nationalism,
Bathism and Secularism are widely separated now indulge in conflicts and battles against
each other. The League of Nations created after the World War I and the United Nations
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organization created after the World War II are now manipulated by the western powers
to implement their own selfish agendas on Muslim countries and weaken them by these
conspiracies. They also misinterpret the Islamic ideology and indulge in misinformation
campaigns through modern media to create negative impressions about Muslims and
activate their sinister plans to control the resources.
However they are faced by a growing sense of Islamic values in the Muslim countries
and find themselves threatened by these developments. There are Islamic minded
organizations and institutions with a clear direction of the Holy Quran and the teachings
of the Prophet (peace be upon him) dedicatedly making efforts to revive the spirit of the
Muslim world and unite them under the banner of Islam.
The opponents of Islam and Muslims are fully aware of these developments and are
making concerted efforts to stop these organizations and institutions succeed. They also
help retrogressive and ill founded movements within the Islamic world to keep the
Muslims from realizing the dream by introducing alien doctrines of asceticism into Islam.
These ill founded movements in Muslim countries operate without proper understanding
of Islam by discouraging Muslims from educational pursuits. As many Muslim countries
are still backward in the allocation of proper budget and progressive plans for the
education of Muslims, the dynamism towards scientific and technological developments
in the Muslim countries is far behind the European countries.
On the other hand there remains confusion about the values of the western civilization in
the Muslim minds. Some totally follow the western civilization in the day to day life and
leave aside Islamic values altogether. They finally suffer an identity crisis by being neither
Muslims nor western. At the same time there are people who consider everything western
as alien to Islam and totally leave aside the benevolent values of the western society
including their sense of direction and education.
Most people do not differentiate between western civilization and Christianity. Although
most of the populations in the western nations are Christians by birth, they do not
observe or uphold Christian values as such. In fact the western nations effectively
separated the church from the state during their industrial revolution and their new western
civilization is based on free thinking and individual liberty. As a matter of fact some the
values adopted by the western civilization have their roots in the Islamic civilization in
Turkey and Spain.
So blindly opposing the values of the western society or accepting them all without
reservation are not appropriate.
However the enmity existing in the western world against Islam and Muslims is weakened
now by the changing political map of the world.
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Although some western countries have exploited the selfish rulers of the Muslim world
to carry forward their agenda, there are some benefits accrued to Muslims in the field of
education and civilization. The lack of education in the Muslim countries with regard to
their own religion as well as world affairs is a breeding ground for false notions and
social disorder in those countries.
This also provides a wrong picture about Islam to the western mind and their attitude
toward the Islamic Sharia, education, social and political set up of Islam becomes negative
on account of the prejudice created.
The Muslim countries do not have an education system based on religious lines but on
secular lines as in the western countries. Muslim youth are constantly exposed to secular
influence when they study in secular institutions and universities. Therefore the political
and social leaders of the Muslim communities are devoid of Islamic values totally moulded
by the their western upbringing. There is no doubt such leaders raise their voice against
the introduction of Sharia laws in Muslim countries.
The family as the basic unit of the Islamic society is fast changing with the exposure to
modern communication methods and there is the danger of the Islamic values being
eliminated from these family units. Secularism and materialism rule the daily life of Muslims
in many parts of the world. The use of modern devices of communication play a major
role in developing the characteristics of the Muslims in today’s world. As such
dissemination of Islamic knowledge through these new media is essential to counter the
evil influences prevalent in society.
A revival of Islamic thoughts with a proper plan is the need of the hour. However fearing
such revival as a threat to their illegitimate rule, the dictators in the Muslim world always
try to suppress these efforts with a dictatorial attitude.
It is evident that the Muslim population in general is devoid of the basic understandings
of the Holy Quran and the teachings of the Prophet (Peace be upon him) through
proper education as stipulated by our ancestors and need proper guidance by reformist
movements to enlighten them on all aspects of Islam to awake them from the deep sleep
induced by the misguidance of the westernized world.
False Propagation against Islam
Christians do not practice Christianity as preached in their own gospels. But their zeal
for missionary work for the conversion of other people to their religion is phenomenal.
By establishing religious propagation centres in many parts of the world, they spread
their message through free leaflets, books, magazines, radio programmes, Tv shows
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and the internet forums. In order to attract the Muslim youth to their side, they spread
false information about the Prophet (peace be upon him), his wives ,his companions
and the Islamic Sharia. They try to change the minds of the Muslims with their
presentations creating doubts in the minds of Muslims about Islam. Some of these
evangelist missions are connected with educational establishments set up by them with
young Muslim minds as their targets. The missionaries working are fully trained in the art
of dealing with prospective Muslim converts.
False Creeds
During the rule of the colonialists many creeds cropped up claiming to be Islamic. With
the absence of a centralized power, these creeds started to flourish with the patronage
of the enemies of Islam. As a consequence Communism, Qadianism and Bahaism and
other Un-Islamic creeds took roots in Muslim countries and mislead the Muslims away
from the conventional Islam. Many Muslim organizations, movements and Islamic scholars
have been involved in exposing the true nature of these creeds to safeguard Muslims
from falling prey to deviant theologies and practices.
Reasons for the failure of the Muslim Society
1. There was a failure to exercise Ijthihaad to find solutions to new problems
emerging in the world on account of development of science and technology. By
blindly adhering to old traditional verdicts without proper investigation taking
into account the new situations, the scholars failed the society in properly guiding
according to the new evolving environments.
Some Islamic movements emerged in order to rectify this situation and give the
Islamic society the much needed Islamic verdicts and thoughts to suit the new
problems. Through these reformative ideas came into existence many new
thoughts of Islamic interpretation. Instead of deviating from the original Islamic
teachings, these benevolent movements staunchly adhered to the fundamental
and original principles of Islam.
On the other side the secular forces within the Islamic countries also took
advantage of the prevailing situation and introduced secular reforms devoid of
Islam. In 1914, Tunisian secular politicians got rid of the Sharia law and introduced
secular laws modeled on the French system to steer the country with a modern
outlook. Islamic practices were discouraged and women were encouraged to
leave the Islamic dress code of Hijab and adopt western dresses.
2.

By abolishing the Caliphate, the unity of the Muslims was put into a disarray. In
1924, after abrogating the Islamic Sharia the secular Turkish leader Mustafa
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Kamaal Ataturk assumed power as the first president of the People s Republic
of Turkey. The state and the mosque were separated and the Sharia law was
abolished in Turkey. Public preaching of Islam was forbidden and the language
of Turkey switched to Latin alphabets from Arabic. People were encouraged to
move freely in western dress and women were prohibited from wearing hijab in
schools and government institutions. Secularism gripped the Turkish life and the
people gradually drifted away from Islam.
1. With these new developments taking place in the Arab and Muslim world, a
foundation was laid for the progress of secular thoughts and western culture.
2. With the emergence of racial and tribal oriented class feelings Muslim society
became devoid of the much needed unity.
3. The relationship with the fundamental source of Islam, the Holy Quran became
deteriorated and western languages became more influential in the daily life
of Muslims than the Arabic language.
4. The educational system became irreligious and secular without any room for
Islamic values.
5. Consequently the secularly educated Muslim society lacked Islamic identities
and norms in practice as well as individual conducts.
These efforts to stagnate the Islamic thoughts in the Muslim world have been undertaken
politically in the recent past too. To appease the western world the concept of Jihad has
been downplayed and totally ignored. Even when Muslim movements with an Islamic
ideology were successful in democratically conducted elections, depicting the favourable
public mood for Islam, the evil powers backed by western interests have deprived them
of their opportunities to come to power.
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9. Islamic Arts and Sciences
The contribution of Muslim Intellectuals towards Science
The Holy Quran was revealed as a religious scripture. Contradiction of well established
scientific facts cannot be found in the holy book. The book contains verses that are
perfectly in harmony with the scientifically proven facts.
Scientific knowledge is based on the two factors of observation and deep understanding.
The first factor is connected with physical senses and the second factor is connected
with activities of the mind.
The Holy Quran admonished the people to employ the reasoning power to verify the
creation of the world. The whole universe and its continued expansion establish the
fundamental principle of Islam that God is one and He controls the universe.
Therefore pondering over the creation of Almighty God is a deed praiseworthy considered
an Ibadat in Islam.
In the Holy Quran, Allah constantly reminds the people to ponder about His creations
and improve the faith in the One God.
In the story about the prophet Ibrahim the Holy Quran narrates the incident in his life
when he came to the conclusion about Allah. After sighting the Sun, the moon and the
stars with deep thoughts, he sensitively observed their disappearance and concluded
that things that disappear could not be gods. This conclusion of Ibrahim was in contrary
to the prevailing situations in his society where people worshipped the sun, the moon
and the stars as gods.
The Holy Quran by narrating the incident indicates that observation of the creation of
Allah could lead one to the realization of the truth eventually.
It also proclaims that, “In order to become convinced, We showed him our creations in
the heaven and on earth to Ibrahim” (Al-Quran)
If we have to understand the truth, it is important to observe things and use our thinking
power to realize their nature. In fact everything we see around us is the creation of
Allah. And the laws of nature discovered by Scientists are indeed laws of nature created
by Allah.
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The Holy Quran portrays those who do not observe with their senses and think with
their minds as livestocks or worse than that.
The Holy Quran motivated the Muslims to think deeply with its many verses describing
the natural phenomena of the different stages of the moon, the fixed orbiting of the Sun
and the earth, their proportionate formation, the creation in pairs, the station of mountains,
the moving of the clouds and many more.
The Holy Quran mentions about the different societies who lived and perished on the
earth. Its indication of historically significant places and motivated a desire for searching
such places.
Further Muslims from different parts of the world have to travel to Makkah to perform
Haj. Travel manuals were prepared with information regarding the different regions and
their climatic conditions, roads, available lodging facilities for Hajis when they had to
stay in these regions on their way to Makkah. When Muslims from different parts of the
world gather in Makkah, it gave them the opportunity to know each other, discuss
matters of mutual concern and share their experience. In that way Haj was also
instrumental in motivating people to know and develop knowledge about geographical
locations.
Every Muslim is obliged to know the direction of Makkah from his position before
performing the daily prayers. This also induced them to be aware of geographical position
and motivated some people to make research regarding the geographical information
about their own location in relation to Makkah.
Since the Arabian Muslims ruled over a wide spread area of the world, the ruling segment
had to be knowledgeable about the geographical location of the regions under their
authority. This information was also required in order to prepare effective defense against
opponents launching raids and invasion on the territories under their rule.
The Arabs were involved in sea trade even before the advent of Christianity. As such
they possessed information about the different locations of harbours and trading location
in many other countries to facilitate their trade and commerce via sea.
The desert Arabs had an environment undisturbed and conducive to improve their
knowledge about the stars and climatic changes. Since they were involved in breeding
sheep for their livelihood, search of new pastures became part of their life and increased
their knowledge about the various landscapes around the desert.
Some verses of the Holy Quran ignited the imagination of the earlier Muslims who also
had a positive attitude towards science and development: “ And we send down from
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the sky Rain charged with blessing, and We produce therewith Gardens and Grain for
harvests; And tall stately palm trees, with shoots of fruit-stalks, piled one over another:
As sustenance for servants –and we give new life therewith to land that is dead: thus will
be the resurrection.” (Holy Quran 50:9-11)
“Verily , it is Allah Who causes the seed-grain and the fruit-stone (like date stone) to
split and sprout….(Holy Quran 06:95)
Being inspired by the verses of the Holy Quran, early Muslims endeavoured in many
fields to harvest the bounty of Allah. Scholars like Jabir bin Hayyan, Abu Sa’id Al
Asma’i, Ibnu Bachcha, Ibnu Lalthif al Bagdadi, Al Ghaznavi contributed immensely for
the cause of botanical science.
The Holy Quran and the Sunna encouraged the production of crops and cultivation.
The prophet’s saying, “Even if you know that the world is about to end, still plant the
seedling in your hand.” Such was the spirit of endeavour in Islam.
Inspired by such teachings Muslims worked hard to increase the production of crops
and plants. They improved the quality of their produce. They also introduced new kinds
of plants and employed new methods of cultivation for better yield. They developed the
knowledge of using land, water, fertilizer, animals for better production methods.Many
scholars wrote books on agriculture.
When referring to the creation of mankind, Al Quran mentions that the first man was
created with a paste like clay. “ And indeed We created man out of an extract of clay.
Thereafter We made him as a Nutfah (mixed drops) in a safe lodging. Then we made
the Nutfah into a clot, then we made the clot into a little lump of flesh, then We made out
of that little lump of flesh bones, and then We clothed the bones with flesh, and then We
brought it forth as another creation. So Blessed is Allah, the Best of creators” (Al Quran
23: 12-16)
As mentioned by the Scientist Keith Moore the precise description of the development
of the foetus within the womb in the Holy Quran fourteen centuries ago when there was
no knowledge of Science establishes the fact that the Holy Quran is definitely a Book
from Allah.
Further the Quran states that the heaven or sky is created from a smoke and all living
things are created in pairs for reproduction.
Muslims turned their minds towards chemistry with zeal. They were indeed propelled
by the divine verses such as: “And Thy Lord taught the Bee to build its cells in hills, on
trees, and in habitations; then to eat of all the produce (of the earth), And follow the
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ways of Thy Lord made smooth: there issues from within their bodies a drink of varying
colours, wherein is healing for men: verily in this is a sign for those who give thought”
(16:68-69)
The verse of the Holy Quran thus induced people to think about the changes taking
place when matter is mixed and combined with each other.
Usually people thought that it is the brain that feels the pain, but subsequent researches
proved the pain is felt because of the nerve receptors located on the skin. This
understanding of the Scientific findings match with the wisdom enshrined in the Holy
verses of the Quran: “Those who reject our signs. We shall soon cast into the Fire: As
often as their skins are roasted through, we shall change them for fresh skins, that they
may taste the chastisment : for Allah is Exalted in Power, Wise.” ( 04: 56)
In the recent past many scientific truths have been discovered and these discoveries are
hailed as the achievements of European and American scientists. However when one
pays deep attention to explore the truth contained in the Holy verses, it will come to light
these truths are explicitly or implicitly mentioned in the Quran fourteen centuries ago.
The adherence to the noble Quran created a positive attitude for science among the
early Muslims. Further with the ambition of being a strong and powerful nation with the
ability to protect itself from outside onslaughts, the Muslim rulers patronized scientific
developments to empower the Muslim nation with leadership strengths. By paying
attention to nature and creation and driving the principles of their functioning the Muslim
scientists contributed to the set up of a educationally empowered society. That is the
scientific tradition of Muslims at large.
The early Muslim generation were scientifically motivated with an attitude for expanding
knowledge by understanding the rules of nature and employing them for the cause of
better living. They built up on the existing knowledge of astronomy, geography, medicine,
physics, chemistry, botany ,biology, maths and philosophy by translating and updating
the work of Greek intellectuals. In fact their zeal and contribution for the science and art
saved the valuable books of the Greeks from annihilation.
Philosophy
The science of philosophy is called „Ilmul phalsapha in the Arabic language. The
relationship between the Islamic religion and philosophy is closely interconnected. The
Arabs knew about the concepts of God, Risalath and Akhira before the advent of
Islam. This shows that they had a philosophical perspective of life. The Arabs also had
the knowledge about the Wahi. To them was revealed the Book of Allah – The Holy
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Quran. It was not a book of advice or history, but a book of perfect revelations
comprising all aspects of spiritual, physical and ethical concepts of life.
The ideas expressed by the revelations in the Holy Quran about God and the creations
are totally different from those held by Greek philosophers. Islam preached the unique
concept of the oneness of Allah contrary to the Greek philosophy of polytheism. Islam
also firmly established the fact that God created the universe out of nothing and the
universe had a beginning much against the Greek philosophy that matters did not have a
beginning or end. It also expressed the beginning of time and the end of time and
established the truth that the universe is not endless.The Al Quran guided people to a
comprehensive range of ideas connected with all aspects and beliefs of life and death.
The philosophy of Man as expressed by the Holy Quran is unique and marvelous. Man
is portrayed as the vicegerent of God on earth and such responsible to God for his
deeds. He is created as an excellent creature with a conscience to weigh his deeds and
distinguish the right from the wrong. He moves from one stage of development into
another stage. Changes occur in his physique and mind accordingly. Allah also sends his
risaalath according to the human quality of man one after the other. He has the capacity
to attain perfection spiritually and attain the bliss after his death.
The ideas presented by the Holy Quran are fundamentally different from the ideas
present in the Greek philosophy. In fact the Holy Quran gives the answers to the questions
raised by these philosophies in a much better light.
After blessing man with a perfect guidance in his spiritual, physical and social
developments, Al Quran motivates people to exercise their thinking power to become
alert to the problems of life and death. Islamic philosophers were guided by the light of
revelations to further their investigations into spiritual, physical and social dimensions of
life. But their approach was different from the Greek philosophers who were groping in
the darkness without certainty of knowledge bestowed by the revelation of God.
Nevertheless Muslim philosophers studied Greek philosophies to expand their
knowledge and corrected the mistakes found in them with their interpretation of such
philosophies. Some of these philosophers tried to infuse the Islamic philosophical concepts
with the Greek philosophical ideas and contributed to the changes in the minds of people
studying them.
Some such fusions actually retarded the progress of the Muslim society by rendering
them with alien attitudes of asceticism and detachment from worldly development.
Many Muslim philosophers contributed to the development of philosophical science in
the Muslim world. Among them, Al Khindi is called the philosopher of the Arabs. He
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was the first Arab who studied philosophy and science. His erudition included the study
of Al Quran, Arabic Grammar, Literature, Maths, Islamic Jurisprudence and Kalaam.
This shows the interest taken by him in philosophical studies. He also gained knowledge
of the Greek philosophical and scientific theories by studying the translated books.
According to his idea, philosophy should be considered as part of the Islamic culture.
Although he derived his philosophical knowledge from Plato and Aristotle, he presented
them from a new perspective.
Ibnu Nadeem considers him as a natural philosopher. He is said to have possessed all
the knowledge of the earlier philosopher scientists and his books explained different
scientific aspects of logic, philosophy, geometry and astronomy.
He was the first philosopher who tried finding unanimity between religion and philosophy.
He showed the way to the philosophers like Al Baarabi, Ibnu Seena and Ibnu Rusth.
The next philosopher to contribute for the Islamic philosophy was Al Farabi (870 A.D.
- 950 A.D ). He is renowned in Europe by the Latin name Albaraabiaas. He wrote
commentaries to the books of Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle. He tried to
bridge the Greek philosophies with the Sufism of the Muslim world. His philosophical
ideas are well illustrated in his books Risaala, Bususul Hikam and Siyaasathul Madaniya.
His philosophical concepts were accurate and meaningful. He had absorbed some ideas
from the earlier philosophers and developed his own philosophical concepts in a proper
manner to suit the environment in which he lived. Therefore his approach was appropriate
and orderly.
Ibnu Seena ( 980 A.D – 1037 A.D)
Abnu Sina was another scientist philosopher who played a vital role in the growth of the
Islamic philosophical science.
After Ar Razi a great contribution for the medical science was made by Abu Al Husain
Ibnu Abdullah Ibnu Sina, called shorty 'Avisenna' by the Europeans. He was an expert
physician in the young age of 17. He wrote many books when he was 21 years old. Of
the 99 books written by him 17 books were relating to medical science. His book on
the principle rules of medicine ‘Canoon’ bith Thibi is renowned as 'Canon' among the
Europeans and is hailed as the bible of medical science. This book contains 5 volumes.
Containing a comprehensive explanation about 760 types of medicines, this book was
used in the European medical universities.
He also penned medical books such as Ar Jusa bith thabi, Adviathul Khaliya and As
Shifa. He gave information about the spread of contagious diseases and held the opinion
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the soil and water were prime reasons for their spreading. For his contribution to medical
science he is hailed as the father of modern medicine.
Imam Ghazzali ( 1058 A.D – 1111 A.D)
In his time, Muslims who were attracted to the Greek thought, propagated it among the
people. As a consequence the influence of philosophy ruled over the minds of people
and the religious beliefs of the people became shaken. He wanted to explain the
authenticity of the Islamic teachings in a new light by highlighting the mistakes of the
Greek philosophy. He explained this in a way to be understood by the ordinary folks.
He did this elaboration in his book Makasidul Falasipha on the basis of ideas and
creeds related to logic, physics and metaphysics. His philosophical thoughts influenced
the medieval philosophers Albert, Aquinas and Bacon.
He acquired philosophical thoughts as a result of his own thinking and did not depend
on Greek thoughts. He pointed out the errors in the Greek philosophical thoughts by
logical explanations.He also effectively criticized the ideas of Ibnu Sina and Al Barabi.
His world famous book 'Ihyawoolumudeen' is built up with his own philosophical
inquiries and experience. He wrote the book Ihyawoolumudeen in order to guide the
people of his time who were trapped into different philosophical movements and were
confused and disturbed in their mind about Islam and its teachings.
With his vast knowledge in Greek philosophy he was able to bring out the errors in the
Greek philosophical thinking and offer proper Islamic thoughts to the people who had
been influenced by Greek philosophies. By this way he stands out as a Mujahid who
confronted the philosophical battles waged against the teachings of Islam.
He also explored and expounded the intricacies of the Islamic laws and cleared the
doubts in the minds of people regarding the compatibility of Islam with reasoning.
He criticized the weakening educational system and proposed a new educational system
to replace it. His contemporaries vehemently opposed the proposed scheme but later
many parts of the Islamic world accepted his proposal and based the education system
on his line of thought.
He is considered a philosophical warrior who waged an effective battle against the
philosophically motivated thinkers who were eroding the fundamental values of Islam in
his time.
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Ibnu Rushd
He is also considered an excellent philosopher of Islam. His father and maternal uncle
were judges in Andalus. He mastered the sciences of Maths, Physics, Astronomy, Logic,
Philosophy and Medicine. He also excelled in the education of the Holy Quran, Thafseer,
Hadeeth, Fiqh and Arabic Literature. During his time there was a revival of education
and philosophy in Cordoba and the entire city looked like a philosophical institution
with many people immersing themselves in the discussion and deliberation of science
and philosophy.
He perceived that finding harmony between philosophy and religion is an important
aspect of Islamic philosophy. He felt it as a duty to protect the philosophers from the
criticism leveled against them by Imam Ghazzali in his famous book (Thakafathul Falasia).
According to him religion is based upon three fundamentals.
1. Thouheed –
2. Risalat –
3. Resurrection on the day of Judgment.
He stated that every Muslim should have faith in all three aspects of religion. He
considered religion and philosophy as twins. By their very nature they are harmoniously
attached to each other.
The Role of Muslims in the Medical Science
The teachings of the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet were motivating forces for the
achievements by Muslims in the field of Medical Science.
The Al- Quran states about the medicinal property of honey as follows, “And Thy Lord
taught the Bee to build its cells in hills, on trees, and in habitations; then to eat of all the
produce (of the earth),And follow the ways of Thy Lord made smooth: there issues
from within their bodies a drink of varying colours, wherein is healing for men: verily in
this is a sign for those who give thought” (16:68-69)
Honey contains a medicinal property of healing. It has the power to obstruct the growth
of harmful organisms. Because of the density of honey, the wounds would not be infested
by the growth of poisonous organisms such as bacteria or fungus.
Once the Holy Prophet said, “O Servants of Allah, seek remedy for diseases with
medicine. Allah has created medicine for all diseases except 'Death'. But people may be
ignorant of it.”
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The Apostle of Allah also has explained the remedy for some diseases. Scholars have
composed these saying of the prophet connected with remedies under the title, “Aththibun
Nabaviyu”, meaning the Medicines of the Prophet. During the time of the prophet, a
Jewish wiseman called Haaris bin Kaltha was famous as a medical practitioner. After
the last Haj, when his companion Sa’ad bin Abi Wakkas became sick, the Prophet
ordered Haaris to treat him. During this time the Persian king sent a Persian medical
practitioner to treat the Prophet.
During the time of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen the medical field had not developed in an
organized manner. The credit for establishing the first hospitals in the Islamic world goes
to the Umayyad Caliph Waleed. In the hospital established by him for disabled, treatment
was given to the blind and the deaf.
Even though, successive Umayyad caliphs established hospitals following the example
set by Caliph Walid, They were not systematic or well organized. It is only during the
Caliphate of the Abbasids, organized hospitals were established in a systematic manner.
It was the Abbaside Caliph Haroon Al Rasheed who established a general hospital with
the necessary facilities in Bagdad. The sick were able to get treatment staying as in
patients in the hospital and students aspiring to learn medicine were offered training.
There were separate wards for males and females. There were also separate wards of
infectious diseases. Male nurses served in the male wards whilst the female nurses
served in the female wards. Indoor patients were given special dress to wear in the
ward and arrangements were made for keeping belongings. Visitors to see the patients
were accommodated in guest rooms. Separate rooms were allocated for preparation
of medicine, administration and cooking.
Clinics for outdoor patients were conducted in specified days.
People serving in the hospitals were paid handsomely. It was compulsory for them to be
in the hospital during their times of duty. Renowned physicians attended to the patients
and medicine, food and lodging were free.
Medical colleges functioned beside the hospitals in popular cities such as Bagdad,
Damascus, Cairo, Makkah, Jerusalem, Aloppo ,Harran and in other important cities.
These medical colleges had lecture halls and libraries. Stationary and pen were provided
free of charge to the students.These students were accommodated with food and lodging.
Poor students were granted state fund for education.There were examination officers
charged with the duty of conducting exams and offering certificates to the successful
students of the medical colleges.
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Caliph Ma'mun established an institute called “Baithul Hikma” for translating valuable
books from other languages into Arabic and appointed a team of translators named
Isaa bin Yahya, Thabid bin Kurra, Ali At Thabri and Uhanaa bin Masaaweh under the
main translator Hunain ibnu Ishhaaq. They rendered medical books of Greek thinkers
Hellen, Hypocratus and Paul. By translating the Greek medical books into Arabic,
these men preserved the knowledge for posterity. Muslims contributed to the development
of medical science not only by translating the Greek books but also critically analyzing
and reporting the errors found in them. They also introduced experimental methods and
established many a medical theories. The Greek medical science of Unani was further
developed and passed on to the future generation.
Special army hospitals were set up for treatment during war times. Camels attached
with beds and medical provisions were used for emergency ambulance service. Pharmacy
shops were also spread in the Caliphate dispensing drugs to the people.
The great contribution of Muslims to the medical field has been acknowledged by the
western world. The pictures of Muslim medical scientists such as Abu Ali Seena, Abu
Zakariya and Uhanna Bin Masavih were published along with the Greek scientists
Hippocratus and Galan in the medical book published in England in 1618 A.D.
Medical books written by Muslim scientists were rendered into European languages
and the methods used by the Muslim physicians were adopted by European physicians
for a long period. Even today the Arabian medical influence is present in the medical
field.
Ar Raazi, Ibnu Seena, Ibnu Nafees, Az Zahravi and Husain Ibnu Ishaq were some of
the outstanding medical scientists of the Muslim world whose contribution was very
rich.
Ar Raazi
Named as Razas, he took great interest in Alchemy. After becoming qualified to practice
medicine, he became the chief medical officer in the general hospital of Bagdad. During
the rule of Abbaside Caliph Mukthafi Billah (902 – 907 A.D) he was appointed as the
chief controller of all hospitals in the Caliphate. Of the 220 books written by him 140
books are medical books. Al havi, Al Jaadar val hasba, Kitabul Dibbil Mansoori and
Kitabul Asraar were large books.
Al Havi is a well renowned book of 12 volumes written by him and is regarded as the
encyclopedia of medicine. In this book he has comprehensively explained about a number
of diseases, their symptom and their treatment. At the end of the chapter under each
disease, he also added his own ideas and experience in treating these diseases.
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His another book, 'Al Judari Wal Hasba' illustrates the diseases small pox and chicken
pox in details. This book was printed and distributed in European countries. This book
is considered the first book to attempt explanation of these diseases.
The book, Kithabul Thibbil Mansoori - mansoori medical book, is hailed as a great
medical book. This has a large volume of 10 parts. The book has been translated into
German and French languages.
He made great research in obstetrics, gynaechology, optics and surgery. He was the
first to use animal fiber for stitching after surgery.
He passed away in the year 925 A.D. after losing his eye sight. His picture is displayed
at the audience hall of the Paris University. On his memory a stamp was published in
Iran in 1964.
Ibnu Seena
After Ar Razi a great contribution for the medical science was made by Abu Al Husain
Ibnu Abdullah Ibnu Seena, called shorty 'Avisenna' by the Europeans. He was an expert
physician at the young age of 17. He wrote many books when he was 21 years old. Of
the 99 books written by him 17 books were relating to medical science. His book on
the principle rules of medicine 'Canoon bith Thibi ' is renowned as 'Canon' among the
Europeans and is hailed as the bible of medical science. This book contains 5 volumes.
The first part - Explains about the Anatomy, health, child care, elderly care and common
treatments.
The second part- The symptoms of diseases explained in alphabetical order.
The third part – Explanation and general notes on the diseases affecting the body
parts from head to toe of a person.
The fourth part – Explanation about fever, inflammation, sprain, surgery, breaking of
bones, food poisoning, rabies, skin diseases etc.,
The fifth part – Treatment of diseases and mixing of medicines.
In this book there is a description about more than 700 types of medicines and was
used as a medical textbook in the European Universities. Apart from this book he also
penned many other medical books including Ar Joosa Bithaby, Adviyatul Khaliba, As
Shifa. He was the first to explain about the contagious diseases and derived the conclusion
that water and soil were responsible for the spread of contagious diseases. For the
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service rendered by him to the medical science, he is acclaimed as the 'father of modern
medicine'.
Hunain Ibnu Ishaq
Hunain Al Ishaq was another medical expert renowned during the days of Abbaside
Caliphs Al Ma’mun and Al Muthawakkal. He also functioned as the government
translator and the chief officer of the Baithul Hikma during the reign of Caliph Ma’mun.
He travelled extensively to Syria, Palestine and Alexandria for collecting Greek books.
Books written by Greek medical expert Helen were translated by him.
Apart from translating, he also wrote many books himself. Among his books, ‘the
questions of medicine’ is well known. In this book explanations about the medical
problems are illustrated in the form of questions and answers.
Az Zahravi
Az Zahravi is one of the medical experts living in the tenth century A.D. He was called
Zahravi since he was born in a place called Zahra near Cordoba. His full name is Abul
Cassim Kalaab bin Abbas. He successfully used monkeys to do research about the
organs of humans and introduced new methods in surgery. His book ‘Ath Thasreef’
containing 30 volumes is an encyclopedia of medicine.
In this book the following subjects are dealt with:
– The preparation of medicine
– Surgery of eyes, ears, nose, mouth and other organs.
– Tuberculosis
– Diseases connected with women
– Disease of blood not-clotting.
He was the first to explain about the disease connected with non-clotting of blood in
some people and worked as a dental surgeon too.
Ibnu An Nafees
He lived in the thirteenth century A.D and wrote many books on medical science,
especially about Eye Diseases and Dieting. He also wrote commentaries for the books
of Hippocratus, Ibnu Ishaq and Ibnu Seena. Among his books, Kitab Al Muhjis and
Ath Thashriq are remarkable.
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Ali Ibnu Abbbas Al Majoosi
He was the first medical scientist to do research about structure and function of blood
capillary and birth delivery and offer correct explanation. In the book ‘Kitabul Maliki’
written by him explanation was given about the blood circulation many centuries prior
to William Harvey.
His book, 'Kitabul Maliki' remained a prominent book of medicine until the book
'Kanoon' was written by Ibnu Sina.
The medical field developed by the Muslims physicians and scientist was ignored by the
later day Muslims on account of their negative attitude towards science and reasoning.
The western nations with their new found awakening dedicated themselves to the task
of research in this field and excelled.
Astronomy
Astronomy is the science about the positions and movements of planets, the sun, stars,
the moon and the asteroids. It also comprises the study of the structure, mass and
distances of the solar system in the milky way, and other heavenly bodies such as distant
galaxies orbiting in space.
The life of the Arabs were interconnected with astronomy even before the advent of
Islam among them. The clear sky above Arabian desert was ideal for their calculation of
the heavenly bodies and identifying the positions of the stars. The travelers who journeyed
through the desert had to depend exclusively on the positions of the stars for the direction
of their routes. Because of this dependence of stars for direction, some of them even
worshipped the stars as deities. Because of this close association with the stars they
kept information about the stars with them for generations.
Muslims in the field of Astronomy
1. The Arabs needed the astronomical chart indicating the positions of stars to aid
them in their desert journeys as well as sea journey to calculate their positions
and decide the right directions.
2. They were motivated by the ideas mentioned in the Holy Quran about the heavenly
bodies such as stars, planets and the clouds.
“Do they not look at the sky above them? How have we made it and
adorned it, and there are no flaws in it?” (Al Quran 50:06)
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“He it is that cleaveth the day-break (from the dark): He makes the night for
rest and tranquility, and the sun and moon for the reckoning (of time):
Such is the judgment And ordering of (Him), The Exalted in Power The
Omniscient(Al Quran 06: 96) “It is He Who maketh the stars (as beacons)
for you, That ye may guide yourselves,with their help, Through the dark
spaces of Land and sea: We detail Our Signs for people who know” (Al
Quran 06:97)
3. They also had the compulsion to know the direction of the Ka’ba when
constructing the mosques.
4. The necessity to know precisely the time of five times prayers, the time for
commencing the annual fasting and the Haj compelled them to seek knowledge
regarding astronomy.
The Development of Astronomy
During the times of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen and the Umayyads, there was a compulsion
to pay undivided attention for social, political and administrative solutions. As such
hardly many people ever paid attention for the development of arts and science. However
at the last period of the Umayyad Caliphs some attention was given to science and with
the establishment of Baithul Hikma during the Abbasides, the momentum for the
development of science was achieved. With the translation of astronomical books from
Greek and other foreign languages, Muslims became acquainted with the principles of
astronomy. Astronomy was a part of the institutionalized study of Baithul Hikma and
was greatly encouraged and supported by the rulers.
Muslims studied closely the concepts of the predecessors and corrected the errors in
them and further developed this field with their own research and writings.
During the Caliphate of Al Mansoor, the Indian astronomical science was introduced to
the Muslim world. In 770 A.D. the Indian astronomical expert 'Manga' was introduced
to the Caliph by Yakoob Al Basari. The book 'Sithanda' in Sanskrit language brought
by him was rendered into Arabic by Mohammed Ibnu Ibrahim Al Basari. Following
this translation the scientific research on astronomy commenced in the Muslim world.
The Caliphs succeeding Mansoor also showed interest in astronomy and as a result the
Astronomical experts were held in high esteem by the rulers and the people. The state
paid them a good salary, food and other facilities for them to continue their research
studies.
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The Persian Astronomy was introduced to Arabia during the reign of Caliph Harun al
Rasheed. The librarian of the Caliph, Al Falal Ibnu Naubakth translated the Persian
books on astronomy for the Caliph.
During the time of Caliph Ma mun, numerous Greek books on astronomy were translated
into Arabic language. In the institute of Baithul Hikma there were separate departments
for translation work and research work. Even some individuals displayed enthusiasm
for translation work. Among these individuals, Hajaj Ibnu Madir and Hunain Ibnu Ishhaq
were renowned for their translation work. The Caliph and some wealthy people set up
observatories in important cities such Bagdad, Damascus and Isfahan.
The Muslim astronomers were serious about observing the astronomical bodies correctly
and arriving at conclusions properly. They indulged in prolonged observation of the sky
for this purpose. Some observations were continued for more than forty years for
perfection in conclusions. They accepted the conclusions of the Greek astronomers
after serious and careful review of the observations. Many phenomenon of the heaven
such as the angle of the solar eclipse, the number of days in the solar calendar, the day
when the sun crosses the centre of tropics were observed carefully from the
observatories.
The astronomers of the Muslim world passionately continued their work and published
books on astronomy as they were encouraged and given incentives by the successive
Abbaside Caliphs.
Astronomers such as Ibrahim al Basari, Al Barhani, Al Bathani, Abul Wafa, Al Biruni,
Umar Gayyaam made remarkable contribution for the development of astronomy in the
Muslim world.
Ibrahim Al Basari
Ibrahim Al Basari translated the Sanskrit manual called ‘Sithanda’ and adopting the
manual wrote his own book ‘Sind Hind Al Kabeer’. He for the first time redesigned
the telescope called astrolabe. This equipment was first invented by the Greeks for
observing the sky and redesigned by Ptolemy. Al Khabeer made many changes to
this and reconstructed it. This equipment was used by the Western world for their
sea fare till the seventeenth century. He wrote ‘Kitab bin aml al ustralab’ explaining
the method of using this equipment. He also prepared an astronomical chart indicating
the positions of the heavenly bodies in the sky.
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Al Barhani
He was a renowned astronomer living in the ninth century A.D. When an equipment
called Nilo Meter was set up in a place called Bustard on the order of Caliph
Muthawakkal to measure the flooding height of the river Nile, he was appointed to
supervise it. He wrote a book titled, ‘Al Mathkal Ilaa Ilmi Hayathul Ablaaq’ meaning
‘The elements of Astronomy’.
Al Bathani
Known among the Europeans as 'Al Batanius', he was one of the greatest astronomers
made by the Muslim world. Al Bathani and Al Barhani were honoured as the teachers
of Europeans. His famous books were, 'Kithaab Mawrifath Madali Al Furuj be ma
baina arab al falaq' and ‘Risaala b Thahkeek Miktharul Ithisala'. Based on his observation
and research of the sky for over thirty years he wrote his books and his famous ‘Al
Bataani astronomical chart’. He established the fact that one year consists of 365 days,3
hours 46 minutes and 24 seconds. He wrote another astronomical book called, 'Sijlul
Haabi'.
Abul Wafa
He was a famous astronomer after AlBathani in the 10th century. Apart from astronomy
he was passionate about Mathematics and indicated the errors on the concept about
the moon by Ptolemy. His book consisting of the astronomical chart named. 'Sijlus
Shamil', is a proof of his persevering endeavor and sharp observation of the universe.
Al Biruni
Abu Raihaan Mohammed (Peace be upon him) Al Biruni was an excellent astronomer
and is praised as the master of the art of astronomy. He was also a renowned
mathematician. His book titled, ‘Kanoon Al Masoodi fil Haya wan Nujm’ is well
renowned. He had written about 180 books on several topics.
Umar Ghayyam
Umar Gayyam was a renowned Mathematician, poet and astronomer. He was invited
by the Seljuk ruler Jamaludeen Maliq Shah and his chief minister Nizamul Mulk to work
at the astronomical observatory set up the city ‘Rai’. Based on the experience gained at
the observatory he prepared a calendar and named it AthThariq al Jamaali to honour
the king who sponsored his research. This calendar excelled all other contemporary
calendars in use and was hailed as an excellent work.
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The role played by Muslim astronomers exceeded the contribution of the Greeks in
philosophy and the Indians in trigonometry. The equipment invented by Muslims and
renovated by Muslims were taken to Europe and further improved by the Europeans
over a period of time for their work in astronomy.
In 1935 the global astronomers gathered at one place and divided the structure of the
moon into 672 units. Of these they named 609 units after the astronomers who contributed
for the growth of astronomy. The surface of the moon was divided into 25 units and 13
units were named after Muslim astronomers.
The following names were given to the lunar units:
1. Masha Allah
2. Caliph Ma’mun
3. Al Barqani
4. Al Bathani
5. Sabith
6. Abdur Rahman As Sufi
7. Al Hasan al Haitham
8. Az Zarkavi
9. Jabir Bin Abdullah
10. Nasrudeen Thushi
11. Al Bidruji
12. Abul Bida
13. Uluh Beig
The role played by the Muslim astronomers has been acknowledged by the world
astronomer community.
Geography
Geography is the study of the earth, its surface, physical properties, its boundaries,
climatic conditions, produces and the population.
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Reasons for Interest in Geography
1. Inspiration from the Holy Quran
The Holy Quran mentions about the different societies who lived and perished on the
earth. Its indication of historically significant places motivated a desire for searching
suchplaces.
In the chapter ‘Kahf’ there is a mention about the cave in which the faithful men took
shelter.There is also mentioned the mountain called Juudi where the ship of Nuh
(Alai) finally came to a stop. The places where the Aad and Samud communities
lived. The people who lived in the caves dug on mountains. The Islamic scholars
were motivated to search such places to witness these places mentioned in the Holy
Quran.
“He has created the heavens without any pillars that you see, and has set on the earth
firm mountains lest it should shake with you. And He has scattered therein moving
creatures of all kinds. And We send down water from the sky, and We cause of
every goodly kind to grow therein” ( Holy Quran 31:10)
“Do they not travel through the land, so that their hearts may thus learn wisdom and
their ears may thus learn to hear? Truly it is not the eyes that are blind, but the hearts
which are in their breasts.” (Al Quran 22: 46)
Likewise in several verses , Holy Quran mentions about various aspects of the earth
such as Mountains, Rivers, Sand Dunes, Rain Clouds, Warm and Cold seasons,
Deep seas, Minerals, matters such as Gold, Silver etc.,Plants, human settlements,
cultivation, dams and induces to ponder about these wonders of God.
2. The duty of Performing Pilgrimage to Mecca
Muslims from different parts of the world have to travel to Makkah to perform Haj.
Travel manuals were prepared with information regarding the different regions and
their climatic conditions, roads, available lodging facilities for Hajis when they had to
stay in these regions on their way to Makkah. When Muslims from different parts of
the world gather in Makkah, it gave them the opportunity to know each other, discuss
matters of mutual concern and share their experience. In that way Haj was also
instrumental in motivating people to know and develop knowledge about geographical
locations.
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3. The Need to Know the Direction of the Kibla
Every Muslim is obliged to know the direction of Makkah from his position before
performing the daily prayers. This also induced them to be aware of geographical
position and motivated some people to make research regarding the geographical
information about their own location in relation to Makkah.
4. Expansion of the Islamic State
Since the Arabian Muslims ruled over a wide spread area of the world, the ruling
segment had to be knowledgeable about the geographical location of the regions
under their authority. This information was also required in order to prepare effective
defense against opponents launching raids and invasion on the territories under their
rule.
5. Trade and Commerce
The Arabs were involved in sea trade even before the advent of Christianity. As such
they possessed information about the different locations of harbours and trading
location in many other countries to facilitate their trade and commerce via sea.
6. Natural Environment
The desert Arabs had an environment undisturbed and conducive to improve their
knowledge about the stars and climatic changes. Since they were involved in breeding
sheep for their livelihood, search of new pastures became part of their life and
increased their knowledge about the various landscapes around the desert.
7. Propagation of Islam
8. Inquisitiveness to tour the world
9. Translations of books from other languages into Arabic.
The Contribution of Muslims for Geographical Science
Not content with translating books on geography from Greek and other languages,
Muslim scholars undertook journeys to many parts of the world to do research.
Therefore, they were able to point out the errors in the concept of Greek, Persian and
Indian origins and correct them with new concepts based on evidences. All their concepts
were incorporated in book forms and helped as guidance for the modern societies.
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During the Abbaside Caliphate, encouragements and incentives were offered to the
scholars for research in geography. Hisham Al Kalbi, Al Qwarizmi, Sulaiman Thajir,
Ibnu Kartha Thabbas, Al Yaqoobi, Ibnu Shahr yar, Al Masoodi, Al Muqaddasi, Al
Biruni and AlIdrisi are some of the remarkable people associated with valiant research
in geography.
Hisham Al Qalbi (AbuAl Mundir Hishan)
Hisham Al Qalbi was one of the earliest exponents of geography during the medieval
time. He compiled the history of the Arabs before the advent of Islam. Of the 10 books
written by him only a few are available now.
Al Qwarismi
Known to Europeans as „Al Qorithma he was the one who laid a strong foundation for
geographical science in the Muslim world. His book, ‘Kittab Soorathul Arl’, meaning
the structure of the earth, was useful as a guidance to Muslim scholars till the 14th
century. He had divided the earth into seven zone. Such divisions were not even seen in
the book of Ptolemy. The book also contained an atlas prepared by 70 experts on the
order of the Caliph Ma'mun. Today this atlas is not available with the book.
After reading this book only, Columbus came to the assumption that if the earth is round
he could travel west and reach the east and on his way however finally reached America.
Sulaiman Thajir
The famous navigator and trader Sulaiman Thajir travelled to Sri Lanka, India and
China for trading. He revealed some good information about his experience and about
the countries he visited.
Al Masoodi
He was a descendant of the companion of the prophet called Al Masudi. He is one of
the prominent scholars who made a great contribution to the study of geography. He
had the passion to travel around the world in a very young age and started his globe
trotting. He travelled to India, Sri Lanka, China, Madagaskar, Turkey, Syria, Palastine
and Egypt. He has been nicknamed as ‘The global horse of the Muslim world', the
Haristotus of Arabians, and The Filini of the Arabs .Of the seven books written by him,
'Murujuth Thahab' – the golden fields, ‘Kithabuth Thanfeeq wal Ishraaf’ are the two
books available now.
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Al Biruni
He was versatile and excelled in many fields including geography, history, mathematics,
astronomy, botany and medical science. His book 'Kithabul Hind' is a geographical
book about India. This book is very useful in understanding about the geographical
account of India during medieval times.
He is also recognized for his role in the development of cartography. In honour of his
contribution, his millennial celebration was also included in the Eastern Researches
Conference in Paris in July 1948.
Al Muqaddasi
As he was born in Jerusalem he was called Muqaddasi, meaning a person belonging to
Baithul Muqaddas. He spent around 10000 Dirhams for travelling over many places
over a long period of 20 years. In his book, 'Ahsanuth Thacaseem' he divided the
Islamic countries into 14 provincial divisions for research purpose and included national
pictures of every province for easy illustration. In his atlas, roads were painted in red.
Sand lands were in yellow. Seas in green. Rivers in Blue. Mountains in grey colours.
He mentioned that the earth is round in shape, it could be divided into equal parts by the
meridian and the total degrees of 360 and the angular degree of 60 in his books. He
was ahead of his time in knowledge and research.
Ibnu Shahrayar
He was hailed as an excellent traveler and a good pilot of the ships. He was also one of
the famous writers of geography. He compiled his travel experience to Sri Lanka, India
and China into a book under the title, 'Ajayeebul Hind' - the miracles of India.
Al Yaqoobi
He was a good writer about geography and undertook long journeys to India and
North Western Africa. He penned a book called Kithabul Bulthan ( Book about countries)
giving information about his travel experiences and research.
Al Idrisi
Al Idreesi remained a unique exponent of geographical research and knowledge. He is
credited with drawing the first proper world map. This map is kept at the London
Museum.
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Ibnu Kordabeh
Ibnu Kordabeh was one of the earliest researchers of geography. He became enthusiastic
about geography when he worked as the head postal department in Bagdad. In his
book titled, “Kitabul Masaaliq wal Mamaaliq – The book on roads and reigns”, he
explores extensively about the main trade routes of the Arab world and deals with the
administrative systems, postal delivery methods, road network and taxation present in
distant countries such as India, China and Japan. Although there were factually incorrect
matters in the book, it was nevertheless very much useful for the intellectuals later.
History
Islamic history has been built upon the concepts of Islam and its motivational factors.
The following factors were attributable for the passions shown by Muslims for history.
Before the advent of Islam, the Arabs had in memory some important historical events.
They preserved information regarding their lineage and genealogy.
The following factors motivated Muslims to advance their knowledge of history:
1. The verses of the Holy Quran encourage people to search for signs of Allah on
earth and evidences of earlier societies to become convinced of the verses revealed.
Al Quran proclaims that many societies perished due to various reasons of
disobeying the commandments of Allah and there are evidences of these events
present in many parts of the world. Muslims were motivated to seek the knowledge
of history in the light of these verses.
2. Muslims also showed great interest to know about the life of the prophets and
become knowledgeable about the events surrounding his mission. They had to
know the places where the battles for the supremacy of Islam took place. This
attitude of the early Muslims were instrumental in the wide spread of interest on
history among the Muslims.
3. When new places were conquered by Muslims, they had the natural inquisitiveness
to enhance their knowledge about these places including their traditions and
historical events.
4. The Arabs were naturally inclined to be aware about their family lineage and the
events in the lives of their ancestors. Oral transmissions of these events were
passed down to the following generations and the information was preserved with
dedication throughout centuries.
5. The preaching of Islam encouraging the seeking of knowledge.
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Before the advent of Islam, the Arabs had the custom of preserving historical events in
the form of stories. This included the battles between tribes and events connected with
their ancestors. These stories were passed down to the subsequent generation vividly in
the forms of oral narratives. They also celebrated the praise of their ancestors in beautifully
composed narrative poems and songs.
In the beginning Islamic history developed in conjunction with the collection of the
sayings of the prophet and commentaries of the Holy Quran. Mostly it involved the
collection and narration of events connected with the lives of the Prophet and his
companions in oral form. Many important events of battles were narrated passionately
to preserve the spirit of Islam. After the second century hijrat, historical science also
evolved as a unique science like all other sciences. The writings of narrations were
based on ancestral records, traditional folk songs, poems, stories, letters, agreements
of the prophet etc., The information given in the Holy Quran and the Sayings of the
Prophet was also taken into account in writing about historical events. Because some
verses of the Holy Quran corresponds to events taking place in different times.
The narrations relating to the battles of the Prophet were composed under the title
'Maqashi' and the events relating to his own life were compiled under the title 'Seera'.
The writings first commences as Seera later on evolved into the science of Tariq. The
city of Medina became the focal point in the history of Islam.
Before finding written forms historical records were transferred to the next generation
only orally. 'Avanabin Al Haqam' was one of the important persons who transmitted
historical records orally.
Among those who handed down history in writing the name of Ali bin Mohammed bin
Abdullah Madayini stands out. His writings influenced later writers very much. This is
evident in the writings of Spanish writer Ibnu Abdu Rabbihi and Kufa writer Hisham bin
Mohammed Qalbi.
The biography of the Holy Prophet, Seerathun Naabi, written by the earliest writer Ibnu
Ishhaq is not available for the readers now. But the Seeratun Naabi,the biography of the
prophet, available now to readers was written by Ibnu Hisham. The historical records
of the wars of the prophet was written by Wakidi under the title, 'Kitabul Makasi'.
Actually Seera books contained more information than Makasi books.
Following the second century Hijrat, significant historians were Ibnu Hisham, Madayini,
Hisham bin Mohammed Qalbi, Mohammed bin Umar Al Wakidi, Mohammed Bakir Al
Badawi and Masudi.
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Hisham bin Mohammed Qalbi wrote more than 150 books. Ibnu Al Nadeem in his
titles of books called 'Al Fehrisl mentions the names of 129 books written by Hisham
bin Mohammed Qalbi. Now only three of these books are available for the readers.
Ahamed bin Yahya al Baladoori of the third century of Hijrat wrote a history book
under the title 'Futhuhul Bulthan'. This book illustrates the battles of the early Muslims
and the expansion of the Islamic state. This includes the riddad battles during the Caliphate
of Hazrat Abu Bakr and the subsequent conquest of Syria, Egypt,Persia, Armania etc.,
Over a period of time, history became more scientific with the attitude of reasoning.
Mohammed Jarir AthThabari of 923 A.D. is considered as the first historians to write
history on chronological order with an analytical method in a comprehensive way. His
book records the event until Hijrat 258 and is considered as the authentic history book.
He explained the history of the pre Islamic era in two volumes in his large book. He has
illustrated the life of the prophet and the lives of the companions of the prophets and the
Caliphs of the Umayyad and Abbasid periods. He has been hailed as a great historian
who recorded history neutrally without any partiality and prejudice. Al Tabari spent all
his time writing history or reading history without seeking any positions with the rulers.
Next to Al Thabari, the person who is held in high esteem is the historian Al Ibnu Husain
Al Masoodi. He acquired historical information by reading a wide range of books on
history and by traveling to many parts of the world, including India, Sri Lanka, Armenia,
Madagascar, China, Caspian region. He spent his last days in Syria and Egypt and
penned 'MurujuthThahab' as a great history book. This book covers the history of
Islam and Muslims up to 947 A.D. He mentions in the preface to the book that he has
read more than fifty books for this purpose. Unlike Thabari he has listed the events not
in chronological order but under titles relating to the rulers and empires of the times.
The recording of Islamic history developed much during the first three centuries. Following
that the progress in civilization, the studies of philosophy and science in the Islamic
world made a great impact on the Islamic history writing.
Ibnu Khaldun is considered the father of sociology and the exponent in analyzing the
history of mankind scientifically. In the preface to his history book, 'Kitabul Ibar', he
explores the philosophy of history. He is hailed as the first to provide a historic philosophy.
The book Kitabul Ibar has four sections. In the first section under the title, ‘(Muqaddima)’,
he wrote a very long introduction on history. In the second section he dealt with the
history of the Pre Islamic era, the Babylonians, Nafasids, Israelis, the early Christians,
Greeks, Persians, the Romans and the Turkish till the 4th century after Hijrat. The
sections bring to light the history of Barbers of his time and at the fourth section he has
annexed some notes on his biography.
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In his view history represents the advent of civilization and developments. By its very
nature society is prone to change. Ibnu Kaltoon views society as progressing in four
stages. In the first stage society had a nomadic roaming life. Then society progressed to
the breeding of sheep and moving for new pastures. Then societies adopted cultivation
in their evolution. And the final stage is the city dwelling.
He considers history not just the rise and fall of rulers but as a comprehensive record of
the society including the people, their occupation, economy, arts, culture and religions
of the time and their impact on the rise and fall of rulers and the reigns. He also perceives
that the decline of a society is the rise of another society and the fall of a reign as the fall
of the elite of the reign and the rise of another elite in the society. It is his idea that for the
stability of a reign, the feeling of togetherness called ‘Asabbiya’ and religion play a
pivotal role. He compares the rise and fall of governments to that of a physical body. As
the physical body first grows and then matures and declines, governments also rise and
grow till they decline and disappear. He also explores the differences between a nomad
society and the urban society. The nomadic culture brings out the hard work and the
heroic skills of fighting in society and has the nature to abide by the leadership of the
society. When such a society becomes urbanized, its members become lazy by enjoying
a lavish lifestyle with the accumulation of wealth and gradually become weakened.
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10. Fine Arts and Islam
The Islamic Perspective of Fine Arts
Human beings naturally like beauty. When arts are made with beauty, the aesthetic
nature attracts the minds and the work is appreciated. As beauty is beyond the boundaries
of national, ethnic, linguistic and religious differences, it is appreciated by each and
everyone when depicted on paintings, sculpture, architecture, music and poetry.
Islam encourages arts and science. The Arabic terms describing 'beauty' such as 'Husn',
‘Jamaal’, 'Zeenath', are mentioned in the divine book Al Quran in several places. Islam
prescribes beauty in our feelings, thoughts, characteristics, discourses and literacy
creations. The term Zeenath applies to outer beauty whereas the other terms imply
outer and inner beauty in words and deeds.
Let us look at the following examples in the Holy Quran:
– 'Iqthu Zeenathakum – (O children of Aam! Wear your beautiful apparel at every
time and place of your prayer: eat and drink: but waste not by excess, for Allah
loves not the wasters) – ( 07:31)
– 'Ahsanu Qawlan– (Who is better in speech than one who calls to Allah…(41:33)
– 'Ahsanu Amalan' - (He who created Death and Life, that He may try which of you
is best in deed (67:02)
– 'Ahsanul Khalikeen' – (So Blessed be Allah, the Best to create- 23:15)
– 'Ahsanin Thaqweem' – (We have indeed created man in the best of moulds (95:04)
– 'Wajadilhum billadi hia ahsan' – (Invite to the way of the Lord with wisdom and
beautiful preaching; and argue with them in ways that are best -16:125)
– 'Ahsanul Khasas' – (We do relate unto thee the most beautiful of stories - 12:03)
– 'Sabrun Jameel' – (So patience is most fitting -12-83)
Although the poets who mislead the people are cursed, the poets who praise the Lord
by their poems are lauded. Whilst saying that Imraul Khais who sang derogatory poems
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would fall into hell, the Prophet (peace be upon him) honoured the poet Qa’ab Ibnu
Zuhair by covering him with his own shawl for composing songs devoted to divine
feelings. The sweet voice of the poet Abu Musa Al Asshari was praised by the Prophet.
Islam emphasizes that fine arts and visual arts should be created for higher purposes of
spiritual and moral values. The Holy Quran states, “Not without purpose did we create
heaven and earth and all between” (38:27)
Muslim society encouraged fine arts that were compatible with Islamic concepts. Early
Muslims employed a variety of beautiful designs and shapes of plants, geometry and
calligraphy on their creations of buildings, mosques, minarets, domes, walls, book covers,
pottery, ornaments, carpets and dress. This design concepts are known as Arabesque.
Calligraphy
Thomas Arnold mentions, “No other form of arts was developed and held in high esteem
like calligraphy”. And the Abbasid Caliph Ma’mun said, “If foreign kings feel proud
about their proverbs, we can also feel proud of our calligraphy”.
The Holy Quran expresses ideas concerned with the instrument of writing, “Nun, by the
Pen and by the (Record) which (men) write” (68:01). And also it further states, “He
who taught (the use of) the Pen.........” (96:04)
The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) encouraged the companions to write in beautiful
good handwriting: “ Write in good beautiful handwriting; it will be a blessing”
The characteristics of the Arabic alphabet also rendered itself into the art of calligraphy.
The Arabic letters possess elegant curves and bends are flexible enough to be depicted
in different shapes.
The Arabic letter forms were introduced during the reign of Lakamides. Arabs got these
letter forms from the Lakamides, according to the historian Baladuri. Historians Ibnu
Khaldun and Ibnu Khallikan support this notion. Some other historians say that these
forms were taken from Hira or Anbar.
From the time the Holy Prophet made arrangements for the preservation of the Holy
Quran, the art of writing Arabic letters became popular. By the importance given to the
accurate recitation of the Holy Quran, great care was taken in the writing of Arabic
letter forms. Over a period of time the simple forms of Arabic letters became an artistic
form reflecting the aesthetic sense of early Muslims. The art of writing the verses of the
Holy Quran in Kufi calligraphic forms started during the Caliphate Hazrat Ali (Ral). He
is considered the first teacher of this Kufi style of writing.
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During the time of committing the revelation into writing, the use of papers had not been
introduced. The Kufi style of writing was much easier than the Naski style of writing on
hard surfaces such as wood, bones and animal skins. The factors for the progress of
calligraphy can be summarized as follows:
1. The demand for more copies of the Holy Quran created by the fast expansion of
the religion in many territories.
2. The progress of science and philosophy in the Muslim world.
3. The establishment of paper mills and the production of variety of papers.
4. The encouragement given by the Abbasid for the development of calligraphy.
5. The use of calligraphy in the architecture.
6. The flexibility of the Naski style of writing.
7. Since it was connected with the Holy Quran, it was considered a pious art.
8. Calligraphy offered good income and recognition to the calligrapher.
The importance of calligraphy further grew as Arabic language was declared as the
official language during the time of the Umayyad. Even non Arabs used the Arabic
language for the expression of their thoughts. Calligraphers enjoyed more respect than
other artists in the society. Kudba Ibnu Ubaidullah, Khalid Ibnu Hajjaj, Salim and Abdul
Hamid were some of the famous calligraphers of the Muslim world then.
Copying of books about science, philosophy, law and grammar created a demand for
different types of letterings. And the caliphs Harun Al Rashid and Ma’mun Al Rashid
gave prospective calligraphers unstinted support for the cause.
During the time of the Abbasid many calligraphers were famous. Ishaq Ibnu Hammad,his
brother Lahrak, Ibrahim, Ishhaq Ibnu Ibrahim, the minister of Caliph Ma’mun Ahmed
Bin Hasan,Abu Ali and Abu Abdullah were some of them.
The small rulers during the Abbasid time also contributed for the development of this
art. The Turkish kings Sultan Salim, Sulaiman and Murad displayed great interest in the
promotion of the art. They brought artists from neigbouring countries of Syria and Iran
for this purpose.
The Iranians employed Arabic calligraphy as their main designs in many areas. The art
developed in the country to the extent that Iran was called the centre of calligraphy.
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During the Mogul rule the art of calligraphy became famous and at times infused with
paintings. Although the Mogul King Orangazeb detested the arts of paintings and
sculpture, he encouraged calligraphy and he himself made copies of the Holy Quran
himself.
In Spain calligraphy progressed as Andalusian or Cordovian styles of arts derived from
Naski style of writing.
The rules and guidance for the development of writing styles were developed as a result
of the unwavering efforts of the Muslim artists. Gradually it evolved into a science to be
studied with the principles of Maths. Ibnu Mukala wrote the first book called Ar Risala
in the regard. This is considered the basic book regarding the calligraphy rules in a
scientific manner.
The creations of calligraphy were individualistic complying with Islamic creed and ethics
whilst inducing spiritual awakening. The art of calligraphy acquired many different stages
of evolution with colouring.
Measures Taken during the Present Time to Encourage Calligraphy
Although the art of calligraphy progressed during the Caliphates, its influence and progress
diminished during the colonial domination with the introduction of typewriters and printing
press. During the twentieth century Muslim countries gained independence and their
economic resources increased. As a consequence today attempts are being made for
the development of this arts in many Muslim countries.
There are now attempts to revive the art of calligraphy. The committee for the preservation
of Islamic icons has been conducting contests of calligraphy worldwide since 1986. A
contest and exhibition was held in 1989 by this group to honour the memory of Yakkud
Al Mustaqzimi. On that occasion a book of 78 pages was published with the biography
of Yakkud,his calligraphic creations and the award winning submissions in the contest.
In 1961 a museum was opened in Tehran for the fine arts. Some of the calligraphic
creations are preserved here. Today the art of calligraphy is taught in schools, colleges
and universities and research papers are published in many languages.
Arabesque
Arabesque is one the pure arts developed by Muslims. Geometrical designs, calligraphy,
botanical and flowery designs combine in an intricate manner to form the decorative art
of Arabesque. It has been used by the artists according to the different Muslim regions
and time.
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Among the Arabesque decoration, leaf form designs occupy a prominent place. These
designs employ the shape of a plant or its various parts as the basic concept. Decorations
are created in the aesthetically appealing forms of roses, lilies, palm leaves and date
palm leaves are extensively used in the creation. The decorative designs present at the
Al Hamra palace belong to this category.
The geometrical designs of Arabesque include circles, ovals, squares, rectangles and
triangles.
Music
There are different opinions with regard to the permissibility of Music. Since aesthetic
sense is part of the human nature, being a religion in harmony with the nature of man,
Islam has not asked man to get rid of his nature. Islam also does not try to totally control
the nature of Man. Islam emphasizes the rightful expression of these basic instincts and
aesthetic senses without misguiding man to evil practices and sins. These aesthetic senses
and instincts should be used without contradicting the commands of Allah and for the
promotion of permissible beliefs and deeds for the promotion of ethical, moral and
spiritual development of man. The ideas placed by Dr. Yusuf Al Garzavi on this matter is
appropriate here.
Looking from the point of view of Sharia, the songs meeting the following conditions are
only permissible:
1. The theme of the songs should not be against the teachings, moral codes and
ethical principles of Islam.
2. Even when the theme is correct, the songster or songstress should not sing it in a
way to arouse the base and lewd feelings of people.
3. Since Islam has prohibited extremism even in religious observances, over indulgence
in singing and listening to songs must be avoided.
4. Everyone who listens to songs should individually ponder over the bad effects of
such songs and avoid it at his or her own discretion.
Most scholars and intellectuals of the Islamic world hold only such opinions as expressed
above. Whenever music is condemned actually its wrong use is only condemned.
In the history of Islam, the happy welcome given to the prophet after hijrat from Makkah
on his arrival at Medina by women and children singing, ‘thala al badru alaina’ is an
example of songs being sung.
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The Prophet liked the publicizing of weddings with the musical announcement of ‘dhaff’
without being kept secret.
It is reported by Hazrat Ayesha (Ral), “ Once Abu Bakar (Ral) visited our house. That
time some of the Ansari women were singing a song sung at the Bu As Battle. Then Abu
Bakar exclaimed, “ The musical instrument of Devil at the home of the Messenger of
Allah!” Since that day was a festival day, the prophet replied, “O Abu Baker! Every
people have their festive day. This is our festive day”
Hazrat Ibnu Abbas (Ral) reports, “ Ayesha (ral) arranged the wedding of an Ansari
woman related to her. At that time the prophet came and inquired, “Have you arranged
for some ladies to be at the wedding!”. When Ayesha replied in the negative, the prophet
said, “When you sent off the bride, why you had not sent with her some girls who could
sing with. Ansars are people who like the Gazal songs.”
When we look at these narrations, it is obvious songs and poems are permissible in
Islam. Only when they violate the basic concepts of Islam and induce base feelings and
divert them from the right path, they are condemned.
During the time of the Caliphate of the Rashidins, many territories of Rome and Persia
came under the Islamic Caliphate and the music prevailing in those territories gradually
found their way into the main Islamic lands. After the conquests of these territories, the
prisoners of war were distributed among the men and women living in Makkah, Medina
and other Muslim cities. As a result in all Arab families at least one non Arab woman
was present in the Arab household. Some of them practiced the music they knew to
appease their new master.
Some of the Umayyad rulers were worldly and their relatives were rich. Poets, story
tellers and singers developed close rapport with them. The wealthy used to purchase
songstresses with money and kept them inside their houses. As a result music had made
a great influence on them. The general public, the nobles, the elite and the Caliphs
indulged in music exorbitantly. But some pious people ignored these practices and hated
to be involved in music. The earliest Imam Maliq (Rah) prohibited singing songs. Imam
Abu Hinifa expressed a verdict that listening to songs is a sin. Imam Shafie (ral) expressed
that the knowledge of the person listening to music would be decrease and as such it
was not right to accept him as a witness. As they thought music was misleading the
people they condemned music and gave such harsh verdicts.
However some other people encouraged music and musicians and put forward evidences
from the Holy Quran and Hadeeth to establish the fact that music is allowed in Islam.
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The Al Quran illustrates, “And be moderate in thy pace, and lower thy voice; for the
harshest of sound without doubt is the braying of the ass” (31:19)
This verse very clearly indicates that sweet voice is preferable and praiseworthy. The
people in favour of song and music quoted the above verse in support of their stance.
They also quoted the Hadeeth regarding the praise given by the prophet to Abu Musa
Asshari (Ral) comparing his voice to be fit to be a descendant of the prophet Dawood
(Alai).
The contradicting opinions on music prevailed till such time the eminent scholar Imam
Ghazzali presented his analysis of both opinions and offered a balanced view on the
subject.
Although these two groups had differences on account of the permissibility of music,
they both were unanimous that songs and music contradicting the teachings and promoting
unethical and immoral feelings and ideas were not acceptable in Islam.
During the Abbasid period, music had developed much. Yahya Al Maki who stayed as
the musician of the palace was a famous person. He penned a music book called Kitab
Al Aqani.His son made editions to the book and published it. There are 3000 songs in
it.
Another famous musician was Ibrahm Al Mawsiliy. He composed about 900 songs. He
also established a music school for training songstresses.
The art of music had reached its zenith during the time of the Caliphs Harun and Ma’mun.
During their rule, like all other arts and sciences music also developed well in most of
the cites under the caliphate. The Greek Music books and notes were rendered into
Arabic. Research books on music were written. Poems were composed and compiled
into book forms. History of poets was penned. New musical instruments were
introduced. Music schools were opened.
Even intellectuals of philosophy and science too passionately took to music. As music
was also included in the syllabus of Mathematics, this became further important.
Al Quran and the Sunnah provided the necessary motivation to Muslims to forge ahead
in the pursuit of Science.
However at the later period of the Abbasid, music became mixed with dancing and
drinks and led to the deterioration of ethical and social values in the empire. The pious
savants of Islam and jurists condemned music as a social evil because of these counter
developments. Even some rulers spoke against music.
11 - CM 20333
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Historian Ibnu Katheer mentions an incident when a man broke apart the musical
instrument of a woman at his time. This shows the extent to which the grow in discontent
was growing among some pious people at the immoral activities promoted by music
and dance in the society. The Abbasid Caliph Al Muktadi Bi Amrilla ordered that immoral
women and songstresses to leave the country. With the intention of saving the moral and
ethical values of people, the Fathimid Caliph prohibited singing, dancing and entertainment
in Cairo in 1075 A.D.
Muslim scholars supported musical arts as long it is not mixed with obscenity and
vulgarism to arouse the lewd feelings of people. They had indeed developed rules of
ethics for music.
The Musical Instruments used by the Muslims
The Arabs had an instrument made up of strings like the Lut. It was called 'Ud'. At the
time 'Ud' was in use another instrument called violin with two strings was also in vogue.
But among the general public the instrument 'Ud' was popular. Although this instrument
was used during the pre Islamic time of Jahiliya, Muslims developed it further.
'Mismar' was another musical instrument used by Muslims. This had the shape like a
flute. This instrument made of bamboo had eight holes according to Al Barabi. Another
instrument of music used by the Muslims of those days was called ‘Buk’. This was
made up of animal horns. Some other musical instruments used were, 'kaan', 'Nafir',
and 'Shabbur'.
There were the musical instruments called Tabdhaff. These instruments were available
in different names according to the shapes and sizes of them.
The Murabba, an instrument of the Spanish Muslims, found its way into the European
people. This instrument evolved gradually into what is called ‘Guitar’. During the period
of Umayyad, an instrument called Sanjo was used to modify the sound during dances.
However before plunging into music without reservation Muslim need to exercise caution
with regard to the theme, mode, presentation and contents of music in relation to Islamic
injunctions.
Islamic Architecture
Civilizations develop from cities as the focal point of a society. Architecture plays a
pivotal role in the construction of cities. Like all other arts architecture also reflects the
worldly attitude of the people.
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The Islamic architecture reflects the different paces of development in the Islamic
civilization but a common thread runs through all these traditions of construction. This
unanimity is the result of their common faith, Islam.
As a world religion, the impact of Islam is transparent in the architecture of the Islamic
era by infusing Islamic elements into earlier architectural traditions. With the combination
of traditional designs with Islamic elements, a new dimension of architecture appeared
in the creation of such edifices.
The first Islamic architectural resemblances are the mosques. The earlier Muslims
constructed mosques as simple structures for the sole purpose of religious and social
activities of the community instead of looking at aesthetic values of architectural designs.
The companions of the prophet and the following generations were involved in the
immediate task of consolidating the Islamic rule and protecting it from attacks originating
around the state. After spending their time mostly from these primary tasks, they had
little time left for anything else but their religious activities and meditation. Therefore they
did not have the time for developing the aesthetic arts a such. After the consolidation of
power by the Umayyad when the wealth and prosperity flourished, the rulers and the
general public had the necessary time to spend for other activities. On these occasions
mosques and palaces were constructed with architectural elements of aesthetic
properties.
The first mosque to be erected in this history was the mosque built at a place called
Kuba on his way of hijrat to Medina by the Prophet (peace be upon him). Following
that the Masjidun Nabavi was constructed. Constructed simply, there was no need to
borrow foreign skills or values of foreign cultures at that time. At later days when the
need to expand the mosque was felt, then foreign skills and cultural elements were
incorporated into the construction process.
During the rules of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen when the Islamic state witnessed expansion,
mosques were constructed in cities like Bustard and Khairwan. With the further expansion
of the Islamic territories the Islamic architecture started to develop on its own in the
seized territories of Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt.
The battles with other countries during the time of Caliph Umar (Ral) and the internal
rebellion that continued from the time of Caliph Usman (Ral) up to the time of Caliph
Abdul Maliq consumed much of the attention of the rulers for peace keeping and other
administrative matters and they could not focus their mind on relatively lower important
matters such as decorating the mosques or building palaces of architectural stature.
When peace prevailed during the time of the Caliph Abdul Maliq Bin Marwan,
construction of mosques, palaces and buildings for administrative purposes commenced.
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The oldest icon of Islamic architecture is the dome , Kubbathul Zahra , in Jerusalem
constructed by Abdul Maliq Bin Marwn in 72 Hijrat. Following this the Umayyad Caliph
Walid constructed a mosque in Damascus with an open hall called Sahn. He also
renovated the Masjidun Nabavi and introduced the Mihrab into the construction of the
mosque.
During the Abbasid period, along with the construction of mosques, the erection of
palaces also began. The Persian tradition of dignifying their kings had an impact on the
rulers and induced them to construct lavish palaces. Many palaces and mansions were
built by the Abbasid Caliphs and wealthy elite. These palaces and mansions were large
in size containing reception halls, guest rooms, rest rooms, office rooms, dining section,
kitchen and pantry and storage with other amenities. The storage space was further
divided into sections for food, medicine, books, ornaments, furniture and other utilities.
The Thulunid dynasty rulers in Egypt during the time of the Abbasid contributed greatly
to the development of construction and architecture. Ibnu Thul erected a large mosque
with a magnificent construction at a cost of one hundred and twenty thousand Dirhams.
The Fatimid rulers also played an important role in construction and they built a new city
north of Busthad called Al Kahira.
Some of the Characteristics of Islamic Architecture in Mosques
In places of worship belonging to non Muslims idols are kept for worship. Muslim
places of worship are devoid of idols as a unique feature. Placing idols for the purpose
of worship or decoration is totally prohibited in Islam. Drawing of living creatures was
also forbidden. Instead in mosques, designs of botanical, flowery, geometrical shapes,
calligraphy were employed for beautification and decoration of mosques. The developed
mosques contained a congregational prayer hall, the mihrab for the direction of Ka’ba,
the Mimber for sermons, and a Minarath for calling the faithful for prayers. These
architectural features of a mosque differentiate a mosque from other places of worship
where decoration is done with idols and pictures of living things. There were also facilities
to do ablution and room for students to learn religion. All over the world mosques are
built taking into account these common features.
Although architecture in general were based on the religious principles and faith of
Muslims, buildings other than mosques had the impact of foreign cultural invasion and
depicted un-Islamic features due to the covetous attitude of rulers and the elite for
vanity and show. These included statues of people and animals, pictures of living
creatures, scenes of hunting and dancing, ornamentation with gold and silver metals.
These prohibited features were employed to enhance the beauty of palaces and other
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buildings. In this way the architectures developed in two different directions, one based
on the mosque and confined with the teachings of Islam and the other totally secular in
nature without any consideration for the principles of Islam.
Al Hamra
Al Hamra is a red coloured palace situated in Spain reflecting the then Islamic architectural
expertise and excellence. The erection of the palace was commenced by the ruler
Mohammed in 1284 A.D. and was completed by the ruler Abul Hajjaj in 1333 A.D. At
the centre of the palace is a pond. Surrounding the pond are the statues of 12 lions with
water sprouting from their mouths. On the western side of the palace, the sceneries of
hunting and heroic acts of fighters are depicted in drawings. The decorations include
calligraphy and Arabesque arts. The verses of the Holy Quran presented as decorative
calligraphy are inspiring the recitation of them. There are also gardens and play grounds
in the 35 acre land area of the palace. Professor Haty after seeing this magnificent
construction, exclaims, 'The design decorations, towers', and stone inscriptions are
unparalleled.
The colour scheme of the palace appropriately merges with the natural environment.
Many tourists from all over the world visit this place to see this colossal palace with its
magnificent architecture.
After the defeat of Muslims in Spain, this palace went into the hands of Christians. The
King 5th Charles converted it into a church in 1581 A.D. He had destroyed certain
parts of the palace and erected some other constructions there disturbing the elegance
of the palace. By neglecting it he had diminished its look. It was also affected by the
invasion by France in 1812 and the earth quake in 1821 A.D.
The Taj Mahal
The Taj Mahal constructed by the Mogul emperor Shajahan in memory of his beloved
wife Mumtaaz at the shore of the rive Yamuna is an excellent architecture. This stands
out as a unique structure without parallel. The lively design of architecture harmoniously
merging with the beautiful surroundings make it a real wonder of the world. The work
on Taj Mahal commenced in 1631 A.D and completed in 1647 A.D. The mausoleum
exists at the midst of beautiful ponds facing the Yamuna river from one corner. With a
magnificent dome the building boasts of four minarets and has the octagon shape. The
decorative designs are confined to botanical shapes and calligraphy. The base stage of
the building is made of black and white marbles. At the centre of the stage is the tomb of
186 feet. This wonder of the world portrays the pinnacle of architecture during the time
of the Mogal empire.
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The tradition of Islamic architectures has evolved with the combination of the religious
sensitivity and the aesthetic values of their times. These elements are the basis of measuring
the dimensions of the architecture of Muslims. That is why we can find a common
characteristics of architectural heritage in all Islamic construction even though local talents,
skills and raw materials are used for the construction in different parts of the world.
Qirath
The art of reciting Quran with perfection is called the Qirath. Reciting the Holy Quran
properly according to the rules following the method shown by Hazrat Mohammed
(peace be upon him) is acclaimed as the art of Qirath.
Most of the companions of the prophet recited the Holy Quran at the presence of the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) and verified the correctness of their recitation. Of
such people who recited the Quran accurately and acknowledged by the Prophet as
proper recitators, the following companions are considered as prominent:
1. Ubai Bin Qahf (Rali)
2. Ali Bin AbuThalib (Ral)
3. Zaid Bin Thabid (Ral)
4. Ibnu Masood (Rali)
5. Abu Darda (Rali)
6. Abu Musa Al As Ari (Rali)
From these men of virtue, the next generation of Tabieens received their knowledge of
recitation. The art of recitation became popular and the people who could recite with
good voice and perfection were held in high esteem. There were schools especially
dedicated to the art of reciting the Qura in many cities of the Caliphate. As a result the
recitation of Quran, the Qirat, became a specialized art during the 8th century A.D.
As the authenticity of Hadeeth was established by the isnaad, the verification of the
chain of narrators, the authenticity of the method of recitation was also established by
isnaad. The Qirath method verified by the Muthavadir isnaad only were accepted as the
correct method of recitation.
The following ten people deserve to be remembered for the contribution for the right
methodology of the recitation of the Qirat:
1. Abu Amr Bin Alaa
2. Ibnu Qaseer
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3. Nabi U bin Abdur Rahman
4. Ibnu Ameer
5. Aazim
6. Hamza
7. Al Khissaee
8. Abu Jabar Yazeed bin Qauqa
9. Yaqoob Ibnu Ishhaq
10. Qalab bin Hisham
The Qirath recitation of the first seven people are recognized as the Muthavadir level.
The recitation of the other three are accepted by some scholars as Mutavadir level of
recitation but not accepted by some other scholars. In order to receive the highest level
of accuracy the following requirements must be fulfilled:
1. Qirath recitation should conform to the copy of the Holy Quran compiled during
the Caliphate of Usman (Rali)
2. Should conform to the applied Arabic literary use.
3. The Isnaad should be authentic.
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11. The Role of Masjid in the Islamic History
The Arabic term ‘Masjid’ comes from the root word ‘Sajada’ -meaning prostrating. It
means a place of prostration. The History of masjids starts with sacred Ka’ba in Makkah.
The Holy Quran confirms this concept : “Verily the first place of worship on earth
established for the people is the Ka’ba in Makkah”.
Next to that according to chronology, the Baithul Mukaddas in Jerusalem is considered.
Following these, the masjid in Kuba and the Masjidun Nabavi in Medina came into
existence.
Mosques are the central places for the fulfillment of the command of Allah and to prostrate
before him seeking His pleasure and help apart from being the social centres of the
Muslim Umma for the discussion of issues related to their affairs.
Sanctity of the Mosques
1. Mosques are the sacred places of Muslims
2. Mosques should not be made impure by dirt or shirks.
3. They should be simple in appearance and inducing piety.
4. It is prohibited to erect mosques on top of graves.
5. It is prohibited to conduct trade in mosques.
The Importance of Mosques in the Holy Quran and Sunna
“The mosques of Allah shall be visited and maintained by such as believe in Allah and
the Last Day, establish regular prayers, and pay Zakat, and fear none except Allah. It is
they who are expected to be in true guidance (Al Quran 09: 18)”
“In cities, the place which is to the liked by Allah is the mosque; and the place which is
not to the liking of Allah is the bazaar” (Muslim)
The Mosques of the time of the Prophet and their activities as social centres
1. Mosques functioned as a central place for social communication and consensus.
2. They were the centre for the propagation of Islam.
3. Spiritual training centres.
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4. Place of State administration
5. Social and cultural centre
6. Institute of Islamic education
7. Central place for economic activity of the state.
8. Headquarters of the Muslim fighting forces.
9. A Court of Justice
During the period of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen, apart from the above functions the
following activities also took place in the mosques:
1. The Choice of the Caliph and the pledge of allegiance took place in the mosque.
2. The Consultation Assembly of the companions functioned from the mosque.
3. Mosque functioned as a court dispensing Justice to people.
4. The economic activity of the Baithul Maal originated from the mosque.
The functions of the mosques during the period of other Caliphate
1. Mosques functioned as the centre of Islamic education relating to Al Quran
interpretation, Hadeeth and Islamic Jurisprudence
2. Mosques had adjoining libraries
3. Institutes of educational research were adjoined with the mosques.
Mosques and their function today
1. Mosques have become places only for religious prayers and observances of Ibadats.
2. The absence of suitably qualified pious Imaams and trustees in the mosques.
3. The absence of plans for the proper functioning of the mosques.
Masjidul Harem
The sacred mosque of Ka'ba situated in Makkah is the first place of worship established
for people to worship the one and only God. This fact has been proven by the verses of
the Holy Quran, the sayings of the prophet and other historical narrations. This mosque
was first constructed by Hazrat Adam (Alai) on the commandment of Allah on the same
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pattern of the mosque in heaven where angels circumambulate and praise Allah. The
mosque in heaven is called Baithul Ma'moor.
The sacred Ka’ba was reconstructed by Hazrat Ibrahim (Alai) on the commandment of
Allah and he commenced the construction from left over part of the Ka’ba from previous
position. The mosque had undergone several damages during the course of history and
has been rebuilt. History records several instances of its reconstruction and renovation.
The Quraish before the advent of the prophet hood of Mohammed reconstructed the
Ka’ba. Then it was again renovated during the time of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen and
many other renovations were undertaken by the Umayyad, Abbasid and Ottoman
Caliphs.
As Islam has commanded that five times worship should be performed facing the direction
of the Ka’aba, the importance given to the Ka’aba by the world Muslim umma is
significant. Also the worship offered in Ka’aba is hundred thousand times more
meritorious than worships in other mosques.
It is recorded in history that people before the advent of Islam also made pilgrimage to
the Ka’ba and circumambulated it. It is the fifth pillar of Islam Millions of Muslims
gather at Ka’aba to perform Haj during the month of Dulhaj and also they throng at the
mosque from various parts of the world to perform Umra during other days.
The Masjidun Nabavi
The prophet wanted to establish an exemplary ideal society in Medina and in order to
gather and train the people properly he established a mosque as a training centre of
spiritual and social values. Since the prophet viewed a mosque as a centre of training for
spiritual guidance as well as a consultative platform for searching solutions for the social
problems, he constructed a mosque and started his tasks from there.Two mosques
were constructed after the Hijrat: the Masjidu thakwa at Kufa and the Masjidun Nabavi
in Madinah.
In the beginning the Masjidun Nabavi was built up with date palm leaves and date
stumps in a simple way.It was built on a piece of land bought from the Bani Najjar tribe.
It was built on the month of Raiul Avval Hijri 1st year. The foundation was laid with
stones. The walls were erected with unburned clay stones. The roof was weaved with
date palms leaves. It was 115 feet long and 100 feet wide. This mosque was not used
only for the purpose of offering prayers. In fact the Holy Prophet demonstrated with
examples how a mosque could serve its purpose as a centre of the Muslim community
and play a pivotal role in the affairs of Muslims.
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As a matter of fact the mosque during the time of the prophet functioned as a place
where daily prayers and Jumma prayers are held in congregation and as an educational
institution, a parliament, a court for dispensing justice, a reception for diplomatic dignitaries
from other countries, a place for discussion of Muslim affairs, a training platform for
Muslim fighters, a clinic for offering treatment for the wounded, a detention centre of
prisoners etc.,
The mosque was extended with some 30 feet in both sides to accommodate more
people after the victory of Khaibar battle. The land needed for this purpose was bought
by Hazrat Usman for the community. After that time to time the sacred mosque had
undergone many renovations and reconstructions by many rulers.
Regarding the sanctity of the mosque, the prophet said, “A prayer in my mosque is
equal to thousand prayers in any other mosque other than the Ka’aba”. This is the
second mosque allowed for pilgrimage in Islam.
One of the most important places inside the mosque is the pulpit used by the prophet.
Earler it was made of date stems and later it was made with wood. The prophet
prophesized that on the day of judgment the pulpit would be brought near the Hawlul
Khawzar. And the other place is called the Rawla, which is situated between the pulpit
and the room of the prophet. Speaking about these spots, the prophet said that there
would be a garden of the paradise between the pulpit and the room.
Another spot of much significance is the Ahlul Suffa, where the companions of the
prophet sat in order to quench their thirst of religious knowledge.
Then there is a room where the prophet and his wife stayed. This is attached to the
mosque but not part of the mosque. In history this spot has been highlighted as Hujratul
Ayesha. At this place only the death of the prophet took place and according to the
commandment of Allah that prophets should be buried at the same place where they
die, the prophet was buried at the spot. Next to this place are buried the pious and
noble companions of the prophet namely, Hazrat Abu Bakar (Rali) and Hazrat Umar
(Rali).
Masjidun Nabavi is the second most important place visited by the pilgrims to Makkah
during the Haj and Umra.
The History of Baithul Muqaddas
Baithul Muqaddas means a’ sanctified holy place .
This is also called Masjidul Aqsa. This sacred mosque is situated at Jerusalam in Palestine.
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Hazrat Ibrahim built Baithul Muqaddas and the history starts from him.
Many verses of the Holy Quran state about the greatness of Baithul Muqaddas
“And We rescued him and Lut to the land which We have blessed for the mankind” (Al
Quran 21:71)
“And to Sulaiman (We subjected) the wind strongly raging, running by his command
towards the land which we had blessed…” (Al Quran 21: 81)
“And We made the people who were considered weak to inherit the eastern parts of
the land and the western parts thereof which We have blessed” (Al Quran 07:137)
Hazrat Ibrahim migrated to Palestine from Iraq as ordered by Allah. He settled his first
wife Sarah in Palastine and the second wife Hajira and her son in Makkah. When his
son Ismael became an adult, he built the Ka’ba in Makkah with this son. After 40 years
he built Baithul Muqaddas in Palestine to worship Allah alone.
Hazrat Abu Huraira reports, “ I asked the prophet which was the first mosque built
upon the earth and he said it was Masjidul Haram in Makkah. When I asked him what
the next mosque was, he replied it was Masjidul Aqsa. When I asked the interval of
time between these constructions, he said it was 40 years and stated that if we happened
to be there at the time of prayer, we should pray since these are most deserving places
for prostrating”
Near these two mosques Hazrat Ibrahim and his families lived worshipping the one and
only true God, Allah.
In 43 B.C. King Erode who was the viceroy of the Romans in Palestine, adopted the
religion of Judaism and further extended Baithul Muqaddas and rebuilt with architectural
elegance. This was the king who murdered the prophets Hazrat Yahya and Hazrat
Zakaria (Alai)
Following the disappearance of Hazrat Isa (Alai) his disciples started preaching the
religion of Injeel seriously. The Jews rebelled against the Romans and the disciples.
Baithul Muqaddas was fully damaged by the action taken by the Roman commander
Titus to control the first rebellion in the year 70 A.D.
As a place greatly connected with many prophets since the days of Hazrat Ibrahim
Palestine had Baithul Mukaddas as the centre strategic location. Among these prophets,
Hazrat Ibrahim, Hazrat Ishaq, Hazrat Davood, Hazrat Sulaiman, Hazrat Moosa, Hazrat
Isa and Hazrat Muhammed (Peace be upon him) had prayed in this mosque and some
of them had taken part in the restoration of the mosque.
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Prophet Muhammed (peace be upon him) had prayed at this place during his Miraj
ascension and Muslims had faced Baithul Muqaddas as their direction of prayer till they
were commanded to pray towards Mecca.
It is one of the three sacred places specified by the Prophet for undertaking a pilgrimage.
Not only that it is also mentioned that more merits are given for prayers offered at these
three mosques.
Baithul Mukaddas was constructed for the purpose of the oneness of Allah. All the
prophets preached the same oneness of Allah. Therefore whoever respects all the
prophets and uphold the oneness of Allah has the right of ownership of the Baithul
Mukaddas.
The great mystery that took place in the history of the Baithul Mukaddas is the
disappearance of Hazrat Isa (Alai).
The disappearance of Hazrat Isaa was a mystery in the history of Baithul Muqaddas.
The belief of his return is prevalent among Muslims and Christians.
According to a report narrated by Abu Huraira, “ The Prophet said: Verily in whose
hand my life is, the son of Maryam will appear as a just ruler among you. He will break
the cross and kill the swine. War will be brought to an end. Then wealth will increase –
but none will expect it. At that time one prostration will be better than all that is in the
world”
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12. Introduction of Islam in Sri Lanka
The Arrival of Arabs
Sri Lanka is situated in the Indian Ocean south of Indian on the trade sea route between
the west and the east. This strategic location has made this island renowned around the
world even in prehistoric times. Apart from this the natural environment, landscape,
natural harbours and essential cash crops were some of the reasons to attract foreigners
to the land.
According to Maha Vamsa, when Pandukabaya ruled Anuradahpura, Arabs entered
Sri Lanka as traders and were accommodated in the western gate of the place allocated
for the traders inAnuradahpura itself. The Arabs were called Yawana according to the
translators of Maha Vamsa Dr. Ananda Guruge and Willeym Geiger.
According to historical sources, the Arab traders have been doing business from Sri
Lanka with the coastal towns of India since the fourth century A.D. During the advent of
Islam in the Arabian peninsula in 610 A.D., the Arabs had established themselves as
powerful merchants in the coastal areas of the subcontinent. When Islam became a
power within twenty three years in the Arabian peninsula, the Arab traders in the coastal
areas of the sub continent too accepted it as their religion and code of life.
With regard to the introduction of Islam following views have been expressed:
1. Islam was introduced to Sri Lanka during the time of the Holy Prophet.
2. It was introduced during the Caliphate of Hazrat Umar-e- Farooq.
3. It was introduced during the migration of Hashimites due to the atrocities of the
Umayyads.
Quoting the book 'Alkiya Albakari', scholar Sithi Lebbe mentions in his Muslim Nation,
that the companion of the Holy Prophet, Wahab Ibnu Abi Hafsa visited Sri Lanka and
invited the Sri Lankan king to Islam at his journey to China as the messenger of the Holy
Prophet to China. Honouring this invitation, the Sri Lankan King granted permission to
introduce Islam , accept it by those who liked it and construct a mosque. It is mentioned
in the note that after preaching Islam to the Arabs who were here at that time, the
companion of the Prophet left the island in 632 A.D. However this information needs to
be further investigated.
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The letters written by the Holy Prophet to the rulers of Rome and Persia indicate that
the invitation to Islam was made to other nations during the lifetime of the Prophet
himself. The fact that a letter of invitation to the Chinese emperor was carried by the
companion Wahab Ibnu Abi Hafsa is mentioned by Dr.Hameedullah in his book 'Foreign
Relations of the Prophet Mohammed' quoting Sri Thomas Arnold in his book 'The
Preaching of Islam'. The author Marshall Brumhall also mentions that according to a
traditional story Wahab Ibnu Abi Hafs reached Canton via the sea route and received
permission to preach Islam and build a mosque in Canton. This information allows us to
think favourably about the proposition of Sithi Lebbe.
During the seventh century A.D., Mandai was a harbor city in the Anuradhapura kingdom,
facilitating trade between the east and the west. Dr.Shukri states the Arabic stone
inscriptions unearthed for archeological research at this site indicate the Arabic
settlements there. Further the clay pots belonging to Arabia and China were unearthed.
This fact too collaborate the evidence for the trade role played by China and Arabia in
that area. Ibnu Shahyaar who lived in the 10th century A.D. in his book, Ajaaibul Hind
presents the idea that Islam was introduced to Sri Lanka during the time of the second
Caliph Umar. Further Dr. Sirima Kiriyamuna in his book, 'Muslims of Sri Lanka indicate
that Sri Lankan King Agrabodhi sent an envoy to Arabia to get information about Islam
as the people of Sri Lanka had become aware of the advent of a Prophet in Arabia.
When that envoy reached Arabia, the Prophet and his first Caliph had passed away,
and the second Caliph was ruling (634 -644 A.D.). After learning from the Caliph about
Islam, on his return he died on the coastal area of Makran in Pakistan. His servant
returned to Sri Lanka with the news about Islam.
In the eight century A.D., the Hashimites fleeing the persecution and atrocities of the
Iraqi governor Hajjaj Ibnu Yusuf, settled down in the coastal areas of South India and
Sri Lanka. The Historian James Tannant in his book ‘Ceylon’ states the Hashimites
emigrants from Iraq settled down in Trincomalee, Jaffna, Mannar, Puttalam, Colombo,
Galle and Beruwela areas.
Historian Al Baladari in his book 'Futhuhul Bulthaan' that the Sri Lankan king Manavamman
sent the widows and female children of the Arab Traders to Arabia. The ship carrying
them was raided by sea pirates at the coast of Dhabel (Karaachi) and the female members
were taken prisoners. Hajjaj Ibnu Yusuf sent a message to the Sindh ruler Raja Thahir
to free them. When he did not receive a response, he dispatched a troop under the
command of Mohammed bin Cassim and as a result Sindh was conquered by Muslims.
This indicates that in Hijri first century, Muslims lived as a society in Sri Lanka. This
action by the Sri Lankan King could be taken as an attempt to forge good relations with
the governor of Iraq.
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The above mentioned information point out that Islam was introduced to Sri Lanka at
the same time it was introduced in Arabia.
Spread of Muslims in Sri Lanka
Muslim settlements were in the coastal areas of Sri Lanka during the 8th century A.D.
According to Dr.Sukri in his book, ‘Sri Lankan Muslims’, Arabic stone inscriptions
found in the harbor city Mandai, Tirukediswaram, Ellupitiya, and Puliyandeevu are
supportive of the fact that there were indeed Muslim settlements in Sri Lanka during the
period. Gradually these settlements spread to the interior of the country. In order to
develop the religious knowledge of Sri Lankan Muslims the Abbaside Caliph sent a
religious scholar named Khalid Ibnu Bakaya to Sri Lanka. This was the first institutional
attempt for the preaching of Islam in Sri Lanka. After preaching Islamic code of Life
and Sharia, he passed away in 950 A.D. ( 317 Hijrat). The inscription stone at his
graveyard is an evidence for this fact.
The Arabic Coins of the Abbaside period unearthed in Gampola, Galagedera and
Sabragamuwa areas during archeological excavations go to prove the existence of Muslim
settlements in the interiors of Sri Lanka in the 12th century A.D. In the same way there
are evidences to show Muslim settlements were considerably larger during the
Polannaruwa period known as the golden era of Sri Lankan history.
During the reign of the renowned King Parakramabahu (1156 – 1186 A.D.), Muslims
were an important part of the national trade. This may be the reason for Muslims to be
present in the export promotion board called ‘Andarangathura’ established by the king
for the promotion of exports.This fact is mentioned by Dr. Vasanthara Mohana in his
book ‘Muslims in Sri Lanka’ quoting Archeological expert Professor S.Paranavithana
from his book ‘History of Ceylon’. This information gives the idea that Muslims were
spread in many parts of the country and were an influential community in Sri Lanka at
the 12th century A.D.
After the fall of the Polannaruwa era, Dambedeniya became the capital of Sri Lanka
and Muslims were a community empowering the reign. In 1270 A.D, the 4th Wijayabahu,
the king of Dambedeniya, was murdered by his military commander Miththa, and in
return the murderer was killed by Thahoor, a Muslim commander of another military
division of the king . He thus saved the government and was instrumental in Buvaneka
Bahu becoming the king with Yappahuwa as his capital in 1272 A.D. This fact is revealed
by the historical researcher N.J. Karunathilaka in his book the Wayambe Kingdom.
The high status enjoyed by the Muslims in the Yappahuwa regime is further demonstrated
by the fact the trade delegation to Egypt was headed by a Muslim named Abu Usman
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in 1283 A.D. As a matter of fact the Muslims as a community were held in honourable
state and were able to interact with the royal elite in equal status.
In the 13th century Muslims had progressed as a powerful community in Sri Lanka with
great influence in Politics of the country. At the last part of the century Kurunagala
became the capital of Sri Lanka. The Second Buvanagebahu ruled Sri Lanka from
Kurunagala as the capital between 1287 - 1293 A.D. He married Madagediya Kumari,
the daughter of an elite Muslim called Adinavidaana Veera Wickramasinghe from the
region of Aswathuma in Kurunagala. The son born to them was Vasthuhimi, according
to the research expert N.J.Karunathilaka in his book 'Wayamba Kingdom of Sri Lanka'.
After the death of 2nd Buvanage Bagu Vasthuhimi was enthroned as the king of Sri
Lanka. However some people conspired against him and murdered him. The son born
to the Sinhala wife of the King was then made the King under the title the 4th Buvanege
Bahu.
Although there are several reasons for the change of reign to Kurunagala, the expectation
of the support and economic assistance by the Muslims of the area could have been
another motivating factor for this decision.
In 1344 A.D., Ibnu Batuda, a renowned Arab explorer visited Sri Lanka and left remarks
about his visit to the island. He arrived in Puttalam and travelled to Chilaw,Kurunagala,
and Gampola to pay a visit to the Adam’s Peak and then returned via Ratnapura,
Devundera, Galle and Colombo to Puttalam. In his record of the travel he mentions
about his meeting with Muslim elite and the mosques and settlements around them. This
is another historical record proving beyond doubt the existence of Muslim population in
the interior regions of the country apart from their continued presence in the coastal
areas of the country.
In the sixteenth century A.D. as a consequence of the political conflicts in the country,
the Portugese were able to capture the coastal areas of the country. In 1505 A.D. a ship
was sent by the Portugese from Goa to attack the returning ship of Arabs from China.
However due to a storm the ship had changed course and reached the coast of Sri
Lanka under the captain Don Laurenso de Almeida. His arrival changes the course of
history of Sri Lanka. At that time Muslims remained as a powerful trading community in
the coastal cities of Sri Lanka. Generally Portugese considered the Muslims as their
trade competitors and always upheld harsh methods of dealing with the Muslims of Sri
Lanka. In the mean time, the political disputes in the Kotte kingdom and its division
favoured the Portugese to set foot in SriLanka permanently.
Although in the early stages of their occupation, they showed some flexibility in their
dealings they became rigid in their approach when the Kotte Kingdom was vested with
12 - CM 20333
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the King of Portugal after the King of Kotte, Don Juwan Darmapala, died without an
heir to secceed him to the throne. In 1575 A.D. Muslims were expelled from the coastal
cities. During this upheaval they robbed the property of Muslims who lived wealthily in
Weligama and murdered some Muslims. In 1626 A.D, Muslims were expelled from all
areas under the control of the Portugese.
These Muslims were given refuge by the Kandiyan King Senarath in the interior of the
Kandiyan kingdom and Batticaloe between 1604 – 1635 A.D. About four thousand
such Muslims were settled in Batticaloe. Around 300 Muslims were murdered by the
Portugese in Matara in 1642.A.D. The females and children of the murdered were
taken to Colombo. This action also induced the Muslim population to migrate to other
parts of the country.
In the beginning of the seventeenth century a considerable number of Muslims populated
the internal areas of the island, in place like Panagamuwa, Kandy and Gampola.
In 1656 A.D. the Dutch captured the coastal cities of the island from the Portugese.
During their reign too, Muslims could not live in peace. The Dutch interfered in the
commercial affairs of the Muslims and restricted their involvement by insisting that they
should trade in imports and exports jointly with the Dutch and do only limited trades.
Although the Dutch were in conflict with the local Muslims, they brought the Indonesian
Muslims to Sri Lanka for their own requirements. In the same way, the princes, religious
leaders, and noble men who rebelled against the Dutch in Indonesia were exiled to Sri
Lanka. As a result the Malay community came into being among the Sri Lankan Muslims.
The Sri Lankan Muslim population comprising of Arab, Persian, Indian and local origins
further diversified with the inclusion of the Malay segment among them.
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were remarkable in the political life of the Sri
Lankan Muslims. In Kandy they received the patronage of the King and became influential
in the political affairs of the Kingdom. After being populated in many parts of the Kandiyan
kingdom, they held several important positions in the kingdom.
The local administration of the Kandiyan kingdom was based on a well planned system.
The administrative hands of the kingdom reached even the villages through well defined
administrative servants. There was orderly social, economical and technical system
functioning on a departmental level with administrative responsibilities.
Some Muslims held administrative positions in these departments. During the reign of
Keerthi Siri Rajasinghe, between 1747 – 1781 A.D, a Muslim named Sheik Aleem
held the position of 'Madige batdha Nileme' or administrative head for the department
of fishing and bartering. His grand son Sheikh Abdul Cader and Moula Muhandiram
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also held this position afterwards. Dr. Lona Devaraja states in his book many Muslims
held the posts of Lakem and Muhandiram living as a small minority among the Sinhala
people of the Kandiyan kingdom.
When we carefully look at the history, it is evident that Muslims have an uninterrupted
history of living in Sri Lanka from the rise of the Anuradahpura kingdom up to the fall of
the Kandiyan kingdom. It is a unique characteristic of the Sri Lankan Muslims that they
lived with the majority community in peace and hormony of over thousand years.whilst
maintaining their own identity for a prolonged period.
The Contribution of Muslims for National Causes
The social and cultural role played by a community is dependent upon its belief, principles
of faith, conducts and behavior, rituals and traditions of the people belonging to the
community.
Although Sri Lankan Muslims came to Sri Lanka as traders and then spread in parts of
the country on account of their trade requirements they maintained their religious identity
and cultural individuality whilst still maintaining a close bond with other communities of
Sri Lanka. This is because Muslims will always give priority to the Holy Quran and the
ways of the Prophet in all aspects of their lives whether it is social or cultural oriented.
This principled stand of Muslims always protected them from being totally assimilated
into an alien culture.
However the Europeans after conquering Sri Lanka always tried to drive a wedge
between the Muslims and other communities.
The contribution of Muslims could be categoried as follows and analysed:
1. Economic Role and Contribution
2. Political Role and contribution
3. Role in National Security and Defence
4. Medical Role and Contribution
5. Cultural Role and Contribution
Economic Role and Contribution
The role played by Muslims in developing the national economy is remarkable. It is
Muslims who represented Sri Lanka’s international trade interests since the reign of the
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Anuraadapura Kingdom. The knowledge and experience possessed by them regarding
the East-West sea trade route enabled them to internationalise commercial activities for
the benefit of the country. The excavation done at Mandai proves this.
After the raids during the Anuradapura period the fund needed to renovate the damaged
irrigational canals and lakes and restore the destroyed cultivation was obtained only
through foreign trading. The information provided by Professor R.O.L.H.Gunawardana
after his research regarding the irrigational civilization confirms the contribution of Muslims
for foreign trade to the benefit of Sri Lanka from the very beginning of their association
with the island.
According the available stone inscriptions, during the Polannaruwa rule,Colombo was
a developed harbor and Muslims populatd the city in great numbers. Their recognition
and influence in the kingdom is evident from the fact that they were respected members
of the trade development board called 'Andarangthura'.
Sri Lanka has been renowned for its precious stones. It is Muslims who introduced
these gems to the international market. Al Biruni mentions about the gems of sri Lanka
in his book ‘Kithabul Jamahir fee Mahfirathil Jawaahir’ written in the 10th century A.D.
This sheds light on the fact the gems of Sri Lanka were already introduced to the
Muslim world.
Muslims were in the forefront of national trade and commerce when the Europeans
occupied Sri Lanka. Their influence and power in trade became an issue of envy and
confrontation for the Europeans to the extent of expelling them from the coastal areas of
Sri Lanka. When plantation estates were started in Sri Lanka during the nineteenth
century, a considerable number of Muslims became owners of these estates. They also
made their mark in the gem business along with jewellery and textiles businesses. However
at the end of the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth century this
trading power started to crumble gradually. As a consequence the number of Muslim
businessmen in mega businesses has become reduced.
Political Role and Contribution
The presence of Muslims in the national politics from the Anuradhapura period to the
fall of the Kandiyan kingdom was significant. Muslims have also been members of
parliament and cabinet ministers of independent Sri Lanka.
There is also information regarding a Muslim noble man called, Periya Thambi Markkar,
who assisted during the coronation ceremony being the right hand of King Wijeyabahu.
He was a faithful associate of the King and acted as the king’s secretary for trade
affairs. In the same way there were Muslims acting as finance consultants for the king.
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Whenever the capitals of the rulers shifted, Muslims also settled in the capitals. During
these changes many Muslims served as advisors to the Kings and went abroad as
envoys. Abu Usman was sent as an envoy to Egypt during the time of BuwanageBahu.
Muslims played a pivotal role in the Kandiyan Kingdom. There are evidences to prove
that Muslims served as departmental heads, government representatives and high court
judges.When the envoy of England John Faibus arrived in the island, Uduman Lebbe
was designated to welcome him to the country. Sheikyh Alim and Sheikh Abdul Cader
held the posts of Madikebedde Nilame. Uduman Lebber was also sent as Sri Lanka’s
envoy to meet Nawab Mohammed in Karnataka, India. All this proves the political
recognition won by Muslims in the Kandiyan kingdom.
Dr. Lona Devarajah also mentions that a Muslim noble man by the title ‘Rajakaruna
Gopal Mudiyanse Ralahami’ acted as a judge in association with Ehelapola Disaawe
and the chief minister Pilimathalawa Dissawe during the reign of the last King of Sri
Lanka Sri Wickrama Rajasinghe during 1798-1815 A.D.
Role of Muslims in National Defence
Muslims rendered their service for the security and defence of the country during the
times of the Sinhala kings. During the Dambedeniya rule, a Muslim commander of the
army named Thahor crushed the rebellion in 1272 A.D and paved the way for
Buwanagebahu to inaugurate his rule from the capital Yapahuwa.
The names of Muslims who contributed their service for the security of the country
during the Kotte and Kandy rules were recorded. Muslims fought in the army of
Mayadunna against the invading Portugese during 1521- 1581 A.D. They were also
involved in obtaining the assistance of the navy belonging to the King of the Kalli Fort.
During the time of Maydunna s son, 1st Raja Singhan during 1582 – 1592 A.D., Muslims
fought in the Royal Army. As per the information furnished by the Portugese historian
Queyroz, in all the military activities during the time Muslims only served as the Rifle
Division of the army.
When a Muslim who acted as commander in charge of the coastal security and the main
commanding officer of the Kandiyan King, 1st Vimaladharma Sooriya was arrested by
the Portugese, the willingness of the king to offer 5000 silver coins for his release illustrates
the trust and honour the king had for him. During the rule of 2nd Rajasinghe in 1634 –
1635 A.D., Muslim division with Camels called, Otupanthiya, took an active part in the
Wellawaya battle. The king inscribed the camel division in paint on the gift cloth donated
to the temple for the remembrance of his victory in the battle. There were around eight
hundred Muslim soldiers in the national army of the country in 1810 A.D.
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Role of Muslims in Medicine
The credit goes to Muslims for the introduction and development of Unani medical
practice as a separate medical field in Sri Lanka. It cannot be said exactly when this
system of medicine was introduced into Sri Lanka. There is, however, a historical
reference to the prince Jamaludeen of Konya in Asia Minor who settled down in Beruwela
and spread this system of medicine along with his sons in the tenth century A.D. Further,
during an archeological excavation in Anuradhapura and Mihintala,saracen pots used
for storing herbs and medicines were found amidst the ruins of an ancient medical
centre. This shows that Unani medicines could have been imported to Sri Lanka at that
time.
According to the historian Dr. Lona Devaraja, the Dambadeniya King the second
Parakramabahu became unable to speak when he was 22 years, the Delhi Sultan
dispatched a physician hailing from Spain to cure the Sri Lankan King and this practitioner
pioneered the Unani System of medicine in Sri Lanka. This physician was Vaidiyaratna
Gopala Mudalige Ansaar Ibnu Thufail and his descendants became the royal physicians
of many kingdoms.
During the Kandiyan kingdom the Unani System of medicine became famous. Many
physicians of Unani system were close to the Sri Lankan kings and the royal family.
When Keerthi Sri Rajasinghe was ruling Muslim physicians held the coveted position of
'Behethge Muhandiram Nilame' and the tradition continued afterwards. They were settled
in lands provided by the king at Udunuwara area in the Kingdom. They were honoured
with titles such as 'Rajakaruna Waidya Thilaka Gopala Mudali' and 'Rajapakshe
Waidiyalaage Goppala Mudali' by the king. Apart from this Muslim medical practioners
served in the coastal areas of Sri Lanka and were even employed the Dutch in their
hospitals. In 1791 famous as chief medical practitioners were Meeralebbe Meshthriyar,
Sheikh Marikkar and Sheikh Lebbe in these hospitals. Today the Unani system of
medicine has been recognized as a field approved by the universities and as a separate
unit of indigenous medical field.
Cultural and Ethical Role of Muslims
The Cultural and Ethical role of Sri Lankan Muslims must be viewed from the perspective
of the role played by the world Muslims. The Cultural and Ethical traditions of a
community prospers only in the cities and countries ruled by that community. Because
these aspects of life cannot prosper well without the support of the rulers.
The mosques constructed in Sri Lanka project an individualistic Islamic architectural
tradition in the country. The unique architectural aspects such as domes and Arabic
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calligraphic inscriptions were not found in the early day mosques in Sri Lanka. Some
features not found in other countries were seen in the local mosques: the ablution pond,
inner mosque and outer mosque. However most of the mosques built at present time
incorporate features of middle eastern architecture.
Since Muslims of Sri Lanka upheld the Islamic traditions and culture from the very
beginning, their influence in the lives of the other communities can be observed.
The fight for the right to wear the Turkey Cap as an icon of Muslim tradition inside the
courts by the lawyer M.C.Abdul Cader became an institutionalized intellectual struggle
against the ruling English government for the rights of Muslims to uphold their tradition in
this country. This also induced the Muslims to join the fight for freedom by the Sinhala
leaders.
The rights of Muslim women to wear their dress in accordance to the teachings of Islam
have always been recognized by successive rulers whilst teaching of Islam in Madrasas
has also been continuing for centuries as a tradition. Separate burial grounds have been
allocated to Muslims and funeral processions with traditional religious recitation have
been in practice unhindered by the authorities in Sri Lanka.
Muslim men usually wore dresses conforming to the requirements of the Sharia and
sported beard as a religious practice and were identified as a separate religious
community.
In wedding parties men and women mingled separately and the traditional rice called
'buriyani' was served in large plates and had in groups of six people as a tradition.
The Arabic word 'Kameez' is still widely used to denote the shirt of men, it is obvious
Muslims introduced to the country the habit of wearing shirts and trousers long before
the Europeans influenced the local dress habits.
Muslim Personal Law
Personal laws exist to maintain the religious and cultural traditions and specific
characteristics of a particular community within the country. Criminal laws do no come
under the purview of the personal laws. Usually these laws are connected with marriage,
the age of marriage, divorce and other specific areas requiring justice on the basis of the
individualistic tradition of the particular community.
The following personal laws are in practice in Sri Lanka:
The Kandian Law : This law is specifically for the Sinhala people who live in Kandy
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The Desawalamia Law – the traditional law: This law is concerned with the Tamil
people of Jaffna and applicable to the Tamil people of Batticaloa also.
The Muslim Personal Law- This law is applicable to Muslims of Sri Lanka on specific
legistative requirements and judicial purviews without covering all the laws of Sharia.
This law is of two divisions:
1. The Personal Law – The following aspects are covered under this law
(i) Marriage and Polygamy
(ii) Divorce
(iii) Maintenance order
(iv) Charity
(v) Adolescence
(vi) Adoption of children
(vii) Safety of children
(viii) The prohibited category for marriage deal
(ix) Dowry and Mahar
2. The Property Law – The following aspects are covered under this law
(i) The right of inheritance without a will. The property will be divided according to
the jurisdiction of the schools of thought in Islam in the absence of a clear will by
the diseaced.
(ii) Inheritance by birth
(iii) The categories of inheritance
(iv) Public trust and waqf.
The Waqf Law
This law was introduced in Sri Lanka as a result of the efforts made by Late A.M.A.Azeez
in 1956.
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The Categories of Waqf:
This law was introduced in Sri Lanka as a result of the efforts made by Late A.M.A.Azeez
in 1956.
The categories of Waqf:
1. Waqf made for the elimination of poverty.
2. Waqf made for the general development of Islam
3. Waqf made for the maintenance of mosques.
4. Waqf made for the purpose of charity.
All that is approved by the Muslim personal law will come under this.
The purpose of waqf laws
1. The registration of mosques and other waqf properties.
2. Defining the duties and responsibilities of Waqf and the trustees of waqf.
3. Registering the trustees chosen by the Jamaat.
4. Organising the trust funds.
5. Appointing the commissioner and the seven members of the board.
6. Registration of Darhas apart from mosques according to the enactment of 1982.
7. The contribution of all registered institutes for the establishment of the Trust.
The Organizations Implementing the Muslim personal law
1. The Qazi Court The Qazi court judges are appointed by the Judicial Service
Commissioners
The Mandates of the Qazis
(a) Arranging for the Mahr in case of divorce
(b) Arranging for the maintenance allowance for the wife and children in case of
divorce.
(c) Facilitating divorce processes
(d) Arranging for the return of the dowry in case of divorce
(e) Functioning according to the necessity of the time.
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(f) Mediation efforts for peaceful settlement of disputes between the husband
and wife.
2. The Appeal Court : The appeal court has the jurisdiction of hearing appeals against
the verdicts of the Qazi courts.
3. The Supreme Court
This is the apex court that would dispense justice on all maters not solved to the
satisfaction of the person appealing.
4. The Waqf Board
 Seven people will constitute the board as members of the board.
 If the decision of the Waqf Board is not satisfactory, an appeal should be
made to the Waqf Judiciary Board withing 30 days.
 The Appointment of the Waqf board is the responsibility of the Judicial Service
Commission.
 It has the mandate to appoint, suspend or dismiss trustees and supervise the
accounts submitted by them and deal with problems arising from Waqf related
matters.
The History of the Muslim Personal Laws
This matter can be discussed under three titles:
1. The period of Sinhala Kings
 The Arabs had established good relationship with the country and the rulers
even before the advent of Islam.
 Islam was introduced to Sri Lanka by the merchants who visited the island after
the advent of Islam.
 The Sinhala rulers extended all help and support to the Muslim merchants and in
turn the Muslim merchants won the trust of the rulers and the general public
with their amicable conducts.
As a result Muslims were appointed as advisors to the kings, medical practitioners
and royal emissaries for foreign countries by the Sinhala rulers.
The indigenous Muslims who went to Arabia for Haj and trade purposes, brought
with them the knowledge about Islam and Muslims to the country and
disseminated the newly acquired knowledge of Islam to the local Muslims and
others.
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 Gradually they made arrangements for following the Sharia among the Muslim
community living in Sri Lanka.
 Among the people who attempted to introduce Sharia among the Muslim
population of Sri Lanka the name Abdur Rahman Abi Hashim Jeilani stands
out.
 Although he wrote and published these laws in Tamil, there was no prohibition
imposed by the then rulers. It is evident that Sinhala rulers allowed Muslims to
abide by their Sharia laws without any restrictions.
During the Time of Portugal and Dutch Rulers
 With the arrival of the Portugese, connection between the Arabs and Sri Lanka
suffered as set back.
 Under their threats Muslims lived secluded from the national affairs.
 During the Dutch attempts were made for the conversion of people into
Christianity ; Muslims ignored educational progress and became backward in
many areas of their lives.
 The Dutch governor William Belk introduced a law for the country and made
arrangements for the establishment of a separate personal law for the Muslims
of the country.
 Since Muslims were reluctant to extend their cooperation for this purpose on
account of their suspicion of the rulers, William brought the law compilation
practiced in Indonesia and introduced it to Sri Lanka.
The Time of the English Rulers
 They also followed the law compilation of the Dutch but with the change of the
title to ‘The special law for the Mohammedians or the Moors’.
The law came into practice with the amendments for the Personal laws submitted
before the governor by the chief justice Alexandar Johnston in 1806.
 First it was applicable to the Muslims of Colombo and later on it was effective
for all the Muslims living in the country.
 Over a period of time this personal law was felt ineffective with dealings with
the rising problems and disputes, there was a compulsion to give verdict on
the basis of the common law for all.
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 During this time, Kilmen – a lawyer from Galle, expressed his view that verdicts
could be given outside the personal laws of Muslims in cases and this evoked
severe criticism in the country.
 At this junction N.H. Abdul Carder brought in a proposal that Muslims should
be authorized to implement the Personal laws of Muslims. Accordingly the
commission headed by M. T. Akbar submitted two important proposals of
law in 1928 :
 Law relating to marriage and divorce.
 Law requiring the registration of marriage and divorce
 During this time the term, ‘Mohammedan’ was removed from the legislature
and the term ‘Islamic Law’ was introduced.
 A committee appointed in 1951 under the Registrar General introduced the
13th amendment to the law of 1939.
 M. T. Akbar, T. B. Jaya and Samsudeen were members of the committee.
 The law that was enacted in 1954 continues to be in practice even now.
The Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs
The Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs was created as a state institution
to undertake the supervision of Muslim religious and cultural affairs especially Waqf
properties connected with mosques.
Although this department was not in an institutionalized form at the beginning, its existence
has been there since the inclusion of the Waqf law into the 50th section of the law in
1931.
In 1933 further amendments were incorporated into the law. In 1937 the All Ceylon
Malay Association laid emphasis about the need to register the mosques in the country.
As a result of this the judicial secretary to the Minister of local affairs with the help of
some prominent Muslim leaders published a law compilation called ‘The Law for Muslim
trusts and mosques’. This amendment was published in the Gazette notification of 1943
August, 27th.
Afterwards this law was further reviewed by a committee of seven people in 1952. The
committee recommended constituting a Waqf Board for implementing and supervising
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the law. It also recommended that the Waqf commissioner should be the chairman with
seven other Muslim men as members of the board. It was also proposed that the
commissioner should be a person with ten years of continued service in the legal
profession as an advocate and one of the members should be a qualified religious scholar
or moulavi.
On the basis of the recommendations, the 51st Waqf law was enacted in 1956 and was
published in the Ceylon Gazette of 26th June, 1956. It became effective as a law from
the 1st May, 1957.
M.J.M.Muzammil was appointed as the first commissioner of the Waqf board on the
28th June, 1957. Then this board was officially inaugurated at 37/14, Dam Street,
Colombo 12 on the 1st of July in 1957.
In 1960, M. Z. Mohideen was appointed as the commissioner of the Waqf Board.
This board continued its service and in 1981 became a part of the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs after its establishment as the State institution
responsible for the affairs of Muslims. In 2004, the department was transferred to the
premises allocated for itself by the government.
The functions of the Department is now significantly enlarged with a wide range of
responsibilities such as:
(a) Affairs connected with mosques relating to Waqf and administration.
(b) Registration of welfare institutions of charity funds.
(c) Supervision of the proper functioning of such institutions.
(d) Supervision of Al Quran Madrasas, Maqdabs and Ahadiya Arabic Schools.
(e) Supervision of Al Alim Exam.
(f) Management of Haj and Umra affairs.
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13. The Companions of the Holy Prophet
(Peace be upon him)
Mus’ab ibn’ Umair (Rali)
The First Envoy of Islam
Historians and narrators describe Mus’ab ibn’ Umair (son of ‘Umair) as the most
charming of the Makkans, the most handsome and youthful, the flower of the Quraish!
He was born and brought up in wealth, grew up with its luxuries, pampered by his
parents, the talk of the ladies of Makkah, the jewel of its clubs and assemblies.
The youth heard one day about Mohammed (Peace be upon him) the Truthful sent by
Allah as bearer of glad tidings and a warner to call them to the worship of One God.
When Makkah slept and awoke, there was no other talk but the Prophet and his religion
and this spoiled boy was one of the most attentive listeners. That was because, although
he was young, the outward appearance of wisdom and common sense were among the
traits of Mus’ab.
He went one night to the house of Al-Arqam Ibn Al-Arqam, yearning and anxious.
There, the Prophet was meeting his Companions, reciting the Quran to them and praying
with them to Allah the Most Exalted. Mus’ab had hardly taken his seat and contemplated
the verses of the Quran recited by the Prophet when his heart became the promised
heart that night. The pleasure almost flung him from his seat as he was filled with a wild
ecstasy. But the Prophet patted his throbbing heart with his blessed right hand, and the
silence of the ocean’s depth filled his heart. In the twinkling of an eye, the youth who had
just become Muslim appeared to have more wisdom than his age and a determination
that would change the course of time.
Mus’ab’s mother was Khunaas Bint Maalik and people feared her almost to the point
of terror because she possessed a strong personality. Mus’ab was satisfied with his
faith and avoided the anger of his mother by concealing his embracing of Islam. He
continued to frequent Daar Al-Arqam and take lessons from the Prophet. The news
eventually reached his mother who was astonished by it. His mother aimed a heavy
blow on him. However, his mother, under the pressure of her motherliness, spared him
the beating and the pain, although it was within her power to avenge her gods whom he
had abandoned. Instead, she took him to a rough corner of her house and shut him in it.
She put shackles on him and imprisoned him there.
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Mus’ab heard the news of the emigration of some of the believers to Abyssinia and
managed to delude his mother and his guards, and so escaped to Abyssinia with his
fellow emigrants. Later, he returned to Makkah and emigrated again for the second
time under the advice of the Prophet. Mus’ab became confident that his life had been
good enough to be offered as a sacrifice to the Supreme Originator and great Creator.
He went out one day to some Muslims while they were sitting around the Prophet, and
no sooner did they see him than they lowered their heads and shed some tears because
they saw him wearing wornout garments. They were accustomed to his former appearance
before he had become a Muslim, when his clothes had been like garden flowers, elegant
and fragrant.
The Prophet, peace be upon him, saw him with the eyes of wisdom, thankful and loving,
and his lips smiled gracefully as he said, “I saw Mus’ab here, and there was no youth in
Makkah more petted by his parents than he. Then he abandoned all that for the love of
Allah and His Prophet!”
His mother had withheld from him all the luxury he had been overwhelmed by, when she
could not return him to her religion. Her last connection with him was when she tried to
imprison him for a second time after his return from Abyssinia, and he swore that if she
did that, he would kill all those who came to her aid to lock him up. She knew the truth
of his determination when he was intent and decided to do something, and so she bade
him goodbye weeping. When she said to him, “Go away, I am no longer your mother,”
Mus’ab went close to her and said, “O Mother, I am advising you and my heart is with
you, please bear witness that there is no God but Allah and that Mohammed (Peace be
upon him) is His servant and messenger.” She replied to him, angrily raging, “By the
stars, I will never enter your religion, to degrade my status and weaken my senses!”
So Mus’ab left the great luxury in which he had been living. He became satisfied with a
hard life he had never seen before, wearing the roughest clothes, eating one day and
going hungry another. This spirit, which was grounded in the strongest faith, adorned
with the light of Allah, made him another man, one who appeals to the eyes of other
great souls. While he was in this state, the Prophet commissioned him with the greatest
mission of his life, which was to be his envoy to Al-Madinah. His mission was to instruct
the Ansar who believed in the Prophet and had pledged their allegiance to him at ‘Aqabah,
to call others to Islam, and to prepare Al-Madinah for the day of the great Hijrah.
There were among the Companions of the Prophet at that time who older than Mus’ab
and more prominent and nearer to the Prophet by family relations but the Prophet
chose Mus’ab the Good. Mus’ab was equal to the task and trust which Allah had given
him and he was equipped with an excellent mind and noble character. He won the
hearts of the Madinites with his piety, uprightness and sincerity. And so they embraced
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the religion of Allah in flocks. At the time the Prophet sent him there, only 12 Muslims
had pledged allegiance to the Prophet. During the next pilgrimage season, a few months
after that, the Madinite Muslims sent a delegation of 70 believing men and women to
Makkah to meet the Prophet. They came with their teacher and their Prophet’s envoy,
Mus’ab Ibn ‘Umair. Mus’ab had proven, by his good sense and excellence, that the
Prophet knew well how to choose his envoys and teachers.
The days and years passed by. The Prophet and his Companions emigrated to AlMadinah, and the Quraish were raging with envy and the Battle of Badr took place, in
which they were taught a lesson and lost their strong hold. After that, they prepared
themselves for revenge and thus came the Battle of Uhud. The Prophet chose Mus’ab
to bear the standard and he advanced and carried it. The terrible battle was raging, the
fighting furious. The archers disregarded the orders of the Prophet by leaving their
positions on the mountain when they saw the polytheists withdrawing as if defeated. But
this act of theirs soon turned the victory of the Muslims to defeat. The Muslims were
taken at unawares by the cavalry of the Quraish at the mountain top, and many Muslims
were killed by the swords of the polytheists as a consequence.
When they saw the confusion and horror splitting the ranks of the Muslims, the polytheists
concentrated on the Prophet of Allah to finish him off. Mus’ab saw the impending
threat, so he raised the standard high, shouting, “Allahu Akbar! Allah is the Greatest!”
like the roar of a lion. He turned and jumped left and right, fighting and killing the foe.
All he wanted was to draw the attention of the enemy to himself in order to turn their
attention away from the Prophet. He thus became as a whole army in himself. Nay,
Mus’ab went alone to fight as if he were an army of giants raising the standard in
sanctity with one hand, striking with his sword with the other. But the enemies were
multiplying on him. They wanted to step on his corpse so that they could find the Prophet.
Let us allow a living witness to describe for us the last scene of Mus’ab the Great. Ibn
Sa’d said:
After the bitter battle, they found the corpse of the upright martyr lying with his face in
the dust, as if he feared to look while harm fell to the Prophet. So he hid his face so that
he would avoid the scene. Or perhaps, he was shy when he fell as a martyr, before
making sure of the safety of the Prophet of Allah, and before serving to the very end,
guarding and protecting him. The Prophet and his Companions came to inspect the
scene of the battle and bid farewell to the martyrs. Pausing at Mus’ab’s body, many
tears dripped from the Prophet’s eyes.
Khabbaab ibn Al-Arat narrated: We emigrated with the Prophet for Allah’s cause, so
our reward became due with Allah. Some of us passed away without enjoying anything
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in this life of his reward, and of them was Mus’ab ibn ‘Umair, who was martyred on the
Day of Uhud. He did not leave behind anything except a sheet of shredded woolen
cloth. If we covered his feet with it, his head was uncovered, and if we covered his feet
with it, his head was uncovered. The Prophet said to us, “Cover his head with it and put
lemon grass over his feet.”
Hazrat Bilal Ibnu Raba (Rali)
Hazrat Bilal was born to the Abesenian slaves Raba and Hamama in Mecca in 582
A.D. His master was Umayya bin Khalf. He belonged to the tribe of Banu Jumah.
Hazrat Bilal as a slave worked looking after the camels.
When the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) preached the oneness of Allah among the
Meccans who were deeply engrossed in the worship of idols, heroes and
superstition,Hazrat Bilal was one of the persons who accepted readily the new religion.
The condition of the handful of few faithful who accepted the new religion among the
large gathering of polytheists was very much pathetic. They had to face daily humiliation
and persecution by the majority for following a new religion in Mecca.
The Meccans who saw their traditional way of religion and practices being challenged
by the new faith did not hesitate in inflicting pains on the new faithfuls. The master of
Hazrat Bilal, Umayya bin Khalf became angry and tortured Hazrat Bilal severely. He
used to lay Hazrat Bilal naked on the hot desert sand and keep a heavy stone on his
chest and make him immovable and punished him mercilessly. Even at the height of
severe punishment Hazrat Bilal never gave up his faith. Althoug his body was being
tortured with whips and assaults he kept on saying ‘Ahadun Ahadun’ (God is one. God
is one) repeatedly.
Actually the severe punishment by the polytheists further increased his faith in Islam.
When Hazrat Abubakr (Rali) decided to help Hazrat Bilal (Rali) and approached the
Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) about this matter. After discussing with the Prophet,
Hazrat Abu Bakr asked Umayya bin Khalf to buy Hazrat Bilal for a price. Hazrat Abu
Bakr offered 10 gold coins to buy Hazrat Bilal.. After selling Hazrat Bilal to Hazrat Abu
Bakr for 10 gold coins the slave master told Hazrat Abu Bakr that he would have sold
him even for 1 gold coin. Replying to this statement, Hazrat Abu Bakr said that he
would have even paid 1000 gold coins to buy Hazrat Bilal. After buying him from the
master, Hazrat Abu Bakr set Hazrat Bilal free from slave bondage and thus Bilal became
a free man.
After the Hijrat to Madina, the conducts of Hazrat Bilal appealed to the Holy Prophet.
The Holy Prophet appointed Hazrat Bilal for the duty of calling people to prayer at the
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Madina mosque. This way Hazrat Bilal became the first Muazzin (the caller to prayers)
of the Islamic community.
Hazrat Bilal (Rali) was one of the companions of the prophets who participated in the
Battle of Badr. In that battle he killed his former master Umayya. At the conquest of
Mecca he became one of the first three persons to enter the Holy Mosque along with
the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him). After cleansing the Ka’ba of the idols, he was
the first to proclaim the call to prayers at the Holy mosque.
After the demise of the Holy Prophet because of his great love for the Holy Prophet in
his heart, he felt it impossible to proclaim the Adan when he remembered the Prophet
and refused to stay in Medina and sought permission from the first Caliph to go to Syria
to take part in jihad. When the Caliph refused to accept his appeal and ordered him to
proclaim the call to prayer, he asked the Caliph boldly, “ Whether you released me from
the slavery to receive Allah’s blessings or for me to be obedient to your order?”. Without
any other way, the Caliph permitted Hazrat Bilal to proceed to Syria.
When the second Caliph Hazrat Umar visited Syria during his reign, he requested Hazrat
Bilal to proclaim the call to prayer and Hazrat Bilal accepted and did so.
He married a woman from the tribe of Banu Juhra and Hindus Qulania but did not have
any offspring. He passed away in Demascus at the age of 70.
The Holy Prophet in his Miraj heavenly journey heard his foot steps of Bilal in the
paradise and inquired about the good deed he usually did. Hazrat Bilal replied that he
was always in the habit of offering two rakaaths of prayers whenever he took ablution.
Zayd ibn Thabit (Rali)
Zayd ibn Thabit was the personal scribe of Mohammed (Peace be upon him) and was
from the ansar (helpers).
When Zayd was 6 years old his father died in the Battle of Bu’ath. Zayd was 13 years
old when he asked permission to participate in the Battle of Badr. Since he was younger
than 15 years old, Mohammed (Peace be upon him) did not allow him to do so, and
sent him back. He then decided to try to win favor with Mohammed (Peace be upon
him) by learning the Quran. He was later appointed to write letters to non-Muslims and
to collect and keep record of the Qur’anic verses. Zayd was among those chosen by
Mohammed (Peace be upon him) to write down the verses of the Quran. He used to
spend most of his time reciting the Quran, and continued to learn the Quranic verses as
they were recited by Mohammed (Peace be upon him). Zayd later volunteered to fight
when he was 19 years old. This time he was accepted in the ranks of the Muslim army.
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Zayd’s time to fight had come nine years after the establishment of the Muslim community
in Medina.
Zayd had the role of writing down the Quranic verses that were sent to Mohammed
(Peace be upon him) from Allah through the Angel Gabriel.
His intellectual capacity was significant in the formative years of the Islamic state. When
the Prophet laid a condition of imparting knowledge of reading and writing by the captives
of the battle for their release, Zaid was given the task of supervising this task.
He used to memorize the Holy Quran verses then and there when there were revealed
to the Prophet as he sat down to write down these verses. He also learnt other languages
on the advice of the prophet and assisted the prophet in writing letters in Hebrew and
other languages for the propagation of the message of his prophet hood.
He played a vital role in the consultation at the Sahibathu Banu Saida for the choice of
the Caliph. When one of the Ansars proposed that a person who lived very close to the
prophet should be selected for this post, Zayd stood up and addressed the gathering.
He said since the Prophet himself was from the Muhajirs, the successor also should be
from the Mujajir and the Ansars should extend all the support to the new leader in the
similar manner they had supported the prophet. At that moment Hazrat Abu Baker
stood up and supplicated to Allah to bless the Ansars and make Zayd firm on his feet.
As the choice was made, Zayd was the first person to rush forward to pledge his
allegiance to the new leader of the Ummah.
After Mohammed (Peace be upon him)’s death, Zayd, who by this time had become an
expert in the Quran, was assigned the role of authenticating and collecting the oral and
textual Quranic revelation into a single bounded volume. This initiative was high on the
Caliph Abu Bakr’s agenda, especially after the Ridda wars, and the Battle of Yamamah
in particular, in which a large number of Quran memorizers perished. Umar convinced
Abu Bakr that the Quran should be collected in one manuscript. During Abu Bakr’s
reign as caliph, he was given the task of collecting the Quranic verses from all over the
Muslim communities. Zayd finally accepted the task and, according to him,started locating
the Quranic material and collecting it from parchments, scapula, leafstalks of date palms
and from the memories of men.When Zayd had completed his task, he left the prepared
sheets with Abu Bakr. Before he died, Abu Bakr left the sheets with Umar who in turn
left it with his daughter Hafsah. Hafsah, Umm Salamah, and Aishah were wives of
Mohammed (Peace be upon him) who memorized the Quran.
Zayd ibn Thabit thus became one of the foremost authorities on the Quran. Umar ibn alKhattab once addressed the Muslims and said: “O people, whoever wants to ask
about the Quran, let him go to Zayd ibn Thabit.”
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During the time of Uthman, by which time Islam had spread far and wide, differences in
reading the Quran in different dialects of Arabic language became obvious. A group of
companions, headed by Hudhayfah ibn al-Yaman, who was then stationed in Iraq,
came to Uthman and urged him to “save the Muslim ummah before they differ
about the Quran”.
Uthman obtained the manuscript of the Quran from Hafsah and again summoned the
leading authority, Zayd ibn Thabit, and some other companions to make copies of it.
Zayd was put in charge of the task. The style of Arabic dialect used was that of the
Quraish tribe. Hence this style was emphasized over all others.
Zaid and other Companions prepared between five and seven copies. One of these
was sent to every Muslim province with the order that all other Quranic materials,
whether fragmentary or complete copies, be burnt. When standard copies were made
and were widely available to the Muslim community everywhere then all other material
was burnt voluntarily by Muslim community themselves. This was important in order to
eliminate variations or differences in the dialect from the standard text of the Quran. The
Caliph Uthman kept a copy for himself and returned the original manuscript to Hafsah.
Said Ibn Al-Musayyib stated: “I attended the funeral of Zaid bin Thabit. After he had
been buried, ibn Abbas said, ‘O you people! Whoever wishes to know how knowledge
leaves us should know that it is like this that knowledge leaves. I swear by Allah that a
great deal of knowledge has just left us today.” (from Tabraani)
On his death the poet Hassan paid a tribute to him, “Who will be left behind for poetry
after Hassan and his son; so who will be left behind for wisdom after Zayd!”
Dhul-Bijadain (Rali)
Dhul-Bijadain was an orphan boy, whose uncle took care of him. But he was obsessed
by the idea of following the Messenger (peace be upon him). Upon his decision to
follow the Messenger, his was afflicted with a disease, so he waited for his uncle.
When he was cured, he lost patience so he told his uncle, “0 Uncle! I waited a long time
hoping that you might embrace Islam but in vain.” His uncle replied, “By Allah! If you
embrace Islam, I shall deprive you of all that which I granted you.” He (Dhul- Bijadain)
said, “Just one look at Mohammed (Peace be upon him) is preferable to me than all this
worldly life, and everything therein.”
He declared boldly to his uncle that he was a follower of Mohammed (peace be upon
him) and he did not like the worship of stone and returned everything to his uncle and
immediately departed. His uncle retook everything he had given him the lad. When
Dhul-Bijadain decided to follow the Messenger (peace be upon him), his uncle deprived
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him of everything even his clothes, so his mother gave him a piece of cloth. He cut it in
two pieces, one of which he wrapped himself with, and the other he used as a garment.
In this condition he traveled throughout the night and reached Medina. In Medina he
was identified by the prophet asking him whether he was the one who left with just two
pieces of cloth in the congregational row.
He was a lad who had memorized many verses of the Holy Quran. He requested the
Prophet to pray for him to die as a martyr. This prayer was accepted and he was
martyred accordingly.
When he passed away, the Messenger (peace be upon him) descended to prepare his
grave by himself, and he used to say, “0 Allah! I am satisfied with him, so I beg You to
be satisfied with him.” Upon that, Ibn Mas’ud (may Allah be pleased with him) said, “I
wish I were him (he meant Dhul-Bijadain).”
His life is a great example how youth dedicated themselves for the Prophet and were
ready to sacrifice their life for the cause of Islam and achieve martyredom.
Umm ‘Ummarahh (Rali)
Umm ‘Ummarahh was also an Ansariyyah. She was from the famous Banu Najjar
tribe.Her heroism and sacrifice is very much spoken in the annals of Islam. She was one
of the two women taking part in the second Aqaba Agreement.
She had married Zaid Ibnu Azeem, the son of his uncle. She had two sons through this
marriage. They were Abdulla bin Zaid and Habeeb bin Zaid. She was married to Arafa
ibnu Umar after the death of her first husband and she had a daughter called Thameem
through this marriage.
At the second Aqaba agreement she met the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) for the
first time. That was the beginning of her fame.
At that meeting she made a pledge to the Prophet to struggle in the way of Islam along
with her family. She swore that she and her family would protect the Holy Prophet from
any harm from his enemies and would struggle for the success of his divine call and
would wage war against anyone who wages a war against the prophet by sacrificing
their life and property.
Strong faith and staunch adherence to principles occupied her heart. She had the right
estimate of the faith that her heart had accepted. She had understood the duties expected
of her by Islam and the sacrifices required of her for the cause of Islam. Because of this
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higher realization of her obligations she was able to fulfill her responsibilities in the right
way.
She returned to Madina and met her family and other women of Madina and called all
to the divine religion of Islam and placed before them the good message of Islam.
She had to openly and secretly learn the tenets of Islam and invite people to Islam.
When the prophet finally arrived in Madina, she was very happy to receive him with her
companions and the women who had embraced Islam through her. Their happiness
reflected in their hearts and faces.
Ummu Ummarah was very keen in being present at the Prophet s lectures and receiving
knowledge from him.
She saw there was equality for women in matters of justice in Islam. To confirm this she
asked the prophet once like this.
Once Umm ‘Ummarahh told the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) that in the
Noble Quran only men were mentioned and women were often deprived of any
importance. Her desire was to have the fact that women are equal to men in all divine
commands authentically.A divine verse was revealed concerning this matter as an
appropriate answer to her desire.
“Verily, the Muslims men and women, the believers men and women, the men and the
women who are obedient (to Allah), the men and women who are truthful, the men and
the women who are patient, the men and the women who are humble, the men and the
women who give Sadaqat (i.e. Zakah and alms), the men and the women who observe
fast, the men and the women who guard their chastity (from illegal sexual acts) and the
men and the women who remember Allah much with their hearts and tongues, Allah has
prepared for them forgiveness and a great reward (i.e. Paradise).” [Noble Quran 33:35]
The equality and dignity granted by Islam for women appealed to her very much. Further
when the divine command was given for jihad and when she realized that she too could
take part in the Holy War, she was overjoyed. She determined to take part in the wars
and help reduce the burden on Muslim fighters by her service in the war.
She considered the opportunity to take part in the Uhad war as a blessing and entered
the battle carrying shoulder bag with water.
UmmuUmmarah was in the forefront with the soldiers who were victorious in the battle
by defeating the enemies. The enemy Quraish soldiers could not bear the brave attacks
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by the Muslim soldiers and started retreating leaving behind their weapons and materials
in the battle field. However due to the mistake made by the Muslim soldiers who forsook
their positions on the hill the battle situation was turned upside down to the disadvantage
of Muslims. The Muslim fighters were scattered and the Holy Prophet faced and
dangerous situation in the battle.
Ibnu Hisham has written in his Sheera the description by Ummu Ummarah regarding
her role in the battle of Uhad. She said, “ Had the enemy horsemen been on foot like
us,we would have finished them off easily. One such horseman came and attacked me.
I protected myself with the help of a shield. He returned without being able to accomplish
anything with his sword. Then I cut the leg of his horse and the horse fell down. At that
moment the Holy Prophet cried at my son, O Abdullah look at your mother” My son
then rushed to me and helped me.” And together she and her son finished off the enemy
soldier, Ibnu Hisham reported in his Sheera that Ummu Ummarah was active in the
battle giving water to the injured and treating them. At one point her own son Abdullah
Ibnu Zaid cme under attack and was injured. But Ummu Ummarah was active in the
battle without noticing her son. When Umm ‘Ummarahh saw her son bleeding profusely,
she bandaged his arm and told him not to lose courage but continue with his attack on
the enemy. The Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) smiled when he saw the
heroism and courage of both mother and son, and said,
‘From where can anyone get courage like you, O Umm ‘Ummarahh?’
In a short while, the enemy soldier who inflicted injury on Abdullah was coming again to
attack. The Prophet cautioned Ummu Ummarah about this saying,” Oh Ummu Ummarah,
this is the one who injured your son”
Immediately Ummu Ummarah attacked the soldier with her sword on the knee and he
fell to the ground. Seeing this the prophet acclaimed with a smile, “You have avenged
the attack on your son”.
As the battle was raging, an enemy threw a stone from far away at the Prophet (Peace
be upon him). The stone broke two of the teeth of the prophet. The prophet turned the
other side anxiously when an enemy by the name Ibnu Kamee rushed towards the
Prophet and attacked him with his sword. The Prophet was wearing an iron shield
helmet. Two rings of the helmet flew out at the attack and plunged into his face, causing
profuse bleeding. Everything happened within a short span of time.
Ummu Ummarah was much upset at this and went forward and attacked Ibnu Kamee.
He was of the Quraish tribe and was expert in horse riding. However the brave lady
attacked him with courage. As he was wearing a double shield, her sword was broken.
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Ibnu Kamee got the opportunity to launch a counter attack on her. Ummu Ummarah
suffered a severe cut on her shoulder because of his attack. But however not ready to
stand there, the horseman also left from there fast.
Blood was running out from the injury on her shoulder. She took small steps and moved
toward the prophet and her foot stood closer to the foot of the prophet.
She said, “ Oh the Messenger of Allah pray for me. When we are raised again in the
hereafter, my body be raised near the blessed feet of yours”.
At that moment the prophet earnestly prayed to Allah, “ Oh Allah make all of them with
me in the paradise”.
While treating her wound and covering with a bandage, the Prophet called upon some
of the heroic companions to form a line and acclaimed, “ Today Ummu Ummarah
displayed heroism more than anyone of you”. History still adores her as the courageous
lady of Uhad.
Both Ummu Ummarah and Abdullah were overjoyed when they heard these auspicious
words from the lips of the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him). At the same time
they were inspired to greater heights of heroism and returned to the attack with renewed
vigour.
The Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) was very impressed with this display of
strength and courage by Ummu Ummarah. He smiled and thanked Allah who gave her
that success and had soothed her grief and avenged her by the death of the enemy
before her very eyes.
Twenty women took part in the Battle of Khyber; one of them was Ummu Ummarah.
Once again when the Muslim army triumphed women were given a share of the booty
of war. Ummu Ummarah got expensive dresses and jewellery and two Dinars. In the
Battle of Hunayn as well she had fought valiantly and received some part of the booty.
A man of the tribe of Banu Hawazin entered the battlefield on camel back, waving a
flag. She hit the camel from the back so violently that it stumbled and fell; the rider also
fell, she attacked him so that he never recovered.
During his caliphate, Abu Bakr Siddiq sent the army to test the challenge of the army of
Musaylamah. Ummu Ummarah was also in the army. She was about sixty years old at
the time, and her son Abdullah bin Zaid was also with her; he was one of those who
finally killed this man. During this battle her arm was cut off and she sustained eleven
injuries. Khalid bin Walid the General of the army boiled some oil and immersed her
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arm in it to cure her wounded arm; but for Ummu Ummarah her happiness at the death
of Musaylamah, was much greater than her grief at the loss of her arm.
During the caliphate of Umar bin Khattab, some beautiful and exclusive sheets were
sent to him. One of these sheets was exceptionally beautiful and large as well. Some of
the companions suggested that it should be sent as a gift to Safiyyah bin ‘Ubayd, the
wife of Abdullah bin Umar. But Umar bin Khattab said that he knew of someone even
better than her and praised by no less a person than the Prophet (peace and blessings
be upon him). He then sent it to Ummu Ummarah.
Ummu Ummarah held a very special place among the women Companions. When the
Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) saw the valour and sacrificing spirit of the
whole family - husband, wife, and sons - in the most intense part of the battle of Uhud
he prayed that Allah might have Mercy on that family.
Ummu Ummarah requested him to pray that they should have the good fortune to be
with him in Paradise. It was then that he prayed that they should be his friends in Paradise.
“Allah will be pleased with them and they with Him.” [Noble Quran 98:8]
Asma’ bint Abu Bakr As-Siddiq (Rali)
She was related to the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) by his marriage to
her sister ‘A’ishah, her father, Abu Bakr As-Siddiq, was the close Companion and
trusted friend of the prophet (Peace be upon him) . She also had a brother named
Abdullah. Her husband, Zubayr bin ‘Awam was a Companion of the Prophet (peace
and blessings be upon him). Her son, ‘Abdullah bin Zubayr, was another eminent
Companion of the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him). Her life is worthy of
study, coming as she did from a background where each and every member of the
family was a trusted confidant and Companion of the Prophet (peace and blessings be
upon him).
Asma’ was born twenty-seven years before the migration of the Prophet (peace and
blessings be upon him) to Al-Madinah. Her mother’s name was Qatilah bint ‘Uza and
her father, Abu Bakr, married her before the advent of Islam; Asma’ was born when he
was only twenty-one years old. Asma’ and ‘Abdullah were born of this marriage. For a
long time her mother did not accept Islam; finally after the conquest of Makkah she
pledged allegiance to the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him). Asma’ entered
the fold of Islam because of the influence and teachings of her father.
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When she married Zubair bin Awwam, he had only a hut and a horse. But Asma took
proper care of the family in spite of the poor situation. She was also keenly interested in
sharing her ideas of Islam with all those people around her environment.
She became the mother of Abdullah and Urwa. Her eldest son Abdullah was born after
the migration. After the birth of the second son Urwa she became separated from her
husband and lived with her first son.
Piety, farsightedness, intelligence, courage and integrity and generosity - all the qualities
praised by Islam could be found in this one person. When her father and the Prophet
(peace and blessings be upon him) took refuge in the cave of Thawr after leaving Makkah
to migrate to Al-Madinah, it was she who went far in to the wilderness to deliver fresh
food to them. As soon as they left on their journey, Abu Jahl came to the house of Abu
Bakr As-Siddiq looking for them, breathing fire and fury. He asked her where her father
was. She answered that she did not know. He gave proof of his barbaric nature by
slapping her hard; but so as not to betray her secret she faced him with steadfastness,
courage and tolerance.
Asma’ came to be known by the title Dthat An-Nitaqayn. There is an interesting little
episode about how she got this name. In Arabic the belt, or girdle worn by women
around the waist is called a Nitaq. When the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon
him) and Abu Bakr As-Siddiq prepared to set off for Al-Madinah, Asma’ packed the
eatables into a leather bag, but there was no rope with which she could tie up the mouth
of the bag. So she divided her girdle into two and used one part to tie up the leather bag.
The Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) blessed her and said that in place of this
one girdle that she sacrificed, she would get two in Paradise. So, he implied that she
would go to Paradise. In this manner the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him)
gave the news of a glorious Hereafter to his faithful Companions.
When the Holy Prophet and Hazrat Abu Bakr prepared to leave for Medina. Asma
shed tears and insisted that she should also accompany them in the journey. Noticing
her courage, the Holy Prophet gave her some other responsibilities. She was asked to
bring news about the happenings in Meeca to them till they departed to Medina. She
took this responsibility happily and brought about the developments in Mecca to the
notice of the Prophet and her father on a regular basis. This way she also became part
of the Hijrat.
After her father and the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) left, Asma’ was left
with her blind and aged grandfather, Abu Quhafah. When he realized that his son had
migrated he was sad. Then he was worried whether he had left any cash for expenses.
She narrated that they had about four or five thousand Dinars in the house and her
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father had taken it all for the expenses of the journey. But she comforted the old man
saying there was plenty in the house, and nothing was lacking. In order to convince him
she collected some pebbles that were of the size of Dinars; these she put in a pot and
spread a cloth over them. Then she guided his old hands over the cloth; Abu Quhafah
was very pleased that his son had not neglected them. Asma’ had done this for the old
man’s peace of mind; but in truth Abu Bakr As-Siddiq with a strong faith in Allah, had
taken his all to spend in the way of Allah and His Messenger.
When ‘Abdullah bin Zubayr grew up he was learning, understanding and courage
personified.
One of the most important personality traits of her was her continued charity. She used
to say that one should give away in charity without expecting any return. You will not see
any loss when you give away in charity.
She died at the age of 73 after a few days of the murder of her son Abdullah Ibnu
Zubair by the wicked Hajjaj Ibnu Yoosuf. She was very strong and without any decrease
in her intelligence up to the old age.
She is an ideal personality to be followed by all women.
Fatima Bint Mohammed (Rali)
Fatimah was the fifth child of Mohammed (Peace be upon him) and Khadijah. She was
born at a time when her noble father had begun to spend long periods in the solitude of
mountains around Makkah, meditating and reflecting on the great mysteries of creation.
Fatimah, may God be pleased with her, was given the title of “az-Zahraa” which means
“the Resplendent One”. That was because of her beaming face which seemed to radiate
light. It is said that when she stood for Prayer, the mihrab would reflect the light of her
countenance. She was also called “al-Batul” because of her asceticism. Instead of
spending her time in the company of women, much of her time would be spent in Salat,
in reading the Quran and in other acts of Ibadah.
She was married to Hazrat Ali Ibnu Abu Thalif. She gave birth to four children named
Hasan, Hussain, Zainab and Ummu Kulthum.
Her father Muhammed was praised by Allah for his excellent moral qualities. Therefore
Fathima grew up in an environment of divine revelation and the influence of her father ,
the Messenger of Allah. Since her age of two years she had to witness the difficulties
faced by the father as he was preaching the divine religion of Islam.
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She experienced the severe difficulties of life when the Messenger of Allah and his
followers were confined to the valley of Abu Thaleef as the Quraish opponents imposed
an economic blockade. Then after the release from the economic sanctions she had to
face the loss of her loving mother Khadeeja.
Following the mother’s death she followed her father like a shadow and developed her
spiritual strength under his close guidance.
When the Prophet had migrated to Madina, she also came to Madina with other women
companions guided by Hazrat Ali.
During the critical battle of Uhad she rushed to the battle field to render her services.
She treated the wounds of her father with the help of Hazrat Ali.
In fact Fathima grew along with the growth of Islam. Even after marriage she lived
closer to the Prophet’s house and shared the experiences of difficulties with the prophet.
The Prophet also frequented her house more than any other place out of love for his
daughter.
Whenever the prophet left out on a journey he would bid farewell last to his daughter.
When he returned from the Journey, Fathima would be the first to be visited by him.
Although prominent Quraish men came forward to marry Fathima, the prophet always
used to say that her marriage was in the hands of Allah.But when Hazrat Ali approached
the prophet seeking the hands of Fathima in marriage, the prophet readily accepted and
agreed to the marriage. He also told him that whenever someone else came asking
Fathima in marriage he had noted that her face would turn with unsatisfaction. The
prophet then came to Fathima and told her about the proposal. She did not display any
dissatisfaction as before but remained silent.The prophet acclaimed, “Allah is Great.
The silence of Fathima means her acceptance”.
When the Prophet asked Hazrat Ali what he had for the wedding expenses, Hazrat Ali
replied that he had a sword, a shield and a camel used by him to fetch water. The
prophet asked him to sell the shield for 500 dirhams and purchase the necessary things
for the marriage. The Wedding was held in a simple way.
During the second year after Hijrat, Fathima was given in marriage to Hazrat Ali.
After a happy marriage life with Fathima, Hazrat Ali used to say this, “By Allah, I never
made Fathima angry during our life. I never forced her to do anything. She was never
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moved with me making me angry. She never went against my words. Whenever I saw
her I used to foreget my trouble. My heart would find great peace”.
Hazrat Ayesha reported, “ Apart from the Prophet, I have never seen a person speaking
the truth like Fathima”.
Imam Hussain said, “My mother used to offer prayers for a longer time in the night. Once
she was immersed in prayers till the dawn. She used to ask Dua by mentioning the names
of each and every believer. She used to ask dua for others but never asked dua for
herself. When I queried about this, she told me that first for others and then for ourselves”.
Once a blind person asked permission to enter her house. After covering herself she
allowed him to come in. When the Prophet asked her that the person was blind and why
she should cover herself. She replied that although he could not see her, she could still see
her. Further he could smell the fragrance. He was only blind and not unable to smell.
Listening to her reply the prophet acclaimed, “ I bear witness that you are a part of me”.
Once the prophet returned from a journey to Fathima’s residence. The curtain at the
entrance and the rings in her hands captured his attention. The prophet sat at the outer
part of the house without entering in.
The unusual behavior of the prophet made Fathima understand the situation. She removed
the curtain and the rings and sent them through her sons to the prophet. When you were
in a journey we got these. If you liked we could use it or if you did not like it we could give
it out to someone else.
The prophet embraced the children and gave the items to the companions at the outer
entrance of the house and said, “Allah will adorn Fathima with beautiful adornments and
clothes in the paradise.”
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14. Islamic Thinkers and Reformers
Caliph Umar Ibnu Abdul Azeez (Hij. 99- 101)
He is held in high esteem as the pioneer of Islamic reforms. He is also acclaimed as the
heir to the Khulafa-e-Rasheedeen. He was born in Hijri 61 and died in Hijri 101. He
lived a prosperous life before becoming the Caliph, but adopted a simple way of life
after assuming his duties. He wanted to put a stop to the dynasty rule and sought the
pledge of support from the general public after he took over the caliphate. He gave up
the luxurious of the position as Caliph and followed the simple life of a Khulafa-eRasheedeen. His reform started from his home. He cancelled all special privilege for
him and the ruling family members. He donated all the assets belonging to him and his
family to the Baithul Maal. The properties unjustly acquired by the previous rulers were
given back to the rightful owners.
With such radical reforms his own income suffered. His annual income of 50,000 dinars
was reduced to 200 dinars. He even refused to accept the remuneration from the treasury.
Caliph Umar ibnu abdul Azeez never considered himself as the heir of Caliph Sulaiman,
instead he considered himself the heir of that great Umar Ibnu Khattab, the second
Caliph of Islam. He modeled his life following Hazrat Umar-a-Farook. He did not
accept the expensive horse offered to him as the state horse but instead chose to ride on
a simple mule for his travelling. Such characteristics of the Caliph show that he had the
intention of establishing again the Caliphate of the Khulafa-e-Rashideen.Two things can
be mentioned for his rule being excellent.
1. The wisdom of religion in him
2. The experience he gained when working as a governor of Hejaz.
He made dramatic changes during his rule. He listened to the people and understood
their problems first hand. He solved their problems sincerely and dedicatedly.
He also treated the non-Muslims, the Dimmies, with respect and offered full religious
freedom in the state. Their welfare was looked into and the levy imposed on them was
reviewed. The Caliph showed strictness in the management of the Baithul Maal, or
treasury funds, but stopped collecting tax by inconveniencing people.
The dictatorial power of governors on judiciary was removed and all powers relating to
judiciary was vested with the judges. The religious places of non Muslims were given
back to them and they were allowed to continue with their religious practices. It was his
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ambition to devote his life for the propagation of Islam and he made it possible to carry
the message of Islam forward with official patronage.
He sent Islamic preachers to all parts of the Caliphate. At times he himself went ahead
preaching Islam in some parts of the Caliphate.
He also paid attention for the development of the country. Many more wells were dug
for the public apart from schools and hospitals being built all over the nation. Zakat fund
was collected with a pre plan and schemes were implemented for the proper distribution
of the zakat fund through the Baithul Maal.
He officially started the task of collecting Hadeeth in order to preserve and pass the
moral traditions and laws of Islam to the next generation. He called upon the Muslims to
follow Islam and encouraged Islamic scholars to learn do research on Islamic Science.
As a matter of fact the advent of the four Imams of the Islamic schools was a result of
his efforts to promote Islamic research among the scholars. He eliminated crimes and
upheld justice. Many more people became Muslims during his rule. It is mentioned in
the book 'Futhuhul Bultan' that even he sent letters to the kings in India calling them to
the fold of Islam. It is also mentioned his efforts were instrumental for the propagation of
Islam even in Morocco. He was also the pioneer who started efforts for the collection
of Hadeeth. He himself is considered as a scholar of Islam. He himself had narrated
many a Hadeeth.
Although he was a peaceful religious personality, he showed strictness where there was
a need for it. He never allowed immoral conducts. He ordered that Islamic limits should
not be violated during the religious wars. The prisoners of war were treated decently
and well. Special prison officers were appointed to preach them love and justice.
After accomplishing great tasks, he passed away in Hijri 101. He is considered the fifth
most revered Caliphs of Islam and a great reformer of Islam. Some historians say he
was poisoned.
Imam Zayd Ibnul Muzaib (Rah)
He was one of the learned men among the Tabieen. He was born into a Quraish family
during the early period of the Caliphate of Hazrat Umar (Ral). He is lauded as the
leader of the Tabieen with his high status as an important religious scholar of the time.
He was an exponent of Hadeeth and had met some of the pious companions of the
Prophet (peace be upon him) including Hazrat Umar, Hazrat Usman, Hazrat Ali, Hazrat
Ayesha, Hazrat Abdullah Ibnu Umar, Hazrat Zaid Ibnu Ubaida.
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Some of the leading scholars of Hadeeses such Imam Shuri, Qatata, Amr and Yayha
had acquired narrations from him and transmitted.
He was also an expert in the interpretation of dreams and was hailed in high esteem by
the rulers of his time. Especially the Umayyad Caliph Abdul Maliq Ibnu Marwan had
great respect for the Imam. Once he sent a message to the Imam soliciting his daughter
for his son prince Walid. But the imam turned it down.
He worked hard for the preservation of the sayings of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
for eighty years. He passed away after a severe sickness in Hijrat 94. Since so many
scholars passed away in that year, the people named the year as the year of the scholars.
Imam Ada’u Ibnu Abi Ra’bah
He was born in Yemen in the year Hijri 24. Belonging to an Abiysenniyan lineage, he
grew up as a slave of a Quraishi lady in Makkah. He acquired the knowledge of religion
from some famous companions and Tabieens. After observing his attachment to religious
observances and maturity of spirit, the lady manumitted him for the sake of Allah.
He excelled in the field of Hadeeth and is considered as one of the leading scholars of
the 1st and 2nd centuries of Hijrat.
He gained the knowledge of narrations and jurisdiction from the noble companions
such as Hazrat Ayesha, Hazrat Abu Huraira, Hazrat Ummu Salma, Hazrat Ummu
Haani,Hazrat Ibnu Abbas, Hazrat Ibnu Amr and Mu’avia and worked tirelessly for the
development of this field of knowledge.
Prominent people like Imam Avsaee, Ibnu Juraij, Imam Abu Hanifa and Allaith learned
Hadeeses from him. Narrators like Imam Mujahid, Imam Abu Ishaq, Imam Amr Ibnu
Deenar, Imam Qatata, Imam Amrubnu Shuhaib,Imam Al Akmas and Imam Yaha
transmitted sayings of the prophet rendered by him.
When once the great scholar and narrator Abdullah Ibnu Umar (Rali) visited Makkah
for Umra, some people surrounded him seeking explanation on religious issues. Abdullah
Ibnu Umar asked them why they had come to him for explanation when already Abu
Mohammed Adau Ibnu Abi Rabah was with them to illuminate on religious issues. Such
was the recognition of his excellence in the field of religious knowledge.
Similarly when the Caliph Sulaiman Ibnu Abdul Maliq visited Makkah for Haj
performance, he inquired about the Imam in order to get some information on religious
matters. Then a person pointed out to the black man involved in worship. The Caliph
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waited with his two sons till the Imam finished his prayers and entered his majlis greeting
the imam. There a large crowd had gathered expecting the Imam’s visit. The Caliph sat
at the end of the end of the row awaiting his turn to meet the imam. When his turn came,
he submitted his questions to the imam one by one and received his explanation humbly.
Being surprised at this, the two sons asked the Caliph who that man was and how he
moved with the Caliph very normally. The Caliph replied his sons, The imam is the
Makkahn heir to the great companion of knowledge Ibnu Abbas (Ral). He is an
acknowledged jurist of religious verdict. Allah gives such prominence to scholars of
Islam. You too should pay attention to gain knowledge of religion and acquire praise
and fame that never perish”. The status of the imam in the society could be understood
from these instances.
Serving Allah and His religion Islam during his lifetime in Makkah, he died in Makkah as
a centenarian.
Imam Muhammad ibn Shihab Az-Zuhri
Imam Abu Baker Muhammad ibn Shihab Az-Zuhri was an erudite narrator of hadith, a
brilliant, celebrated and generous scholar.
He was mostly known as Az-Zuhri or Ibn Shihaab. Muslim bin Ubaidullah, father of Ibn
Shihab was with Abdullah ibn Zubair. He fought on his side in the war against Banu
Marwan. He was born after the era of four righteously guided Successors – during the
Caliphate of Muawiyah.
Imam Az-Zuhri was indeed, an epitome of seeking knowledge. Allah endowed him with
strong desire for knowledge, unrelenting determination and an unrivaled strong memory.
Az-Zuhri started seeking knowledge very early in his life that he was able to narrate
from some Companions, may Allah be pleased with them. He would tour all the regions
in search of hadith, and he did not leave any place in which there was potential knowledge
without travelling there.
During his lifetime he had the blessed opportunity of seeing ten companions of the Holy
Prophet. He was a teacher of scholars such as Malik ibnu Anas, Sufyan Ibnu Uyana,
Sufyanus Zawri. When mentioning about him Ibnu Deenar narrated, “ Ibnu Shihab has
acquired knowledge. I have never seen a knowledgeable person like him”.
He had memorized many Islamic rules and regulations. Caliph Umar Ibnu Abdul Azees
recommended in his letters to all the governors that they should receive advice from
Ibnu Shihab regarding Islami jurisprudence as none knew Islamic jurisprudence more
than Ibnu Shihab. The responsibility of collecting Hadeeth was also vested with him.
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He started the work of collecting Hadeeth based on the Damascus mosque. The governor
of that area rendered him full support in his service. The governors collected authentic
Hadeeth from their areas and sent to the Caliph. All these were rewritten by Ibnu
Shihab and compiled as a collection. Copies of the compilation were sent to different
parts of the Caliphate.
The efforts made by another scholar Sahd Ibnu Ibrahim is also commendable. He also
supported the efforts of Ibnu Shihab.
Spending most of his time reading Hadeeth and books, he functioned as an advisor to
Caliphs Abdul Malik and Hisham. He passed away in Hijri 124 at the age of 72.
His efforts in the collection and compilation of Hadeeth motivated other scholars of his
time to take part in such noble activities.
Al-Hasan al-Basri
He is one of the great religious personalities of the earliest period of Islam. Al-Hasan alBasri, the leader of the disciples of the Companions of the Prophet was, in fact, the son
of Yasar the slave of Zayd ibn Thabit al-Ansari. His mother Umm ul-Hasan was a slave
woman of Umm Salamah, the wife of the Prophet, peace be upon him. So he was born
in the house of the Prophet, and his father’s master was one of the famous scribes who
recorded Divine revelation for the unlettered Prophet.
Al-Hasan al-Basri was as his name implies, the greatest scholar of the city of Basra. He
met over 130 companions of the Holy Prophet. He is considered as one the most
prominent Tabieens. He started acquiring knowledge from Imam Hasan (Rali) the grand
son of the Holy Prophet (peace be upn him). He also took part in battles for the sake of
Islam.
He was bold and expressed his views fearlessly. He opposed the appointment of Yazeed
by Mu’avia and proclaimed that Yazeed was not suitable to be a Caliph.
He used to recite the Holy Quran sentence, “ Udkhulu bis Silmi…” and implored people
to fully enter the fold of Islam. He understood the problems facing the people of the time
and tried to offer proper advice for the benefit of the people.
He spent his time in Basra preaching as a pious savant of Islam and his disciples included
the famous female spiritual personality called Rabia Basri. Hasan al Basri used to write
the sins and mistakes done by him on his clothes and repented deeply. From the time of
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his adulthood, he used to weep for his sins and shed tears often and asked forgiveness
from Allah for his sins. At times he would lose consciousness and fall on account of his
deeper feelings of fear of God.
Regarding him Imam Zuhri mentioned that there were only four scholars at that time and
one of them was Hasan Al Basri from Basra.
During his time only, the base for the famous Mutazilla concept was instituted.
This pious sevant of Islam passed away in Basra in Hijrat 110. Just a few minutes
before his death he recited the following sura and became unconscious : “ …So We
expelled them from gardens, springs, Treasures, and every kind of honourable position..”
(Al-Quran: 26: 56-57)
Abdul Qadir Jeelani
In the north west part of Persia in a small town called Nasib in the province of Jeelan,
was born Abdul Cader Jeelani in Hijrat 470. His parents were pious descendants of the
Holy Prophet. He lost his father Abu Salih in his childhood and was brought up by his
mother Ummul Khair Fathima.
Acquiring knowledge of Islam at his home town, he memorized the Holy Quran at a
tender age. At the age of 18 he was sent to Bagdad, the centre of learning at that time,
to obtain better education. During this time only the famous chancellor of the renowned
Nizaamiay University of Bagdad, deserted his position and left in search of spiritual
advancement.
The eleventh century was actually a period of many challenges facing the Muslims in
social, political and economical spheres of life. At this time the Muslim community was
at decadence in moral, social and spiritual fields. The Abbaside Caliphate was also very
weak and fragile at that time. The rulers were drowned in pomp and show of the palatial
luxury lives and ignored the lives of the common man regarding their moral and ethical
development. Small rulers started to disobey the Caliph and acted independently –
making the central authority impotent.
He married at the age of 51. He married four times with the sole purpose of keeping the
tradition of Islam alive. He had 27 male children and 22 female children by these
marriages. Four of these sons are prominent.
His eldest son Sheikh Abdul Waahab was a great scholar of Islam. He continued to run
the madras of his father from 543 Hijrat. He also continued the weekly sermons of his
father. He also gave explanations regarding Sharia.
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His another son Isaa was well versed in the art of Hadeeses. He was a man of excellent
characterisitics and an effective orator, penning a book about Sufism. He settled down
in Egypt and passed away.
The other son Abdul Razaak was an eminent scholar having memorized a number of AlHadeeth. He lived in Badgad and was a renowned spiritual leader.
His son Musa was also a famous scholar who lived and died in Damascus.
The compilation of the sermons of Abdul Cader Jeelani (Rah) was made available by
his son Isaa. The last two sermons were presented by his eldest son Abdul Wahab.
Abdul Qadir Jeelani received his Islamic education under the renowned teachers
Following that he detached himself from worldly life and embarked on an ascetic life for
eleven long years. At the end of his spiritual enlightenment he spent his time and knowledge
in correcting people and guiding them towards Islam.
In Bagdad he was renowned as a qualified religious scholar and jurist of Islamic law. He
liked the company of pious people and the poor and shunned away from the rulers.
As a matter of fact the Caliphate had become weakened since the tenth century A.D.
Malikshq exercised immense power as the king of Saljuk, a sovereign small state apart
from the Caliphate. Malikshq had brought under his control many territories that were
with the Caliphate. Although the Caliph and Maliksha had enmity on account of political
motives, on the religious side Maliksha followed the creed of the Sunnath Wal Jamaat
and had a strong relationship with the Caliph at Bagdad. It was the prime Minister of
Maliq Sha who established the Nizamia University at Bagdad. As a result the culture
and arts developed.
However after the demise of Maliq sha there was a contest for power since he did not
name any heir to the throne. After Sanjar seizing the throne, normalcy returned to the
country in 1091. When Sanjar also died in 1119 without naming an heir to the throne,
the contest for the throne reemerged. This was the time when Abdul Cader Jeelani lived
amidst many uncertainties and political strives and foreign invasions.
During this time a terrorist group under the name of Assassins murdered many important
Mulsim nobles and prominent people. The prime Minister Nizamul Mulq was also killed
by this group.The crusade also started at this period when the unity of Muslims was in
disarray with the death of Maliq Sha. The crusaders captured Jerusalem and slaughtered
thousands of Muslims unjustly with their aggression.
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During the time of the Abbasids, intellectuals and scholars were supported and looked
after. Science and arts flourished during this period. Spiritual activities were also under
taken by many with the encouragement of the rulers. The Spiritual tradition started by
Hasanul Basri continued to forge ahead with the efforts of Spiritual savants such asAbu
Hashim Bin Kufi, Ibrahim bin Adham, Shakik Al Balki, Rabiatul Adavia, Dunnun Misri,
Fayasid al Bistami and Junaid Al Bagdadi .
After acquiring his basic education at his own town, he embarked on a journey to
Bagdad for developing his knowledge further at the age of 18. He studied under famous
teachers of that time such as Abul Wafa Ibnu Akil, Mohammed Ibnu Hasan, Awfa
Gilani, and Abu ZAkaria Thabari. After his formal education at Madrasas, he came
under the guidance of spiritual sages Sheikh Abdul Khair, Hammad bin Muslim and
Khali Abdu Saeed Makrami and improved his experience and knowledge of Tasawuf
and spiritual experience.
Having gained much knowledge in the field of Islamic knowledge, he immersed himself
in spiritual training. He avoided the desires of the senses. He used to eat little enough to
keep up his body alive. He spent long hours in the night reciting the Holy Quran and
praying. He reduced communicating with people as far as possible. He left Bagdad and
lived in seclusion in a place called Sustar and through these spiritual efforts he mastered
the art of controlling the desires of the body and mind. His spiritual maturity made him
realize that the Muslim community had fallen down not only in spiritual dimensions but
also in worldly affairs.
The general public were more concerned about their worldly affairs. The poor were
disgusted with their lot totally and crest fallen. The rich were only concerned about
earning big and enjoying a lavish life.
The high moral and ethical characteristics of Islam were gradually disappearing and a
society of immoral and unethical conduct was emerging fast. The oppression of crusaders
and the heinous crimes of 'Assassins' made a question mark on the very survival of
Islam as a religion in the world.
With his spiritual maturity, Abdul Cader Jeelani realized the deplorable condition of the
Muslims of his time and the cause of the deterioration. He understood the urgency to
guide the people towards piety and commenced his preaching of Islam regularly.
He started his preaching at the educational institute of his teacher Qazi Abusaeed
Makrami. Over a period of time his preaching attracted more people and as a result
there was a need to expand the building to accommodate the growing audience. His
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sermons were lively and brought tears to the audience. A wide array of people including,
rulers, elite, the nobles, the wealthy, the intellectuals all attended with interest and sat
with the ordinary masses to listen to his speeches. He preached on public stages for
three days a week. In Edgas ( the places for festival prayers) he addressed gatherings
on Friday mornings and in his Madrasa hall every Tuesday evening to bring an awakening
of Islamic values among the people.
His fame of excellence in wisdom and spirituality spread worldwide. The general public
and the ruling class set equally to listen to his lectures and benefited. Very high number
of people gathered to listen to him. His passionate speeches were collected by learned
men and compiled under the many titles such as, Fathul Rabbani and ‘Fathhul Khaib’.
With his convincing passionate speeches he brought to light the misguided surroundings
of the Muslims and their pathetic state and showed them the true light of Islam and the
great responsibilities of Muslims. He emphasized the characteristics of piety, humility,
love, kindness and humanity very much. His speeches displayed the deep wisdom he
had about Islam. Although he had great faith in spiritual life, he never taught asceticism
as such. He was courageous and fearless of any other power other than God. Therefore
he pointed out and condemned the faults and mistakes of all irrespective of their status
or positions as rulers, nobles, officers, judges, religious scholars, or the general public.
One of his passionate speeches runs as follows, “O Muslims! The great edifice built by
the Holy Prophet is in imminent danger of collapse after the removal of its bricks one by
one. O people come and let us join to rebuild the edifice again. Till we accomplish this
task let us all act with unity and unanimity.”
In another occasion he mentioned, “You know even the dog is faithful to its master! It
protects the livestock and crops of the master. Just for the sake of a piece of bread,
how gladly and gratefully it faces the master! But you enjoy the blessings of your Lord
abundantly but fail to show gratitude to Him. You never fulfill your duties towards Him.
All that you do is transgressing the commands of the Lord and exceeding the limits set
by Him and indulge in mischief”
Such thoughtful speeches full of feelings touched the hearts of the Muslims of the day.
They came forward to abide by the spiritual guidance given by him. Many regretted for
their former sins, and shed tears asking for forgiveness from Allah and became reformed.
The Jews and Christians who attended listened to his speeches became convinced of
Islam and embraced Islam.
Apart from this missionary work, he also conducted classes every day in the morning
and evening to impart knowledge of Holy Quran translation and interpretation, Hadeeses
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and Islamic Jurisprudence for the benefit of the people. Although he himself adhered to
the Hanbali school of thought, during teaching he would bring forth the different concepts
found in other schools of thought as well. He would also give answers to questions
posed at him after the afternoon prayers. Whenever he gave a verdict, he followed the
examples found in the four schools of thought. After Isa prayers, he would involve in
Dikr or meditation in solitude.
His sermons have been compiled under the titles, Futhuhul Khaib and Fathhur Rabbani.
There are 68 sermons mentioned in the volume Fathhur Rabbani.
These sermons were aimed at spiritual awakening of the people and their social wellbeing.
The population of his time could be categorized into two types. The rich class had the
wealth and assets but lacked in their religious obligations, ethics and faith. On the other
hand the poor class were oppressed by poverty and were disgusted with life although
they had faith and the feeling to do good. They looked at the well-to-do with envy. They
felt that they were being ignored by the society and the rulers. Abul Hasan Nadvi mentions
this fact in his assessment of the people of that time. Abdul Cader Jeelani addressed the
people taking into account the people and their attitudes.
In his speeches he pointed out at the faults of the rulers, ministers, the elite, the higher
authorities and the scholars as well. He declares that the greed of the intellectuals,
religious teachers and spiritualists for worldly desires and the ambition to occupy positions
in government was the main reason for the rulers and the authorities to go astray. In one
of his firebrand speeches, he proclaimed:
“O learned men! You misuse your knowledge and learning. You are the enemies of Allah
and his messenger. You are nothing less than robbers, oppressors and hypocrites. How
long can you last under the cover of Thaqwa. How long are you going to spend for the
welfare of the rulers and authorities? How long are you going to be slaves to positions
and authorities and for desires. Verily you and many of your rulers are unfaithful and
unjust to Allah and his slaves.O Allah! Disgrace them from their positions or make them
repent for their sins and mistakes. O Allah! Degrade these oppressors or destroy them
from the earth or guide them to the right path.”
Abdul Cader Jilani divided the people of his time into four types:
1. People who don’t have a heart and tongue
They are the majority of the general public. They are like shrubs without any faith.
They belong to Hell. These people should be called to obey Allah and be warned
against sins. Allah s love will accrue to the people who call them to the right path.
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2. People who don’t have a heart but a tongue
They are the learned people and religious priests who advise the people to guide
them. But they themselves do not act upon their own advice. They call upon the
people to obey Allah but they do their deeds far away from Allah. They find faults
with people. But they never look at the same fault present with them. They show
off as people with piety but they are like foxes in sheep s skin.
3. People who have a heart but not a tongue
They have faith. They possess a sense of dignity. They know their own faults.
They also know the harm of moving with people. Therefore they keep aloof not
worried about others.
4. People who have a heart and a tongue
They are the people who call upon the people to prepare for the life in the hereafter.
They know about Allah and His Signs. They have close relationship with Allah.
(mentioned in the 33rd Sermon of Futhhul Khaib)
In his speeches he gave importance for purifying the hearts and the development of
ethics with the right understanding of faith. He also attempted to get rid of the innovation
that had crept into the thoughts and deeds of the people of his time.
He had the heart and soul in his speech to penetrate the minds of different types of
people and create an awakening in their spirit towards appreciating the values of Islam.
He emphasized that the following qualities should be found with anyone with Iman:
1. Abiding by the command of Allah at all times.
2. Avoiding all that is prohibited by Allah at all times.
3. Being contented with whatever Allah has given.
He reiterated that a true Muslim should follow the Prophet whole heartedly and avoid
all innovation in religion. A Muslim should never associate partners with Allah.
In most of his sermons he attributed the decline and instability of the Muslim society to
the materialistic thoughts of the rulers, the nobles, the learned and the general public. He
advocated the spiritual development of men along with this material progress for his
wellbeing. He never preached asceticism. He never called the people to abandon worldly
resources. He insisted that man should use both the world resources for his genuine
needs without being totally greedy about these worldly assets and resources.
He addressed as follows: “Do not remain like a beggar in order to get the worldly
matters. You should be like a king. Whilst he is seated at the throne, gifts are offered at
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his feet. The world praises the person who stays at the divine door. But the dignity of the
person staying at the door of worldly needs is affected. Therefore get your worldly
share without losing your dignity. Allah expects this of you. (at Bathihur Rabbani address
21 – quoted by Abul Hasan Ali Nadvi.)
“Obtaining worldly resources and goods is a permissible one. Saving it for a higher
purpose is also allowed. But making your heart obsessed with it is not permissible. It is
allowed to wait at the door of your heart to penetrate your heart. But it is not permissible
to allow it to enter your heart. Allowing it to enter your heart will not give you any
dignity” (Fathihur Rabbani Sermon 51 –quoted by Abul Hasan Ali Nadvi).
“The fortress of faith (Iman) erected by the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) is being
demolished little by little. It has reached a point of it collapsing piece by piece.
O people! Build up this fortress of the Prophet (peace be upon him). Till we achieve this
task we have to work as a team”
By allowing innovation, hypocrisy and prohibited thoughts of God into the Muslim society,
he is saddened that Islam is ignored.
Although it was the duty of the Islamic state to guide the people towards the right path,
the state had neglected its obligations.Hazrat Abdul Cader Jeelani realized it was not
enough to give lectures on Islam to guide people. With his outstanding personality and
wisdom he convinced people to unite under a system of Baiath (a pledge of allegiance
to follow the right path) and formed a Thariqa called Qadiriya to offer spiritual training
to people to elevate their moral and spiritual standards in conformity with the Islamic
principles. Thousands of people during his own life time were benefited by this system
and became Muslims with great moral and spiritual values.
Dedicating his entire life for the reform of Muslims and renewing the spirit of Islam
among them, this great savant of Islam left this world at the age of ninety one years,
witnessing that his work had started to bear fruits. He was a man unique in stature. He
was simple yet dignified. Hew was humble yet spiritually a tower. He disliked vanity and
luxury. He embraced and helped the poor, the needy, the slaves and the unprivileged.
He was generous and hospitable. He loved the young ones and respected the elderly.
He was the first to greet salam to any. He indeed was a great reformer.
After his death in 561 Hijri, his disciples established Thariqaas in many Muslim countries
to provide spiritual guidance on the line of Abdul Cader Jeelani. Through these Thariqaas
they spread the message of Islam peacefully in many areas that were not under the
Muslim rulers.
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Their dedication brought many people under the umbrella of Islam in many countries
including Africa, Indonesia, China, Indian Ocean islands and India.
Moulana Jalaluddin Rumi
Jalaluddin Rumi was born in 1207, in Balkh (in present-day Afghanistan). His father,
Bahaduddin Walad, was a theologian, jurist and a mystic, while his mother was Mumina
Khatun. When Mongols invaded Central Asia, between 1215 and 1220, Rumi left
Balkh with his family and a group of disciples. The migrating caravan traveled extensively
in Muslim lands. After performing pilgrimage in Makkah, they eventually settled in Konya,
located in the present-day western Turkey. At that time, Rumi s father was an Islamic
theologian, a teacher and a preacher.
Rumi was a disciple of Sayyed Burhan ud-Din Muhaqqiq Termazi, one of his father’s
students. Under the guidance of Sayyed Termazi, he practiced Sufism and acquired a
lot of knowledge about spiritual matters and secrets of the spirit world.
Rumi was already a teacher and a theologian, when in 1244 A.D. he came across a
wandering spiritual dervish named Shamsuddin of Tabriz. The meeting proved to be a
turning point in his life. Shamsuddin and Rumi became very close friends. Shams went
to Damascus, were he was allegedly killed by the students of Rumi who were resentful
of their close relationship. Rumi became very sad after his death and he expressed his
love for Shamsuddin and grief at his death, through music, dance and poems. He also
established a Tariqa under the name Moula viya in memory of Shams Thabrisi.
Mathnawi is a compilation of six volumes of poetry, written in a style. The poems are
intended to inform, instruct as well as entertain the reader. It is believed that Rumi
started the work of Mathnawi at the suggestion of his then companion, Husam al-Din
Chalabin. Mathnawi attempts to explain the various facets of spiritual life.
Rumi s popularity has gone beyond national and ethnic borders. The thoughts of Maulana
Roomi had a great impact on Sufism and its development. The most important
characteristics of his philosophy are his sentimental elaboration and the greatness of
man. Moulana Rumi concluded that Man himself creates his own destiny. His philosophy
was that without sin there would be no virtue in reality. Evil and sins exist in the world so
that Man can achieve greatness by struggling to overcome them.
He fused the various thoughts and philosophies in the history of Islam and presented a
common philosophy. The great renaissance poet and thinker of the sub continent Allama
Iqbal based his revivalist thoughts on Rumi s philosophy.
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Abul Hasan As Shazuli
Abul Hasan AsShazuli was born in a small town called Kimaara south of Ciyuto in north
Africa in Hijri 593. He was given the name Ali.
At the beginning he was the disciple of Abu Abdullah Muhammed bin Haraza, the
student of the renowned sufi Abu Madyan. Later he became the disciple of Abu Fatah
Al Wasidi. On the order of his master he travelled to the north and met a spiritual wise
man called Abdus Salaam Ibnu Mashees at a place called Baas and became his disciple.
After some time he spent his time in asceticism and meditation in Shazuli on the order of
his new master. Hence he is known by his nick name Shazuli. Gaining spiritual maturity
through his prolonged meditation, he started his preaching among the people.
He was deeply immersed in religious worships day and night and emphasized that people
should abide by the Sharia law and order. He devised many methods to induce people
towards worship and religion and encouraged people towards such practices. His spiritual
way is called the Shaduliyat Thariqaa.
He ordered people to adhere to the following five basic rules:
1. Should live with fear of God, openly and secretly.
2. Should follow the tenets of Islam in words and deeds.
3. Should give priority to Allah, the creator in all aspects whether in prosperity or
adversity.
4. Should obey the decree of Allah whether His blessings are big or small.
5. Should turn to Allah during happiness or sadness.
He never wrote any books. When asked why he had not written any books, his reply
was, ‘My students are my books’.
He dedicated himself for spiritual thoughts and development and spent most his time in
Tunisia. In Hijrat 642, he left for Egypt accompanied by his close associates including
Abul Albas AlMursi. In Hijrat 646 he took part in the Jihad of Mansura against the
crusaders and lost his eye sight.
After establishing his quarters and Zavia at Alexandria in Egypt, Imam Shazuli embarked
on a journey for Haj Pilgrimage with a great number of his supporters in Hijrat 656. On
his way in the desert area of Humaidra he became severely sick and passed away. He
appointed Abul Abbas Ahmed Murzi before his death as his successor to continue the
work started by him.
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The Shazuliya Thariqaa spread through the efforts of his disciple, Abul Abbas Ahmed
Al Murzi.
Shazuliya Thariqa is one of the Thariqaas followed by Muslims all over the world. The
Thariqaa has its presence in Makkah, Medina, Al geria, Tunisia, Egypt, Sudan, Malaysia,
India and Sri Lanka.
One of its branches called, Fasiya is deep rooted in Sri Lanka. This Thariqa spread in
India and Sri Lanka by Muhammed Al Fasee. Afterwards the Caliph of Sheik Al Fasee,
Muhammed Abu Baker Miskin Shahib, As Sheikh Ahmed Ibnu Salih alYamani and As
Sheikh Samsudeen al Makki Al Fasee – the son of Sheik Al Fasee – arrived in Sri
Lanka and spread the Thariqa from Colombo Ummu Zavia
Sheikh Mohammed ibn Abdul Wahhab
Sheikh ibn Abdul Wahhab was born in the year Hijrat 1115 (1703 A.D.) in Uiynah,
located in the Najd province of Saudi Arabia. He received his early education from his
father Sheikh Abdul Wahhab bin Sulaiman, which included memorization of the Qur an
and a study of Sunnah and Fiqh. His father was also an Islamic scholar and Qazi. As a
follower of the Hambali school of thoughts his father educated him according to the
Hamali school of thoughts. He studied the works of classical scholars and was influenced
in particular by the writings of Ibn Taimiyah. After completing his studies, he traveled
through Persia and Iraq, visiting Basra and Kufa. Returning home he started teaching
his austere vision of Islam. The hinterland of Arabia, inhabited mostly by Bedouins, had
very little contact with the outside world. The Bedouins who roamed the vast desert
practiced a folk Islam embellished with the talisman, tomb visitation and astrology.
Sheikh ibn Abdul Wahhab found the atmosphere hostile to his teachings and had to flee
his hometown.
By that time he had already begun preaching in his hometown, and it had become
apparent that he was controversial from the start. His teachings were based directly on
the Quran itself and on the hadith tradition of teachings associated with the Prophet
Muhammad. He rejected the influence of local religious scholars known asulama , who
in turn worked to minimize his influence. He was forced to leave al-Uyaynah, marking
the first of several occasions in which he ran afoul of powerful figures. It was at this
point that he traveled to Makkah and Medina. Among the figures with whom he studied
was Muhammad Hayat al-Sindi, a figure from the Indian subcontinent who had witnessed
the deterioration of the Mughal Empire, and who inculcated in Ibn Abd al-Wahhab the
idea that pure forms of Islam could regenerate lost political glories.
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He detested the practices that were not in accordance with the teachings of Islam. He
was determined to educate the people about the true values of Islam and ardently
dedicated himself to the task of reforming the Arabian people.
Wandering from town to town in Najd, Sheikh ibn Abdul Wahhab found refuge in
Uyainah whose Emir, Uthman bin Hamd, was receptive to his ideas. The Sheikh made
many followers in Uyainah, but his growing popularity attracted the suspicion of
neighboring emirs. Pressure was brought upon Emir Uthman to assassinate the Sheikh
whose spartan vision of Islam was rapidly gaining converts in all areas of Najd. Sheikh
ibn Abdul Wahhab escaped and found refuge in Dariyah where his teachings found a
responsive chord in Emir Muhammed bin Saud. There developed a remarkable friendship
between Sheikh ibn Abdul Wahhab and Emir Muhammed bin Saud that was to have a
profound impact on history. The Emir became a student and patron of the Sheikh and
the friendship was cemented with the marriage of a daughter of the Emir to the young
Sheikh
The Sheikh considered all practices which were not in strict conformance with a literal
interpretation of the Qur an and the Sunnah to be bida a (innovation), and he considered
it his duty to eradicate such practices with force, if necessary. The religious charisma of
the learned Sheikh and the military-political acumen of the Emir were a powerful
combination. A jihad was declared against the neighboring emirs who would not subscribe
to the strict interpretations of religion offered by the Sheikh. Thus started the Wahhabi
movement, which in time was to propel itself to Makkah and Madina, and spread from
there over the Islamic world. In the process it thrust Saudi Arabia into modern history.
Ibn Abd al-Wahhab found military protection from the area’s new ruler, Uthman ibn
Hamid ibn Muammar. The alliance foreshadowed Ibn Abd al-Wahhab’s later partnership
with Muhammad ibn Saud, the founder of Saudi Arabia, and it brought Ibn Abd alWahhab new power and influence. It was during this period that he undertook three
controversial actions designed to offer graphic demonstrations of his beliefs. These
were controversial in Ibn Abd al-Wahhab’s own time and remain so, providing famous
images of the strict form of Islam he espoused.
The prevalent anti-Islamic practices and rituals angered Abdul Wahab and he wanted
to put a stop to these practices and rituals and bring back the pure teachings of Islam.
He was very much upset that in the land where the oneness of Allah was preached by
the prophet, people had deviated and were involved in semi-idolatory practices. This
was paving the way for polytheism. Instead of the idols people were paying homage to
the tombs of saints. He preached that worship should be only for Allah and people
should not seek divine help through the tombs of saints or trees.
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His preaching consisted of,
 The oneness of Allah
 Explanation about Shirk and appeal to abandon shirk.
 Warning that someone who commits Shirk can become an infidel.
 Employing force against those who insist on committing shirk.
He adhered to the firm belief that there is no room for religious innovations and new
rituals in the religion. He appealed to the people to give up these innovations and
superstitions and return to the pure Islamic concepts and principles. Although he followed
strictly the Hambili school of thoughts, whenever he was able to get authentic proofs
from the Holy Quran and Sunnah against the Hamabali school verdicts, he gave up
those in favour of the injunctions of the fundamental sources of Islam – the Holy Quran
and Sunnah.
Along with his preaching he also attracted great crowds of people for his educational
efforts. He made great efforts in focusing the mind on the deep and comprehensive
meaning of the Kalima “La Ilaha Illallahu”. He elaborated the principle that worship
belongs only to Allah and divine help should be sought only from Allah. Through his
profound teachings people removed their ignorance about Islam and became clear
about the Islamic principle of the oneness of Allah.
As part of his efforts he wrote letters to the leaders in the Najd province, asking them
to guide the people to give up innovations and superstitions, stop people from visiting
shrines and tombs and leave all concepts and principles that violate the fundamental
principle of the oneness of Allah and promote simple living by adhering to the tenets of
the Holy Quran and the Sunnah in all walks of life. He wanted them to enjoin good and
forbid evil according to the teachings of Islam and reform the society and get rid of all
evil practices and conducts contrary to Islam.
He waged a battle of ideas against the misunderstandings and innovations that had crept
into the ways of life. Muslim had deviated in their beliefs and were involved in shirk
practices that were against the teaching of Islam. The veneration of tombs of saintly
people and making offering there and asking spiritual help were against the fundamental
principles of Islam, he taught. Seeking help by making vows on trees and stones and
wearing talisman with the belief that it would help oneself was also against the pure
teachings of Islam. As Islam was perfected by Almighty Allah, adding or subtracting
religious practices and observance were not allowed. He called upon the people to turn
to authentic teachings based on the Holy Quran and authentic Hadeeses and get rid of
later day teachings based on conjecture.
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Although many people accepted his teachings and turned towards the pure teachings of
Islam and gave up innovations and superstitions, still some others teased him and called
him names. They attributed many a slander to disgrace him. But Abdul Wahhab knew
that even the prophet had to face such hardships and tolerated insults patiently and
continued his mission unabated.
His ideas took root in the Najd province and gradually spread to Mecca, Medina and
other areas of Arabia. Those who came to Mecca and Medina during Haj and Umra
received his teachings and carried forward the message to other corners of the world.
The battle he waged against blind faith and innovations gained momentum and induced
people to read the Holy Quran and Hadeeth directly and gain authentic knowledge of
Islam.
Maulana Mohammed Ilyaas (Rah) (1885 A.D.)
Moulana Mohammed Ikthar Ilyas was born in a village called „Kandala in the central
region of India.His father s name was Maulana Mohammed Ismael Sahib. After the
death of his first wife, Maulana Ismael married the grand daughter of Moulana Mulafer
Husaain. Through this marriage were born two children. The first was Mohammed
Yahya and the second child was Maulana Mohammed Ilyaas who became the leader of
the Thableeg Jamaat.
Maulana's family was a made up of pious and learned people. Many savants of Islam
were in the family. Most of the people in the family were Hafiz. Accordingly Maulana
also became a Hafiz in his small age. He spent most of his time with his erudite and pious
father in Nijamudin.
At Nizamuddin, his education was being neglected owing to the over- fondness of his
father and his own excessive occupation with prayers. Maulana Yahya, thus, requested
his father that as the education of Mohammad Ilyas was suffering, he might be allowed
to take him to Gangoh. The father agreed - and Maulana Mohammad Ilyas came to
Gangoh in 1896 or early 1897 where Mohammad Yahya began to teach him regularly.
Gangoh, in those days, was the seat of Sufi-saints and savants, the benefit of whose
company was constantly available to Maulana Mohammad Ilyas. A greater part of his
impression able age was spent there. When he went to live at Gangoh, he was 10 or 11
years old, and at the time of Maulana Rasheed Ahmed Gangohi death, in 1905, he was
a young man of about 20.
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Maulana Mohammad Yahya was an ideal teacher and benefactor. He wanted his brother
to derive the utmost advantage from the society of those illustrious men. Maulana
Mohammad Ilyas used to tell that when the Ulema who had been the favorite pupils or
disciples of Maulana Gangohi came to Gangoh, his brother would, often, stop the lessons
and say that his education, then, lay in sitting with them and listening to their discussion.
During his stay at Gangoh, after the death of Maulana Gangohi, Maulana Mohammad
Ilyas, generally,remained silent and spent most of his time in meditation.
Ardor and eagerness, without which no real success is possible in any field, were deeply
rooted in him. It was by sheer determination and earnestness that he accomplished
what he did in spite of persistent ill-health. One day, during his last illness, Maulana
Mohammad Ilyas related that “once I was so ill and feeling so weak that I could not go
down the stairs. All of a sudden, I heard that Maulana Saharanpuri had come to Delhi
and I was so excited that I left for Delhi immediately on foot and forgot all about my
illness and exhaustion.
Indifferent health prevented him from taking part in duties involving physical labor. He
concentrated wholly on his studies, and on Zikr, and other forms of worship. Maulana
Mohammad Yahya, on the contrary, was a very industrious person. He owned a bookshop
which he managed with great care. It was not only his source of livelihood, but of his
brothers as well. One day, the manager of the shop said that Maulana Mohammad Ilyas
did not take any interest in the business which was not good for him, too, benefited from
it. When Maulana Mohammad Yahya heard of it, he was very angry and remarked that
“a Tradition has it that the sustenance that reaches you and the help you receive from the
Lord is due to the blessedness of the weaker”. ones among you. I believe that I am
receiving my sustenance owing to the good fortune of this child. Nothing should be said
to him in future. If there is anything to say, it should be said to me.
Sometimes, Maulana Mohammad Ilyas was asked to lead the service in the presence
of renowned theologians and spiritual leaders. Once Shah Abdur Rahim Raipuri, Maulana
Khalil Ahmad Saharanpuri and Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanwi happened to be in Kandhla.
When the time for Salaat came and Maulana Mohammad Ilyas was asked to lead it, a
senior member of the family, Molvi Badrul Hasan, humorously remarked that “such a
small engine has been fastened to so many big carriages.” “It depends on the power
(not the size of the engine”, replied one of them.
He was a man of angelic disposition and an embodiment of affection, piety and humility.
He loved solitude and cared little for worldly comforts. He lived in Bangle Wali Masjid,
at Nizamuddin, in the place of his late father. There was a Madrassa in the mosque
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which had been founded by Maulana Mohammad Ismail. Only primary education was
imparted in it, and, among its pupils were mostly the children from Mewat. It had no
regular source of income and reliance was placed solely upon God
Once a prominent merchant of Delhi begged the Maulana to supplicate to the Lord for
him in a very important matter, and presented him a purse. The Maulana agreed to pray
on his behalf, but declined to accept the money. Haji Abdur Rahman, however, took it
in view of the chronic financial difficulties of the Madrassa, but the Maulana had no
peace until he had it returned.
The main emphasis in his method of teaching was on the application of mind. He wanted
the students to come thoroughly prepared. The Maulana did not follow the general
syllabus of the Madrassas in the selection of books and many books that were but
prescribed in the other Madrassas were taught at Nizamuddin He thought of new ways
to stimulate the students and develop their understanding.
The Mewatis had become very troublesome during the early days of the Muslim Kingdom
of Delhi. Aided by the long range of thick forests that extended up to Delhi, they used to
raid it frequently and had become such a terror that the gates of the capital were shut at
sunset. Still, they managed to enter the town in the night in search of plunder. Ghayasuddin
Balban, thereupon, dispatched a strong military force against the Mewatis, killing a
large number of them. Outposts manned by the Afghan soldiers were set up in Delhi, the
surrounding forests were cut down and the land was brought under cultivation.
Owing to the negligence of the Muslims religious teachers, the moral arid religious condition
of the Mewatis had sunk so low that there was little to distinguish between their beliefs
and practices and wholesale apostasy. Even non-Muslim historians have commented at
length on their estrangement with Islam, as the following extract from the Alwar Gazetteer
of 1878, written by Major Powlett, will show:
A few of them know the Kalima and offer up namaz and an attachment for the Madrassas,
also, is found among them. As we have seen earlier, the initial ceremonies of marriage
are performed by the Brahmins, but the real ceremony (of nikah) is performed by the
Qazi. Men wear dhoti and loin-cloth. The pajamas are not worn at all. Their dress, thus,
is wholly Hinduised.
Rugged simplicity, hardihood and firmness of purpose were the chief characteristics of
the Mewatis in which they were far superior to the urban Muslim population. It was on
account of these qualities that in spite of having drifted so far away from Islam, the
floodtide of Apostasy could not submerge the territory of Mewat even in the darkest
period of its history.
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For centuries the Maos had been living within the shell of their ignorance keeping by
themselves and isolated from the outside world. A parallel can scarcely he found in the
Indian history of a community so large and living in such a close proximity to the central
seat of power and yet remaining so obscure and isolated. An advantage of it, however,
was that the energies of the Mewatis, on the whole, remained conserved, the soil remained
virgin while the deplorable habits and customs and superstitious belief and practices
were, so to speak, like the weeds and scrubs growing on an uncultivated land.
Maulana Mohammad Ilyas felt that the only Way to the religious reform and correction
of the Mewatis was promotion of religious knowledge and familiarization with the rules
and principles of Islam and Sharia.
Maulana Mohammad Ismail, and after him, Maulana Mohammad had adopted the
same method. They used to keep the Mewati children with them and educate them in
their Madrassa, and then, send them back to Mewat to carry on the work of reform
and guidance, and what little religious awareness was found there was owing to the
efforts of these pioneers.
Maulana Mohammad Ilyas went a step ahead and decided to establish Maktabs and
Madrassas in Mewat itself so that the influence of Faith could spread to a wider area.
The Maulana used to tell the Mawatis, “Give me the pupils, I will provide the money.”
The Meos who were, mainly, farmers, could not easily reconcile themselves to the
position that their children applied themselves to reading and writing and stopped working
in the fields or looking after the cattle. It took a lot of tact and perseverance to bring
them round to it.
The Maulana had not undertaken the service of Faith as a “national cause”, the burden
of providing the funds for which fell wholly upon the nation or the community, but as a
personal affair and felt no hesitation in spending all he had on it. He believed that a
person should perform a religious task as his own and expend his time and money freely
in its way.
Once a person presented a purse to him with the request that he used it, exclusively, for
his own needs. The Maulana replied, “If we do not regard Allah’s work our own, how
can we claim to be His bondmen ? “With a sigh, he added, “Alas! We are not the just
appreciators of the sacred Prophet. We do not know his true worth.”
This was the Maulana’s rule of life. First of all, he spent from his own pocket on the
religious endeavor he had launched in Mewat, and then, alone, would accept help from
others.
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The Delhi merchants were the next people who gave great respect and supported in his
cause of Tableeq. They used to participate with great interest in the Ijthimas held in
Mewat. With the participation in the Tabig movement, a great revolution in their life
took place. When the time for payer is announced they used to close the doors of their
shops and workplaces and rush to the mosque for congregational prayers. Without
caring for their social prestige and status they used to go to the houses of poor people
and invited them towards the cause of Islamic Thableeg. Due to Maulana Mohammad
Ilyas (RA)’s sincerity and hard work the work of Tableegh began to spread and Jamaats
started to visit all parts of the sub-continent within his life time. Hazrat Maulana Syed
Suleiman Nadwi (RA) remarks, “ Hazrat Maulana Mohammad Ilyas (RA) with his
simplicity and dedication to the correct principles of Dawat (invitation) quietly turned
the Mewatees into sincere and pious Muslims over a twenty five years and made them
the envy of even the Muslims belonging to traditional religious families. His hard word
bore fruit in his life and he raised thousands of dedicated Muslims who continued on the
path of Dawat even after his passing away.
Sensing the end of his mission, Maulana requested his close associates to appoint someone
good and pious as his successor to carry forward the mission of Thableeg. After their
consultation a consensus was reached and Maulana was informed of their choice.
Maulana accepted their choice of Maulana Mohammed Yusuf Sahib and sighed a relief
at the choice. He prophesized that his mission would continue even after his death.
Finally the humble, physically weak and thin Maulana passed away in 1324 Hijra (13th
July 1944) after one day of the choice. leaving behind not one or two bat thousands to
take up his cause and continue on the path of reformation.
Imam Hassan al-Banna (1906 –1949 A.D.)
He was a school teacher and imam, best known for founding the Muslim Brotherhood,
one of the largest and most influential 20th century Muslim revivalist organizations.
His father, Sheikh Ahmad Abd al-Rahman al-Banna al-Sa’ati, was a Hanbali imam,
Muezzin, and mosque teacher. His father was skilled in repairing watches and earned
his livelihood in this way. Sheikh Ahmad was an important spiritual influence during alBanna’s early life, ensuring that Hassan and his brother Gamal had a pious upbringing
that emphasized strong Islamic values. His father was dedicated to the learning of Islam
and spent much of his leisure time reading books in his own library at home. He
encouraged young Al Banna to read books and acquire Islamic knowledge. Thus he
received valuable education from his father and became proficient in his mother language
Arabic.
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His father admitted him to the Darul Uloom teachers training college in Cairo at the age
of 16. In Cairo he was astonished to see the moral degradation and immoral level of the
people there totally ignoring the tenets of Islam. When he was a student of Darul Ulum,
he came across a book 'Poems before the advent of Islam' by Dr.Thaha Hussain,
which raised doubts about the Holy Quran and the Hadeeses regarding their authenticity.
The Book written by Sheik Abdul Razeek, 'Islam and the Government's Policies' induced
Muslims to adopt Secularism as a policy. Most of the Egyptian publications and magazines
promoted the concept of secularism and carried the concept that Egypt was part of the
western Europe.
At that time the Muslim countries were markets for the western goods and were receptive
lands for western thoughts and the stooges of the west. It was believed that western
lifestyle and thoughts only would lead to progress of the nation. Islam was uprooted
from all aspects of political, social and economic affairs of the state and society. The
imperialists had seized the wealth and assets of the Islamic countries and were indulging
in aggression and oppression of the Muslim community. The Caliphate had also collapsed
and anti –Islamic forces were jubilant over this development.
Hasanul Banna was deeply grieved over this atmosphere in Egypt and the Muslim
world and with his youthful spirit sought a remedy for this with his co-students. He was
disgusted with unjust and evil practices in the society and was motivated to carry forward
a reformation of the situation. With these thoughts running in his mind, he gathered like
minded students and formed an organization called,”Jamiatul Akhlakil Adabiya . The
objectives of the organizations were to enhance the moral standards of the students and
teaching them good conducts and habits.Through his involvement with the YMMA, alBanna published over fifteen articles through Majallat al-Fath, an influential Islamic
journal associated with the organization.
After completing his studies at Dar al-'Ulum in 1927, al-Banna became a primary school
teacher in Ismailia, which was the location of the Egyptian headquarters of the Suez
Canal. At this time, Ismailia was the Egyptian town that had the highest foreign influence.
While living there, al-Banna grew increasingly disillusioned with the British cultural
colonization he witnessed. He was especially concerned that hasty attempts to modernize
Egypt often resulted in the negative effect of sacrificing or forgetting Islamic principles.
Al-Banna was also among many Egyptian nationalists who were dissatisfied with Wafd
leadership, namely because of its moderate stances and its insistence on secularism.
According to al-Banna’s accounts, the Muslim Brothers organization was established in
March 1928 when six unnamed workers affiliated with various Suez Canal companies
approached al-Banna, complaining about the injustices suffered by Arabs and Muslims
at the hand of foreign control. Feeling that their complaints resonated with his own
concerns, al-Banna became their leader and the Muslim Brothers was created.
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At first, the society was only one of the numerous small Islamic associations that existed
at the time. Similar to those that Al-Banna himself had joined since he was 12, these
associations aimed to promote personal piety and engaged in charitable activities. By
the late 1930s, it had established branches in every Egyptian province.
In Ismaïlia he worked as a government school teacher and he preached in the mosque,
and even in coffee houses, which were then a novelty and were generally viewed as
morally suspect. At first, some of his views on relatively minor points of Islamic practice
led to strong disagreements with the local religious élite, and he adopted the policy of
avoiding religious controversies. He frequented the places where people gathered and
lectured them on Islam and the problems faced by Muslims. People were attracted to
him because of his purity of thoughts, unpolluted love for people, dedication and untiring
efforts for the cause of Islam and Muslims.
In 1928 six people with similar minds and a sense of sacrifice joined him in his efforts.
They all gathered at Hasanul Banna’s house and discussed their views and came to the
conclusion that their living and dying should be only for the cause of Islam. On that day
was born the Ikhwanul Muslimeen movement that made a great historical impact.
At restaurants, entertainment centres and other public places he delivered lectures about
the bliss of paradise and the torments of hell. His impressive voice awoke many a soul
lost in deep ignorance. He called Muslims to turn to the true Islam. He opposed the
rituals of visiting the tombs of saints. Although it is important to respect great people but
to believe that they could perform miracles and deserve to be venerated went against
the teachings of Islam. He appealed to the Muslims to stop performing rituals at the
tombs of saints.
His goal was to reform the Egyptian society in accordance with the Shariah. He appealed
to the government to reform education on Islamic ways and arrange separate schools
for boys and girls. He also emphasized that a separate syllabus should be formulated to
suit the female students to fall in line with the teachings of Islam.
He was against the western idea of equal status for men and women and vehemently
opposed the mixing of opposite genders. He wrote a book titled, ‘Muslim Woman’
illustrating how the role of a Muslim woman should be according to the teachings of
Islam.
He insisted that in order to protect the sanctity of the family life and moral standards, it
was important to eliminate the opportunities for men and women to mix and women
should not travel without the accompanying ‘Mahram’ relative and should be covered
in proper attire. He put forward proofs from the Holy Quran and the Hadeeth for his
views.
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He believed that it was not possible for the Islamic nation to progress and develop
under the domination of the antagonistic foreign powers. He therefore appealed to the
people to wage a holy war against the imperialist British political and economic methods.
The rulers of that time felt that the influence of Banna and his movement would destabilize
their power. As a consequence under the influence of the British government the Ikhwanul
Muslimeen movement was banned in December 1948.
On the 12th of February,1949, Hasanul Banna was shot at a Cairo Street by a murderer
and was rushed to the hospital. However treatment for him was not given on time as per
the order of the then government and he died on the same day.
The revolutionary ideas expressed by him over came the modern 'Jahiliya concepts and
practices and spread far and wide. When the enemies of Islam were frustrated by this
forward march, they started to control the progress with the help of the then king of
Egypt Farooq and his officers. The members of the Islamic brotherhood were
imprisoned, tortured and murdered. Even his supporters were not allowed to take part
in the funeral.
Rooted in Islam, Al-Banna’s message tackled issues including colonialism, public health,
educational policy, natural resources management, social inequalities, pan-Islamism,
nationalism, Arab nationalism, the weakness of the Islamic world on the international
scene, and the growing conflict in Palestine.
Abul Ala Maududi
Abul Ala Maududi (25 September 1903 – 22 September 1979), known also as
Mawlana, was a widely read and very influential 20th-century Islamic political philosopher,
journalist, Islamic scholar, and Muslim revivalist leader in India, and later Pakistan. He
was also a political figure in Pakistan as the founder of Jamaat-e-Islami, the Islamic
revivalist party.
Maududi was born in Aurangabad, India, then part of the princely state enclave of
Hyderabad, until it returned to India in 1948. He was born to Maulana Ahmad Hasan,
a lawyer by profession. He was the youngest of his three brothers. His father was the
descendant of the Chishti line of saints; in fact his last name was derived from the first
member Khawajah Syed Qutb ul-Din Maudood.
At an early age, Maududi was given home education as his father was not in favour of
him receiving English and western education. He received religious nurture at the hands
of his father and from a variety of teachers employed by him.
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However after some time he joined the Aurangabad government school and started
learning modern education.
For formal education, Syed Maududi was admitted to eight class directly in Madrassa
Furqania, Aurangabad. Where he excelled his class mates, in all respects, despite being
the youngest of all. It was the time when Maududi was attracted to Physics, Chemistry
and Mathematics, and he studied the fundamental concepts in Physics and Mathematics
in depth. Meanwhile his father shifted to Bhopal where he suffered a severe paralysis
attack and died leaving no property or money, as he belonged to a middle-class family.
Therefore, Maududi had to sever his education due to financial hardship.
He continued his Islamic education of Arabic grammar, commentary of the Holy Quran,
Hadeeses, Logic and philosophy. He was an ardent orator and a prolific writer of
Islam.
When it was mentioned that Islam was a religion of violence by people including Gandi,
he wrote a book titled, 'Jihad and Islam' as a reply to their accusation.He explained that
Islam did not espouse violence and that the struggles of Muslims against oppression
were indeed battles of justice. He was lauded by many prominent people including
Dr.Allama Iqbal for his great efforts in writing this book.
In 1932 he started publishing a magazine called , 'Tharjumathul Quran' for the revival of
Islamic thoughts. He laid the foundation for reforming the individuals and societies for
the purpose of reestablishing the Caliphate.
Through this magazine he gathered a number of supporters. These fans and supporters
always exchanged valuable ideas with him and contributed to the growth of the magazine.
In order to make his vision of thoughts a reality, he made an invitation through his
magazine. ‘Come forward to create a dedicated generation for the struggle of Islam’
was the invitation. As a reaction to this invitation many responded and the ‘Jamaat’e
Islami’ was founded on 26th August in 1941 with 745 members.
Maududi proposed forming a Muslim state based on Islamic law and in which Islam
would guide all areas of life. This would not be theocracy Maududi held, because it
would not be ruled by the ulema (scholars) but by the entire Muslim community.
As JI Ameer (leader) he was in favor of an Islamic State but he argued that the leaders
of the Muslim League did not have an Islamic outlook. He believed that the leaders
seeking an independent state in the name of Pakistan, were in no case competent enough
to lead an Islamic state; that was why, they pleaded for a Muslim state where only
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Muslims would be majority in numbers and quantity. Maulana Maududi argued that, a
Muslim state did not necessarily mean an Islamic state. He said,
“An Islamic state is a Muslim state, but a Muslim state may not be an Islamic state
unless and until the Constitution of the state is based on The Holy Qura’an and Sunnah.”
His arguments were criticized by many Muslim League Leaders fighting to create
independent state of Pakistan. After the Partition of India, the JI was redefined in 1947
to support an Islamic state in Pakistan. The JI claims to be the oldest religious party in
Pakistan.”
With the Partition of India, the JI decided to split the organization with the new political
boundaries of new countries carved out of British India. The organization headed by
Maududi is now known as Jamaat-i-Islami Pakistan. Also existing are Jamaat-e-Islami
Hind, Bangladesh Jamaat-e-Islami, and autonomous groups in Indian Kashmir, and
also in Sri Lanka.
Maududi remained JI’s Ameer (leader) until 1972 when he withdrew from the
responsibility for reasons of health.
In 1953, he and the JI led a campaign against the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community in
Pakistan, on the ground that the Ahmadiyya (they believed) did not embrace Muhammad
as the last and greatest prophet (khatam-e-nubuwwat). Maududi as well as the
traditionalist ulama of Pakistan wanted Ahmadi designated as kafirs (non-Muslims),
Muhammad Zafarullah Khan and other high level Ahmadis sacked from office, and
intermarriage between Ahmadis and other Muslims prohibited.
The renowned jurist Mustafa Ahmed Zarka states that the stature of Maulana Maudud
is in line with the stature of great men like Imaam Ghazzali and Ibnu Thaimiya.
Maulana Maududi played a unique role in the history of Islam as a writer, thinker,
educator, reformist and the founder of an Islamic movement at a time when the whole
Muslim world was in darkness without the practical application of Islam in the social,
political and economic arena.
He presented Islam in a comprehensive way with the sole purpose of making the Islamic
thoughts to be transformed into reality one day. His influence continues in the Muslim
world.
His views on Qur’an “The Qur’an is ... a Book which contains a message, an invitation,
which generates a movement. The moment it began to be sent down, it impelled a quiet
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and pious man to ... raise his voice against falsehood, and pitted him in a grim struggle
against the lords of disbelief, evil and iniquity. ... it drew every pure and noble soul, and
gathered them under the banner of truth. In every part of the country, it made all the
mischievous and the corrupt to rise and wage war against the bearers of the truth.”
Maududi saw Muslims not as those whom followed the religion of Islam, but as everything:
“Everything in the universe is ‘Muslim’ for it obeys Allah by submission to His laws.”
The only exception to this universe of Muslims were human beings who failed to follow
Islam.
“Islam is not a ‘religion’ in the sense this term is commonly understood. It is a system
encompassing all fields of living. Islam means politics, economics, legislation, science,
humanism, health, psychology and sociology. It is a system which makes no discrimination
on the basis of race, color, language or other external categories. Its appeal is to all
mankind. It wants to reach the heart of every human being.”
In 1979 he passed away and he is held in high esteem by the Muslim world as an
Islamic thinker and philosopher.
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